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PREF ACE TO THE SECOND EDITION.

SINCE

the First Edition of this work was published,

Commentaries of various kinds and aims on these
Epistles have appeared, such as meet the demands of
the great majority of readers.

But I have found that

there are some to whom a book like this is not unwelcome.

Learned inquiry and illustration, edifying

exposition, useful information, must be sought elsewhere.

My aim has been to keep the subject-matter

of the Epistles always prominent, and it has been part
of my purpose to omit much which it has belonged
to the plan of other editors to supply.

To quote from

my former Preface, "The theology of St. Paul is here
stated with a largeness which adapts it, I conceive, in
a special manner to the 1nquiries of the present time.
Whether Creation has any centre and ground ; whether
human life has any key and pattern,-are questions
which belong peculiarly to the speculations of this age,
and to which these Epistles offer a common answer by
setting forth CHRIST in universal relations of a twofold
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kind,-as the Word who is the law and life of the
universal creation, and as the Son who is the head of
universal humanity.

This edition seeks to further m

some humble measure the study of that answer.

When

we are desirous of obtaining a conception of a document as a whole, there 1s a certain advantage m
putting aside discussions which, however valuable for
their special purposes, may have the effect of expanding details into inconvenient magnitude."

I have now

done what I can, by revising the book and reconsidering
some difficult passages, to make it more serviceable to
those who may use it ; but I have not gone beyond
my original aim.
I am specially indebted to three recent works of the
first importance,-the Greek New Testament of Professors
"\Vestcott and Hort, the Revised Version, and Bishop

Lightfoot's Colossians and Philemon.

Messrs. Westcott

and Hort have kindly allowed me, with the consent of
their publishers, to borrow the Greek text of the Epistles
from their volume.
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GENERAL INTRODUCTION.
FouR of St. Paul's extant letters-those to the Ephesians,
the Colossians, Philemon, and the Philippians - were
written, according to the general belief, at nearly the same
time of his life, and when he was in nearly the same
circumstances. Three of them were to be carried by the
same hands. · Tychicus is the messenger sent to the Church
at Ephesus (Eph. vi. 21, 22); Tychicus and Onesimus are
sent to Colossre (Col. iv. 7-9); Onesimus is sent with the
letter to his master Philemon. These three profess to be
written by a prisoner (Eph. vi. 20; Col. iv. 18; Philemon I);
and the imprisonment is shared by Aristarchus (Col. iv. 10).
We learn from Acts xxvii. 2, that Aristarchus had accompanied St. Paul on his voyage to Rome. The imprisonment, therefore, to which reference is made in these letters
is apparently that which continued for two years at Rome.
The letter to the Church at Philippi was also written by
one who was in bonds, and contains allusions to the
imperial court and household (Phil. i. 13, iv. 22), which
prove that it was written during the same imprisonment.
This imprisonment is thus described in the concluding
words of the Acts :-" And Paul dwelt two whole years
(oieTtav 3X?Jit) in his own hired house, and received all that
came in unto him, preaching the kingdom of God and
teaching those things which concern the Lord Jesus Christ
with all confidence, no man forbidding him." It is certainly
the natural inference from this statement that the imprisonment terminated in some way at the end of the two years.
B
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If the writer had meant only that the imprisonment had
continued for two years up to the time of his writing the
conclusion of his history, he would in all probability have
expressed himself differently. He would not have rounded
the period of time by calling it oteTla 37'.tJ. We have
therefore a space of two years within which to place the
writing of these four letters. The date of St. Paul's arrival
at Rome can be fixed with great certainty. It is proved,
by Wieseler 1 and others, that Felix was recalled from
Judrea and succeeded by Festus in A.D. 60. St. Paul left
Cresarea in the autumn of that year. In the spring therefore of A.D. 61 he arrived at Rome, and his sojourn there
must have lasted till the spring of A.D. 63. There are
reasons for believing that the Epistle to the Philippians
was written towards the end of this period (ii. 23). We
have no materials for fixing more precisely the common
date of the other three.
The condition of St. Paul as a prisoner at Rome was in
one point extremely galling, but in other respects he .was
treated with special indulgence and consideration. In
accordance with the Roman method of guarding prisoners,
he was bound by a chain to a soldier, from whom it would
seem that he could never be separated by night or by day.
The chain was fastened to the right wrist of the prisoner
and to the left wrist of the soldier. When St. Paul was first
taken into custody at Jerusalem, he was bound with two
s-qch chains, one to each hand (Acts xxi. 33). The hand
which he stretched forth when he spoke before Agrippa was
loaded with a chain-" except these bonds" (Acts xxvi. 29).
At Rome, "Paul was suffered to dwell by himself with the
soldier that kept him" (Acts xxviii. 16). I~ the Epistle
to the Ephesians he says that he discharged his office of
ambassador in behalf of the gospel " in a chain" (Jv
1

Chronologie de,1 Apostolischen Zeitalters, pp. 66 and foll
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aJu' uet, vi. 20 ). If, as seems probable, St. Paul was never
released for an hour during those two years from ·so
oppressive an incubus, he might well insist upon his bonds
as a kind of martyrdom in the cause of Christ, which
entitled him to the more affectionate deference on the part
of his fellow-believers. But the inevitable annoyance of
such custody was mitigated by a greater degree of liberty
than would have been compatible, without such an expedient, with any confinement at all. From the first, the
evident nobleness of the Apostle's character had won him
considerate and courteous treatment at the hands of the
Roman officials. At Cresarea he had liberty to see his
friends without restriction (Acts xxiv. 23). On the voyage
to Rome Julius, the centurion in command, began by using
him kindly (rpi)..av8pd7rm!1 XP'Y/uJµ,,;vo~Acts xxvii. 3), and
must have ended by regarding him with profound respect
and gratitude. After he had arrived at Rome, he was
almost as free for his work of preaching Christ and
directing tbe Churches as if he had been his own
master.
During the two years of this imprisonment at Rome,
then, we are to think of St. Paul as never enjoying complete
privacy, but as continually occupied at his will in proclaiming the kingdom of God to all who would come to
him, in expounding the doctrine of Christ to Jews and
Gentiles, in receiving envoys from Churches in Greece and
in Asia, in sending messages and writing letters to all who
needed his counsel. 1 This was by no means an inactive or
1 It has been asked why the group of kindred Epistles to the Ephesians, the
Colossians, and Philemon, might not have been written whilst St. Paul was kept
bound at Cresarea, before he was conveyed to Rome. During that earlier part of
his imprisonment, he was not prevented from communicating with his friends,
and we cannot say that Aristarchus was not with him at Cresarea, as well as at
Rome. But we gather from these Epistles that whilst he was writing them
St. Paul was labouring freely and actively in his apostolic work, and that others
were co-operating with him in that work (Eph. vi. 19, 20; Col. iv. 11). Now
we have seen that the conclusion of the Acts deRcribes him as enjoying this

B2
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unfruitful portion of his apostolic life. The Apostle of the
Gentiles had long wished earnestly to visit Rome, the
metropolis of the Gentile world ; probably his " appeal to
Cresar" was dictated in part by this desire. He came as a
prisoner, but it was so ordered that his bonds, instead of
hindering the work for which he lived, turned out " rather
unto the furtherance of the gospel" (Phil. i. 12). A very
few out of the many letters which it is reasonable to suppose that he wrote, have been preserved for the permanent
instruction of the Church ; these, like the rest, the writer
would have us remember, were written with his right hand
" in a chain."
We find little necessity in the writings of St. Paul for
dwelling on contemporary secular history. His• letters do
not happen to contain allusions to historical persons or
events. But it is certain that he was not indifferent to what
was going on in the world around him. Whilst he was at
Rome, Nero was the Cresar for whose judgment he was
waiting ; and Nero at that time -was advancing rapidly
from bad to worse. In A.D. 59 he had put his mother
Agrippina to death. He then plunged into unseemly riot,
degrading his rank by appearing as a musical performer on
the stage, and corrupting all about him with shameful and
brutal excesses. In the year 62, Burrus, the commander of
that prcetorium to which St. Paul alludes (Phil. i. 13),
died (" incertum valetudine an veneno,"-Tacitus, Annals,
xiv. 51); and one of the few honest men in high place
was succeeded by one of the most infamous, Tigellinus
freedom at Rome, and the Epistle to the Philippians, which is evidently written
from Rome, speaks of the great success which had attended his efforts and those
of his fellow-labourers (Phil. i. 12-14). On the other hand, there is no mention
of his having been allowed so large a liberty at Caisarea. The verse in the Acts
(xxiv. 23) only says (I) .,,.pou•px•u0ru. being omitted in the truer text) that the
centurion was to keep him and show him indulgence, and forbid none of his
connexions to do him services. The scenery of these Epistles therefore agrees
JI!,UCh better with the imprisonment at Rome than with that at Caisarea.
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being raised to the vacant command. In the same year
Seneca sought and obtained permission to retire from the
court. It was the misfortune of Seneca to live in a fearfully corrupt age and to have a Nero for his pupil. His
admirable ethical philosophy is tacked on like a pwrpureus
pannu,s to the life of Nero, as if to exhibit the weakness
and failure of the very best Pagan sentiment in that age,
and to serve as a contrast to the message which, tp.ough
foolishness to the Greeks, proved itself to be the power of
God. Seneca was in all probability the brother of the
Gallio who protected St. Paul in A chaia ; and he may have
heard of the Apostle himself. If he did, it is scarcely
possible that the courtier-philosopher could have regarded
the Jewish prisoner with other feelings than those of serene
indifference. His writings, however, have so much that
resembles the language of Christian morality as to have .
given rise to the report that he was acquainted with St.
Paul. This supposition has found a record in some spurious
letters of Seneca to Paul. When Seneca withdrew into
retirement, Nero probably felt one more restraint taken off.
He proceeded immediately to divorce and put to death his
innocent wife Octavia. The great conflagration at Rome,
attributed to Nero himself, and famous in Christian annals
because the blame of it was laid by Nero upon the
Christians, took place in the year which followed the
termination of St. Paul's imprisonment. The revelations
of Tacitus and Juvenal, though they do not illustrate details (except indeed the names of vices) in the writings of
St. Paul, are most important as enabling us to realize in
the midst of what kind of surrounding element he taught
and wrote and did his apostolic work.
The history in the Acts tells us that even at Rome his own
countrymen were St. Paul's first care, and that he followed
there his old plan of giving them the first offer of his
Gospel. There was a great multitude of ,Jews at Rome,

6
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and the Apostle invited the chief of them to come and
hear him. The answer made by the Jews is one of the
principal difficulties in the Acts, professing as it does a
degree of ignorance on their part both of St. Paul himself
and of the faith of the Christians, which seems hardly consistent with the status of the Church at Rome as we learn
it from the Epistle to the Romans. No doubt can reasonably be thrown upon the existence of a recognised Church
at Rome, But it may have been comparatively insignificant
in so vast a place. It may have consisted almost entirely
of persons who had received the Gospel first elsewhere;
and there may have been no attempt, previous to St. Paul's
arrival, to proclaim Jesus as the Christ amongst the Jews
settled at Rome. These suppositions may in part explain
the answer of the Jews, "We neither received letters out
of Judrea concerning thee, neither any of the brethren that
came shewed or spake any harm of thee. But we desire to
hear of thee what thou thinkest : for as concerning this
sect, we know that everywhere it is spoken against " (xxviii.
21, 22). There will still linger perhaps in our minds some
surprise that the name of Paul should not have been better
known amongst the chief of his countrymen at Rome. But
he unquestionably had many friends there, already worshipping the same Saviour with himself; some of whom had
come to meet him "as far as Appii Forum and the Three
Taverns," causing Paul to "thank God and take courage"
(xxviii. 15).
1vVe observe that the historian of the Acts describes the
teaching of St. Paul at Rome in the oldest and simplest
terms of the Christian creed. To proclaim the kingdom of
God, and to tell men concerning the Lord Jesus Christ, this
was still the main work of St. Paul (Acts xxviii. 23, 31).
But it is an interesting question, whether he was now contemplating the kingdom of God and the Lord J csus Christ
in exactly the same way as he had done in Greece or Asia
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Minor or Palestine. For the answering of this question
our only materials are the four letters written during this
imprisonment. The Epistle to Philemon, though most
valuable on other grounds, has no special theological significance. The Epistle to the Philippians is rich in practical
theology, and has its own marked features. If we compare
this with those to the Ephesians and Colossians, we may
find many resemblances between them. But these would
be chiefly in points which all the letters of St. Paul have in
common. Indeed, the general theological aspect of the
Epistle to the Philippians is at least as similar to that of the
Epistles to the Corinthians as to that of its more contemporaneous Epistles. But when we compare togeth@r the
Epistles to the Ephesians and the Colossians, we not only
perceive them to be strikingly alike externally and in details,
but they seem to have in common a certain type of doctrine
distinguishable from that of the other writings of St. Paul.
It is difficult indeed to say, considering the patent coincidences of expression in the two Epistles, whether the points
of likeness or of unlikeness between them are the more remarkable. No one can doubt that either one Epistle was an
intentional copy of the other, or else both were written at
very nearly the same time by the same author. It is when
we are considering the doctrinal substance of the Epistles
that the latter conclusion forces itself upon us most irresistibly as the true one. These two letters are twins,
singularly like one another in face, like also in character,
but not so identical as to be without a strongly marked
individuality.
The scheme of construction is the same in the two
Epistles. Each of them is divisible into two parts, of
which the former declares how God has revealed himselfespecially in relation to men-in Christ ; the latter appeals
to us to live in conformity with what has been thus manifested. The author, i11 preparing to write, has set distinctly

8
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Lefore his mind the image of CHRIST, the Son of God, the
Head of men. Whatever can be read in the person of
Christ, that he affirms without reserve both concerning the
Father and concerning men. All the qualities and acts
and experiences of Christ assume an infinite importance
when interpreted in this twofold relation. St. Paul contemplates in Christ the full mind of the Father ; he sees in
his filial nature our sonship to God, in his death our
death to the old natural state, in his resurrection our rising
again to a new life, in his ascension our exaltation to a
heavenly sphere of existence, in his reign the pledge of a
perfect triumph of order over disorder, of good over evil.
The Son, making God the Father known to men ; the Son,
explaining men to themselves, and restoring them to a right
relation towards God and one another,-is the centre of
thought in these Epistles. Nothing can be more orderly,
nothing, in the higher sense, more systematic, than the
reference of everything in heaven and earth, of all divinity
and all morality, of the perfect ideal of God and the
lamentable aberrations of men, to the one nature and life
of Christ,-which we may trace throughout these writings.
St. Paul had always, from the time of his conversion,
worshipped the Lord Jesus Christ as the Son of God and
the Lord of men; but at the time when he wrote these
letters, the conception of Christ as gathering up in himself
all that has ever come forth from the creative mind of the
one God and Father seems to have been most distinct to
his thoughts, and to have filled the whole capacity of his
intellect most completely. There is such a vastness, however, in this conception, that, it is susceptible of very various
·applications ; and the clear differences between the pro.found and magnificent ideas of the one and the other of
these Epistles make it almost impossible for an earnest
student to look upon either as a copyist's imitation of the
other.

INTRODUCTION TO THE EPISTLE TO THE
EPHESIANS.
THIS Epistle professes to be written by St. Paul. It not
only begins with a salutation given in his name but it contains a long and remarkable passage (iii. 1-13) in which he
describes the commission he had received as the Apostle of
the Gentiles, and appeals to the sufferings of his imprisonment as adding weight to his exhortations and reflecting
dignity upon the common cause. No other Epistle bears
a more distinct profession of being St. Paul's than this does.
It has been maintained, nevertheless, by distinguished
critics (including De Wette and Ewald) that this is not
a genuine work of St. Paul.
Those who cannot read the Epistle to the Ephesians without being awed by the peculiar loftiness, by the grandeur
of conception, by the profound insight, by the eucharistic
inspiration, which they recognise in it, will require strong
evidence to persuade them that it was written by some
other man who wished it to pass as St. Paul's. Apart from
the question of the morality of the act, imitators do not
pour out their thoughts in the free and fervid style of this
Epistle. Nor can we easily imagine how such an imitation
could have been successful either near the time of St. Paul,
or at any subsequent period. It is not conceivable that it
should have made its appearance without exciting wonder _
and inquiry. In the lifetime of St. Paul the pious fraud
would not have been attempted. ,vithin a few years after
his death, the difficulty of deceiving his friends and the
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Church in such a matter must have been very great. At a
later time, the estimation in which St. Paul's writings were
held would have ensured the careful scrutiny of any previously unknown work put forward in his name. And there
are no signs that the genuineness of the Epistle to the
Ephesians was ever doubted in the Church. The external
testimonies to it are neither inadequate nor obscure. Not
to lay stress on the 'apparent allusions in Polycarp and
Ignatius, there are formal quotations from this Epistle, as
St. Paul's to the Ephesians, in Iremeus 1 and Clement of
Alexandria,2 which prove that in their time, that is, in the
latter part of the second century, this work was universally
received as genuine. Some recent critics are the only persons who have ever suspected it to be spurious. These considerations then,-the profession of being St. Paul's wrought
into the texture of the Epistle, its wonderfully genuine air,
the difficulty of imposing a spurious Epistle of St. Paul
upon the Church, the positive external testimony of ancient
writers, and the absence of any doubt in the Church,-are
in favour of the genuineness of this Epistle.
The arguments on the other side may be reduced to three.
( 1) We miss the characteristics which we should expect in
any letter of St. Paul's and especially in a letter to the
Christians of Ephesus. (2) There are differences between the
thoughts and the style of this work and those of St. Paul's
other writings. (3) There is a suspicious resemblance
between this and the Epistle to the Colossians.
(1) It is certainly very strange that in writing to the
Ephesians St. Paul should have omitted all references to
1 TouTO a. Kai o IIatiAos A<)IH' 'ITClV yap TD ipav,potifHVOV cpws £UTh, (Eph. v. 13).
Iremeus adv. Hrer. i. 8. 5. Ka0ws o J.&aKap,os IIai:Ms cf>71,nv, iv Tfj 'ITpDs 'Ecp,o lovr f1rl(]'roAf, · OT£ p,tA11 EuµEv TaV uCdµaTos, lK. 1ijs- uapK.Os aVToii} 1ea& JK. r@i,
61TTEwv aiiToii (Eph. v. 30) Ibid. v. 2, 3.
,
2

After quoting a passage from the 2d Epistle to the Corinthians, Clement

,adds, uacf>irrmm a; 'Ecf>•ulots ypaq,wv chr•KaAtn/,E TD (:71T0Jp.EIIOII &a. 'ITWS l\eywv'
µixp• KamvT7Juwp.Ev ol 'IT<IVTES K,T.A. (Eph. iv, 13-15), Pred. i, 18. See also

Strom. iv. 65.
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particular members of the Church at Ephesus, and to particular circumstances affecting it. If there was one Church
with which St. Paul was personally intimate, we might say
it was the Church at Ephesus. Labours, dangers, and successes had united their threefold influence in endearing to
him the body of believers in that city. We should read
two chapters in the Acts, the 19th and 20th, to revive the
recollection of the character of St. Paul's connexion with
Ephesus. It was quite impossible for him, whose memory
of all fellowship in trial and affection was so strong and
enduring, to forget those for whom he had suffered and
striven so much, and who had loved him in return so
heartily. In writing to the Corinthians, when he wants an
example of the worst things he has endured, he refers to his
"fight with wild beasts" at Ephesus. In that most touching address which he made to the Ephesian elders at Miletus,
he says himself, "Remember that by the space of three
years I ceased not to warn every one night and day with
tears." And his parting from them is thus described," When
he had thus spoken, he kneeled down, and prayed with
them all. And they all wept sore, and fell on Paul's neck,
and kissed him, sorrowing most of all for the words which
he spake, that they should sec his face no more. And they
accompanied him to the ship." Can it be, we ask, that in
writing to the Christians of a place where there had been
so much to stir his speculative intellect, his moral energies,
his affectionate sympathy, so much to raise his office and
his endowments in his own eyes, he should show a forgetfulness which is so singularly unlike him, and should never
once refer to any particular person or to any local circumstance 1
The closest scrutiny of the Epistle has discovered little
to modify the impression of strangeness thus made upon us.
It is true that the history in the Acts exhibits a prevalence
at Ephesus of magical delusions, an.activity of superstition,

12
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which some of the special doctrine in the · Epistle to the
Ephesians is well calculated to meet. The thought of evil
spiritual powers working in the invisible world (Eph. ii. 2,
vi. 12) might be suggested by the exorcising of evil spirits
~nd the use of magical formulas of which we read in the
Acts (xix. 13, 19). Some coincidences also may be found
between the language of the address to the elders at Miletus
and that of the Epistle. But these correspondences are
slight in themselves, and do not at all fill up the place of
the personal allusions which might have been expected and
are wanting.
One important hint which the text of the Epistle supplies
for a solution of this difficulty, is to be found in the absence
from some MSS. of the words Jv 'Ecpeurp in the salutation.
If these are removed, there remains no evidence that this
Epistle was written to the Ephesians at _all. It still professes to be written by St. Paul; but, for anything we
know, it might have been addressed to Christians who had
never seen him. Now St. Basil 1 says that there was a
tradition that these two words should be omitted and that
he had so read the passage in ancient MSS. There are more
doubtful intimations to the same effect in Jerome and Tertullian. In accordance with this evidence, these words are
omitted in the original writing in two of the most important MSS.-the Vatican and the Sinaitic. An attempt was
made, as we find in St. Basil and St. Jerome, to read the
passage as if it were complete without ev 'Ecpearp or any
substitute for these words, by laying an emphasis on To;:.soiJa-w. But no one will suppose that the author intended
this. The question suggested by the partial omission of
iv 'Ecplurp has been whether the Epistle might not have been
writtenfor other communities besides the Church at Ephesus.
If it was to be sent even to one other church, as that of
Laodicea ; and still more, if it was to be read to several of
1

Cont. Eunom. ii. 19.
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the churches in the neighbourhood of Ephesus, both the
absence of special allusions and the MS. uncertainty about
Jv 'Etf>lup would be sufficiently accounted for.
The expression in iii. 3, 4, "As I wrote before in few
words, whereby when ye read ye may understand my
knowledge in the mystery of Christ," is generally taken to
refer to what St. Paul had just written, chiefly in the first
chapter; and no doubt this is quite possible. But the first
impression of the ordinary reader would be, I think, that
St. Paul was referring to some other document. Is it
allowable to conjecture that St. Paul had quite recently
written a more special letter to the Ephesians, and that he
had said in that whatever of a special nature he wished to
communicate to them 1 It is true that in that case we
cannot say why he should have sent another epistle to them ;
but supposing him to have been led by any unknown
circumstance to do so, it was needless to repeat what he
had said before, and he was at liberty to pour out a more
unbroken stream of doctrine.
(2) A second argument against the genuineness of this
Epistle is founded upon the differences between the
thoughts and the language of this and those of St. Paul's
acknowledged writings. It is assumed in this argument
that the Epistle to the Colossians is not taken into account.
The Epistle to the Ephesians, it is urged, is too like this,
too unlike "the rest.
The differences which are appealed to are real, and such
as no one need wish to deny ; but conclusions drawn from
the critical observation of likenesses and unlikenesses are
extremely unstable. Lists of words not used elsewhere by
the same writer are almost contemptible as evidence of
spuriousness. If these li7Taf ).ery<fp,eva were used obtrusively, they might be an indication of a writer so attached
to particular words that he could write nothing without
bringing them in ; but if they fitly express the thoughts

14
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of the writer, is he to be debarred from entertaining
the new idea, or from using the terms appropriate to it 1
The feeling of a critic who is thoroughly familiar with,
the writings in question is of far more weight. But
we have had abundant cautions not to defer too easily in
such matters to personal authority. The conclusion of the
critic depends not only upon his learning, taste, and
honesty, but also upon his antecedent bias and upon
assumptions which may be very questionable.
When we survey the whole body of the letters profess~
ing to be written by St. Paul, we cannot but be struck by
the varieties of style to be observed amongst them ; and the
impression is deepened when we consider within how short
a time they are all supposed to have been written. St. Paul
was past middle life,-he may have been fifty years of age,when the first of his Epistles was written ; he had then been
a Christian for not less than fourteen years ; and all the
Epistles were written within a space of perhaps seventeen
years. That in a collection of writings composed under
these conditions there should be such varieties of thought
and style as there are in the Pauline Epistles, is a phenomenon to which we could hardly find a parallel in literature.1 But these writings differ amongst themselves in such
a way as to make it very difficult to draw a line which
shall place all the letters which have a clear stamp of
common authorship on one side and the rest on the other.
For example, if we suppose the Epistle to the Ephesians to
be rejected on the evidence of its style and ideas, what is
to be done with .that to the Colossians 1 It would he no
easy matter to decide which of these two Epistles is the
more unlike those to the Romans and Corinthians. If we
advance with modern criticism. to its farthest point, and
1 M. Renan, who only rejects the Pastoral Epistles, speaks of St. Paul's
Epistles as written within a space of nine or ten years, between A.D. 53 and
A.D. 62.
Les Apotre;;, p. v.
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pronounce all the Epistles to be spurious except the four to
the Romans, Corinthians and Galatians, we may find it
difficult to maintain that the Epistle to the Philippians is
manifestly farther removed than that to the Galatians in tone
and style from the Second to the Corinthians. And however
decided the differences we may be able to perceive between
the four groups of Pauline Letters (1 and 2 Thessalonians,
-Romans, 1 and 2 Corinthians, Galatians,-Ephesians
Colossians, Philemon, Philippians,-1 and 2 Timothy, Titus),
we can hardly fail to recognise their mutual likeness when
we compare them with any other writings, whether v.,-ith the
other Epistles of the New Testament Canon, or with any
compositions outside of the Canon. If we took any two
of the Pauline Epistles, as Romans and 2 Timothy,
and compared them together, we should have less difficulty in ascribing them both to the same author, than in
ascribing either of them to any other author whom we
know.
Let us suppose that the reader feels the alleged diversities
to be real and surprising, and yet that the evidence for the
Pauline authorship of all these letters appears to him almost
irresistible,-may he not reasonably reckon this variety as
one amongst the wonderful phenomena which the history
of St. Paul presents 1 There are many things in the
character and life of St. Paul which would be incredible,
if we had not good evidence that they are true : and the
versatility of his mind, its quick and pliant response to
every new demand made upon his attention or his sympathy,
has always seemed one of the most wonderful of his
qualities. The undoubted tenacity and constancy of his
nature makes this versatility the more remarkable. "\Ve
ought to expect, therefore, that he would write very
differently under different circumstances. Let us take into
consideration also what the due effect of his inspiration
would be. Such an influence would naturally make a man
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less of a machine, less uniform and same in his thoughts
and utterances. Under each new impression, in each new
situation, he would be more thoroughly possessed and
moulded by his conviction than an uninspired man. There
would be stronger marks of personality, and yet the man
would be so moved by the conditions surrounding him that
he might appear to be one person at one time and another
person at another time. These considerations may help us·
to admit to the full the diversities which critics have
observed in the Pauline Epistles, and yet not to draw the
inference that any of them are spurious.
(3) We need to bear the same reflections in mind whilst
we consider the third argument brought against the genuineness of the Epistle to the Ephesians,-its suspicious relation to the Epistle to the Colossians. The resemblances
between the two Epistles do not need to be pointed out ;
they are obvious on the surface. The two compositions
are constructed upon the same lines, and to a great extent
the same material is worked up in them. But these
resemblances seem to agree far less with the hypothesis
that one is a copy of the other than with that of their
being written at very nearly the same time by the same
person. Nothing is more frequent than for letters written
at the same time to different correspondents to have a great
deal both of thought and language in common. The
leading ideas in each Epistle are sufficiently distinguishable
from one another, and in each the thoughts and phrases
which are common to both are in perfect harmony with the
subject. It is more difficult to account for the difference
in style, which appears to be considera_ble. (See the Introduction to Colossians.) St. Paul, we shall be obliged to
say, was a man who would write on one day as he does to
the Colossians, and on the next day as he does to the
Ephesians.
As to the relative priority of the two Epistles, the
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presumptions on · eithet side are scarcely strong enough to
warrant a confident conclusion. That a very short interval
separated them will be doubted by no one who believes that
St. Paul wrote both, and we may be content to leave it
undecided which was written first.
It is to be remembered that in writing to Ephesus
St. Paul was in effect writing to the province of which
Ephesus was the · leading city. Its importance in this
character was manifestly the reason whj St. Paul spent so
long a time teaching there. We read in the acco,unt of his
stay at Ephesus (Acts xix. 10), "This continued by the
space of two years ; so that all they which dwelt in Asia;
heard.the word of the Lord Jesus, both Jews and Greeks."
And the same circumstance is mentioned in the speech of
Demetrius, "Ye see and hear, that not alone at Ephesus,
but almost throughout all Asia, this Paul hath persuaded
and turned away much people" (Ibid. ver. 26). It may be
supposed therefore that St. Paul, when remembering the
Ephesian Church, was led to consider the state of mind
prevailing throughout that part of Asia Minor, and the
dangers which beset the believers dwelling i.n that country.
An ancient Asiatic goddess, called Artemis by. the Greeks
and Diana by the Romans, but whose clumsy image, shaped
like a mummy, and adorned with many breasts and the
figures of various animals, symbolized the productive and
nutritive powers of Nature, was highly honoured at Ephesus,
and also· "throughout all Asia." But neither in this
Epistle, nor in the two· to Timothy, is there any unmistake~
able allusion to the worship of this local divinity. The
believers whom St. Paul was addressing bad either never
paid homage to the Ephesian idol, or were emancipated
from its fascination. Perhaps, however, the superstition to
which they had been accustomed might make them more
ready to accept such schemes of opposed hierarchies of good
and evil spirits as were attracting the Jewish mind in that
('
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age. So for as we can gather from the Epistles to Timothy_,
written to him as presiding over the Church at Ephesus,
and from this Epistle, the dangerous speculations whi~h
occurred to the writer's mind were those of Orientalized
Judaism. "I besought thee," says St. Paul, "to abide at
Ephesus, that thou mightest charge some not to give heed
to fables and endless genealogies (µ,60ots «a'i ryEvea"ll.oryfats
d1rE:pJvrois), which minister questions" (1 Tim. i. 3, 4}.
Compare '' Jewish fables " in Titus i. 14. Again in
1 Tim. vi. 4 and 20, we have allusions to a morbid love of
" questions and strifcs of words " ( S7JT1Jl1"fts «a, )i.,o'Yoµ,axfas,
see also 2 Tim. ii. 23), and to "the profane babblings and
oppositions of the falsely-named knowledge or Gnosis,"
( dvn0la-m T~s ,Jrwowvlµ,ov ryvd<nws). Speculative theories
about emanations, one seiies being opposed to another,
having their ultimate origin in Oriental, probably Persfo,
theosophy, but coming through Jewish channels, would
best answer to these descriptions.
The Apocalypse, the Epistles of St. John, and the Gospel
of St. John, are all associated with Ephesus, but they do
not happen to supply any special illustrations to the
Epistle to the Ephesians. -The Apocalypse was probably
written a very few years after this Epistle. Ephesus stands
first in the list of the Seven Churches in Asia to which
special messages are given. But the message to the angel
of the Church of Ephesus contains nothing to remind us of
St. Paul's Epistle. In the Laodicean message, the titles
assumed by the Son of Man, " the Amen, the faithful and
true Witness, the beginning (dpx~) of the Creation of God,"
resemble the doctrine of this Epistle, but are more directly
parallel to the language of the Epistle to the Colossians.
The Epistles and the Gospel of St. John were written at
a much later period. It is most interesting to compare
their theology with that of the letters of St. Paul which
we are now considering, but the aged St. John is dealing
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with the speculations of a later date in the history of the
Church, and his teaching is intended to convey developments of the truth, and to correct errors, which had more
than a local character.
It is implied in what has been already said, that we find
no clear intimation in this Epistle of any special questions
to be settled, or of any peculiar faults or dangers against
which the writer desired to warn his readers. It is remarkable as a free spontaneous uttemnce of Christian thought,
exercised upon the great topics of God's purposes and man's
duty. It is possible that his subject, or rather his manner
of treating it, may have been partly suggested to the
Apostle by the modes of thought prevalent in the Church
of Asia Minor. Perhaps what he knew of the mind of that
Church gave him at least greater freedom in pouring forth,
as into sympathising ears, the thoughts of which his own
heart was full. But there are very slight grounds for
connecting the substance of this Epistle with any decided
peculiarity of the Ephesian Christians. And in reading it
we are scarcely led to look for any other motive than the
fervour of a devout spirit delighting to give expression t1:>
the impulses of faith and love. Indeed it would be hardly
extravag~nt to regard this work as a Hymn. , Though the
form of the composition is that of a letter, the mood of the
writer is lyrical rather than hortatory. From time to time
the eucharistic strain which pervades the whole Epistle
rises into rhythmic solemnity ; and the diction is throughout somewhat more poetical than in the other writings
of St. Paul.
The key to the Epistle may be found in the opening
sentence. After the salutation, St. Paul begins his psalm
with the words; " Blessed be God and the Father of our
Lord Jesus Christ, who has blessed us with all spiritual
blessing in heavenly things in Christ." Fixing his eyes on
the Lord Jesus Christ, he opens his mind to the blessings
o 2
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which radiate forth from him, and from the Father through
him, upon the whole world. The mind of God towards
men unveiled in Christ, the relation of men towards God
exhibited in Christ, the present spiritual connexion of men
with Christ, the hopes of which Christ is the ground and assurance, the laws imposed by the life of Christ upon human
life,-these are the blessings for which he gives thanks.
Christ embracing humanity in himself is the subject of the
Epistle. The· difficulties which it presents to the reader
reside in the mystery of these relations of Christ to mankind. The Sonship of Christ to the Father is assumed
but. not dwelt upon; we have here to do with what may
be read in the Person of Christ concerning the nature
and destiny of man, when Christ is received as the eternal
Son of God.
St. Paul tells us with strict faithfulness what he has thus
read in Christ. He draws his inferences .rationally froni
what he believes he has seen. There is not the slightest
appearance of anything composite in his system of doctrine.
Christ, with the effects which radiate from him, fills the
whole sphere of his mind. The relations of which he speaks
are indeed, as he continually reminds us, spiritual, heavenly,
or mystical; But they form in his conception a living
organic unity. If we recognise this, although it may be
profoundly interesting to observe points of connexion in
ideas or phrases with the speculations of Philo or the
Gnostics, it is impossible to father the doctrine of St. Paul
upon Alexandrian or Persian theosophy. As it is also
inconceivable that any writer should have either felt or
feigned such a joyful and absorbing thankfulness as
St. Paul expresses for what had been revealed to him
through Christ, if he had borrowed this notion and that
from the philosophies current in his age. If ever any
theory of human nature was original, St. Paul's in this
Epistle has a right to be called so.
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A summary statement of this doctrine, however bald and
. inadequate, may serve the useful purpose of keeping the
main features of it before the mind. It may be presented
in the following form :God sent his Son into the world in our flesh and blood.
Jesus Christ, the Son of God, lived, died, rose from the
dead, was exalted to the right hand of the Father, and then
came again, in the outpouring of the promised Spirit, and
accompanying the words of his heralds.
1. We infer from. these facts a fatherly mind in God
towards human nature, and therefore that men are God's
chj}dren.
2. We infer that God intended men to be spiritually
on the footing of sons towards himself, knowing him and
loving him.
3. Men have evidently been estranged from God, but by
sending his Son into the world and giving him up to die,
God has shewn a purpose to bring them out of estrangement
into the true filial state.
4. In raising Christ from the dead, and lifting him above
the visible world, God has set Christ supreme above death
and the world. The will and power which thits wrought,
must, in vfrtue of God's eternal purpose and the connexion
between C,"hrist and the human race, go on to confer a new
life and a heavenly exaltation on men, Ch1·ist' s brethren
and members.
5. This raising and exalting of men is already, in the
creative idea of God, done in Christ. It is realized in
successive generations through men's conscious acceptance
of this grace, or through faith.
6. The true conception of mankind is that of a family
bound by invisible links of creation to Christ and sharing
his life, and therefore calHng God Father. The duty of
men is to act in harmony with these relations.
7. The \Vill of God ~anifested in Christ, though it has
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signally triumphed and must prevail, is now contending
against rebellious wills. Every man who is called to the
knowledge of God is also enlisted in a warfare against
evil.
These propositions, I believe, express the leading ideas of
St. Paul's teaching in this Epistle. Lest the reader should
be disposed to pass by what might be called the mystical
element in the propositions numbered (4) and (5), it is
important to observe that this idea,-whatever difficulty
we may find in apprehending it, and however fanciful it
may seem to a modern philosopher,-is absolutely central
to St. Paul's system. An Eternal Will, entering creatively
into time, unfolding itself through opposition, holding fast
its aim ; this Will adequately manifested in Christ; Christ
the Divine Man, whose perfectly loyal nature is the key to
the mysteries of men's disordered nature ;-St. Paul held
these to be the invisible realities out of which all visible
phenomena had their growth, and from which the history
of the future was to be inferred.
The chief natural division of the Epistle, and one which
was probably designed by the writer, is at the end of the
3rd chapter. In the former half St. Paul describes the
vocation or calling of Christians, in the latter he appeals to
his readers to walk worthily of it. Some such division is
very common in St. Paul's writings. It is his invariable
principle to lay down first the relations which God has
established, and then to deduce from these the conduct
appropriate to them. But the division is more strict in this
Epistle than in any other. The latter half may be further
subdivided for convenience, and each repetition of the
injunction, "Walk therefore" (iv. 1 ; iv. 17 ; v. 1, 2;
v. 15), may be taken as commencing a fresh appeal, down
to the concluding paragraph (vi. 10). The subdivisions of
the former half are more important to notice. The distinct
paragraphs end as follows: at i. 14, at i. 23, at ii. 10, at
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ii. 22, and at iii. 21 ; the division at the end of the first
chapter being less strongly marked than the others.
In the first paragraph, St. Paul sets forth in comprehensive wordB the blessings, in the past, the present, and the
future, which belong to men in Christ. He gives thanks
for God's election of men from eternity to be his children,an election of which it is to be observed that, as the fact and
character of it are seen wholly in Christ and not in men,
it cannot be restricted by any limits which are not to be
discerned in Christ, and that therefore it must be understood as going forth from the inherently gracious Will of
God towards mankind generally ; for the deliverance of
men through forgiveness from that bondage of sin which
separates them from God; for the revelation of God's grand
purpose, to make Christ the one Head of an obedient
creation; for the special inheritance of sonship promised
to faithful men, of which the filial Spirit already given was
the earnest.
In the second paragraph, the thanksgiving changes to a
prayer, that the readers of the Epistle may have their eyes
opened to the blessings for which thanks had been given;
and especially, that they might know that power, which
had wrought in the raising and exaltation of Christ, and
which, as the putting forth of one and the same will, was
working upon all believers.
Yes, the Apostle goes on to say, the resurrection and
exaltation of Christ were the quickening from the death of
sin, and the exalting to a heavenly sphere of existence, of
his members with him. Those who believed in Christ were
actually inspired with a new life and raised above the
world and the dark powers of the world. This was God's
act, a part, it might be said, ef the same act which wrought
in Christ. 1\lan could only receive and submit ; the only
good deeds which he could do were such as were prepared
for him beforehand by the design and power of his Maker.
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The next paragraph (ii. 11-22} presents a new aspect
of what had been done for mankind in Christ. To a Jewish
eye the world had been divided by the exclusive call of the
seed of Abraham into two separate sections. When the
Son of God appeared, taking the flesh and blood of humanity
upon him, representing the human race in the sight of the
Father, offering himself a sacrifice for all, entering into the
death of all, fulfilling the promise that in the seed of
Abraham all the nations of the earth ·should be blessed,
the separation was done away. The human race became
one body, united in one head, reconciled to one Father,
animated by one filial and brotherly Spirit. The Gentiles,
having been formerly destitute of the peculiar 'Jewish
privileges, were now made partakers with the Jews of
blessings which the old Jewish privileges had hut faintly
foreshadowed.
The Apostle's heart now swells with the contemplation of
these spiritual glories (c. iii.). A touching humility and
tenderness take possession of him as he thinks how unspeakably he has himself been honoured in being made the
herald of this union of all men in the family of God. \Vhat
a revelation of hidden things had that age received! 0 that
all might be spiritually wrought upon to fulfil through
faith and love the grand idea of the Maker, to the glory of
the Father through Christ !
The eucharistic declaration of Christian privileges being
thus closed, St. Paul begins the Second Part of the Epistle,
which contains lessons of duty founded on those privileges.
But the eucharistic feeling does not at once subside ; the
more level movement of practical exhortation is still lifted,
as it were, by a kind of ground-swell of spiritual emotion.
The first paragraph (iv. 1-16) is rather declaratory than
hortatory. It speaks of unity,-the unity which God has
ordained in Christ, and which men may keep by modesty
and forbearance, .and by the abiding of each in his own
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place. We are reminded that there is an organization
of the Christian Society on earth which represents and
ministers to the higher heavenly unity. The ideal unity of
the Church (set forth under the favourite Pauline image
of a full-grown Man, with Christ as the Head) is to be
realized through truth and love. In the succeeding paragraph (iv. 17-32) the new Divinely-given life is placed in
contrast with the old corrupt life. The Apostle conjures
his Christian readers to put away practically the evil which
in profession they had renounced, and to clothe themselves
with all the virtues which belonged to their calling in
Christ.
It is the strict dependence of all that is commended as
practical duty upon the calling or status of men in Christ,
that is to be specially noticed in the exhortations which
follow (v., vi. 1-9). God is to be imitated as a Father,
by those whom he has made his children. The new kingdom must have obedient subjects. Light must bring forth
its fruits in those who have become children of light. The
Spirit must manifest his presence in the body by the tokens
of inspiration. The relations of husband and wife, parents
and children, masters and servants, are sacred, and are to
be mutually fulfilled in obedience to Christ.
The concluding appeal or peroration (vi. 10-20), breathing a very lofty and eloquent tone, contains a carefullywrought account of the warfare between the Church and
the powers of darkness and evil which brood over the
world. It is to be observed that here, as generally throughout the Apostolic writings, the imagery is borrowed from
the poetical books of the Old Testament. Most of it may
be found in the book of Isaiah. The warfare described
is not the l1attle of the individual Christian for his own
salvation, but the greater conflict in which Christ leads
his forces against the enemy, the war of the Gospel
against the powers which keep mankind in slavery. But
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individual Christians are the soldiers in this war, and
the armour mentioned is such as individual Christians
must put on.
The sentences with which the Epistle closes,-the mention
and commendation of the messenger who was to carry it,
and the usual benedictory prayer,-remind us that this
was a bona.fide pastoral letter, addressed to Christians who
looked up to St. Paul as their teacher.
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IlavAOS a7T'OO"TOAOS Xpt<TTOV 'l77<TOV Bta BeA~µaros
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0WU~ TOlS
aywts TOLS OV<TtV EV
,yE<T({' Kal 7T'l<TTOlS
EV Xpt<TT(f 'l17<Tov· Kie!i vµ'iv Kat Etp~V1] ll7T'O 0eou
7raTp6s ~µwv Ka£ Kvp[ov 'l170"0V Xpt<TTOV.
Eu/\oy'l}TOS O 0eos Kai 'lraT~P TOV Kvplov ~µwv
1. b, 'E<j>l(J'cp, There is sufficient evidence to throw a doubt
upon the genuineness of these
words. St. Basil and St. Jerome
speak of their being omitted in
some ancient MSS. ; and two of
the most important MSS. which
have come down to us, the Sinaitic and the Vatican, do not contain theni in the writing of the
first hand. It is impossible to
believe that the sentence was intended to be complete without
the mention of any place after
To'i'i oVcnv. The suggestion that
-ro'is &:ylois rn'is oV(]'tv may be rendered "the saints who are," with
an allusion to their partaking of
the substantial existence of "Him
who is," does not call for serious
consideration. The omission of
EV 'E<j>l(]''f! in some ancient MSS.
must be understood to point,
either to an early doubt as to the
readers to whom the Epistle was

addressed, or, it may be, to an
original blank filled up variously
in different copies, which were
sent to different Churches. See
the Introduction, p. 12.
b, Xpt(J"T<ti 'J17(J'ou.
Christ is
named as the bond of the believers ; "the holy and faithful
community in Christ Jesus."
Compare the salutations to the
Philippians and Colossians.
3. For the subject of this
paragraph, see the Introduction,
p. 23.
t:,

0eo~

Kal 'lr'aTT]p TOV K . • •

"Blessed be God and thl:l Father
of .. ," That is, "He who is
God and the Father of . . . "
Compare the parallel passage in
Colossians (i. 3), 'Evxapt(]'Tovµ;ev
T(tJ 0ei 'lr'a-rp'i TOV Kvp£ov ~µ;wv. This
seems to be a more natural rendering, whilst it is not less accurate, than that of our Version,
" the God and Father of our
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Lord." The latter, however, has
the support .of the similar expression in verse 17.
b, Tois i:1rovpavloi., " in the
heavenly world or sphere," "in
spiritual relations." There is no
reference to place or to a future
time,
4. As to the scope of this election, see the remark in the Intro-·
duction, p: 23.
,
b, &:y&.11"[/, Lachmann and Tischendorf, by placing the comma
before these words, connect them
with God's act of fore-ordaining,
and in making the former clause
end with aiTov they have the
support of the clause in Col. i.
22, 7rapao-nja-at vp,a'i! &.y{oV', -Kai
aµJp,ov. Kal O.V£)'KA"71"0V',. Either
arrangement is so satisfactory,
that the one cannot be very decidedly preferred to the other.
6. rij. x&.ptTO'i! aiTOV ~. lxar,tTWErEV ;,µas.
Most literally, "the

grace with which he has graced
us ; " "the grace which he_ has
freely bestowed upon us." The
uncommon verb lxapfrw<rEv is
used in order to repeat the idea
of x&.pi,;.
7. The redemption of men, or
their deliverance from bondage
by· the payment of a price, is explained as consisting in the remission or forgiveness of sins.
He who really receives the forgiveness of sins is thereby made
spiritually free. The blood of
Christ was the cost of the deliverance, because Christ gave his
life in order that men might he
reconciled to God.
9. yvwpl<rar; should be closely
connected with €11"£plcra-wa-EV• God
abounded ... when 11,e made known
. . . The abounding of God towards us in wisdom and prudence
was exhibited in his making
kµown to us the mystery of his
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will. The Apostle affirms here, as
he does elsewhere, that the whole
purpose of God ·revealed in
Christ was a subject of inexhaustible study for the intellect.
10. d; oiKovoJA,lav -rov 7rA'f}ptir
p.a-ro<; "TWV Katpwv. The word 'oixovoµla, a favourite one with St.
Paul, is used by him in three
distinct senses. (1) It is God's
plan or arrangement, the Divine
o~der to be accomplished in Christ.
We may render it "dispensation"
-in this sense, or use it in its
English form ecooomy. This is its
meaning here, and probably in iii.
9. (2) It represents an appointment or commission given by the
Lord to his servant Paul, in Eph;
iii. 2, and in Col. i. 25. Aropui
is used in Epb. iii. 7, as nearly an
equivalent to this sense of oiKovoµ.{a,- the inost frequent word
however forthis commission being
x&.pL<;, • In these two cases the
olK6voµ.o<; is God or Christ. (3) It
represents a stewardship. So
perhaps, in iii. 9. In 1 Cor. iv.
1, 2, St. Paul describes himself as
an oixovoµ.o;, having the duty of
dispensing, or giving out to.others,
the mysteries entrusted to him.

rov~

TOU rJ.

0EA17µaros
'

God's purpose in Christ had
reference "to the dispensation of
[belonging to] the fulness of the
times.'' Compare Gal. iv. 4,
" When the fulness of the time
was come, God sent forth his
Son." This economy, or dispensation, or system of things, which
the purpose of God contemplated
from eternity, is "the bringing
of all things under one head in
Christ." b.vaK£cpa.AaLwuau0aL, to
sum up, to gather under a head.
11. EKA'f}pw{¼µ.w, " had a lot,
or inheritance, assigned to us."
The Revisers have preferred,
"were made a heritage." Either
rendering can be sufficiently supported by usage. And St. Paul
himself may be quoted in behalf
of either. " Our KA'f}povoµ.fu.,'' in
verse 14, must almost necessarily
be the inheritance of which we
are heirs. In Col. i. 12, the
KA17po; of the saints is what they
inherit. On the other hand, in
verse 13, '' you were sealed" implies that the believers were
marked as a property of God ;
and in verse 18 we have the
phrase "God's inheritance." The
passive use of 7rpouK>-.:1povu0a, in
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Acts xvii. 4 would support the
same view. On the whole, the
former sense appears to me the
better. Another reading, lKA-ry8-r,JJ,£V, introduced into the text
by Lachmann, is strongly supported by MS. authority, and
seems to show that lKA7Jpw&rJ1uv
was found difficult.
12. w-Ds 1Tpo7JA1TtKoras, "we who
have first hoped in Christ." There
seems to be no sufficient reason
for thinking of Jewish, as distinguished from Gentile, believers ; or for making a distinciion between those who
believed a little earlier and
those who believed a little later.
"We who have hoped'in Christ
before-or as a step to-our
entering upon the blessedness
provided for us."
13. b ~ Kal tJp,£1.s, ••. €V iv Kal
?rtcrrE"11uavrEs..
The wordR £V ff
appear to be repeated for the sake
of perspicuity before 1rurr£vCTavr£s.
If we omit these words, the sentence proceeds with grammatical
smoothness:" in whom you also,
when you had heard the word of
tr:uth, the gospel• of your salva-

tion, and had believed, or become
believers, were sealed." The
"hearing " and " believing" are
connected : " faith cometh by
hearing."
The Spirit ·of promise is the
promised Spirit. Compare Acts
i. 4, " wait for the promise of the
Father which you heard from
me." The sealing with the Spirit ·
means the actual outpouring of
the Spirit, such as took place
when converts were introduced
into the Church, which answered
to sealing, because it was a recognizablestampof Divine ownership. Compare iv. 30, and 2 Cor. i.
22, "God hath also sealed us, and
given us the earnest of the Spirit
in our hearts."
14. The gift of the Spirit, besides being a seal which marked
those who received it as belonging to God, was also, as a seal of
sonship, an earnest or pledge of a
future inheritance. " If children,
then heirs." In time the believers
in Christ shall come into the foll
possession of the inheritance of
sons of God. At present, the perfect blessedness of sonshi pis given

I. 15-18.]
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them in prospect rather than in
possession. Buttheyholdalready,
in the pouring out of the Spirit
of sonship, an earnest d, d.1ro>..0-rpwaw '"1• 1repi1r0t~{Tew,, a pledge
pointing to the complete acquisition ·of the property. The "property" is whatever belongs to the
nature and functions of sons of
God. The" redemption" here is
that of the property; and the
figure must not be pressed too
closely. On the other hand, in iv.
30, "unto the day of redemption,"
we should naturally take it as referring to the setting free of the
human nature; especially as in
Romans viii. 16-23, an important passage to compare with
these, the filial adoption is said to
be accomplished in the " redemption of our body." But as the use
of oiiwvop,{a, of 1r;\~pwp,a, of KAijpo,, and other words, shews us,
St. Paul varies much iu the application even of favourite and
highly significant terms.
15. For thesubjectof this paragraph see the Introduction, p. 23.

",...

15, 16. Compare Col. i. 3, 4,
and Philemon 4, 5. -r~v (sc.
1r{CTTw) d, 1rrJ.v-ra, -roii, &.ylov,. It
is not surprising, especially when
we compare Col.·· i. 4, that -r~v
dyrJ.7T7/v should have been introduced in the later MSS. But
MS. authority is conclusively
against this addition, and we
find a similar expression in Philemon 5, "The faith which you
shew towards."
17. 1'va, "to the e:ff-cct that;''
what follows being the purport
of the prayer, and not merely its
aim or end.
7r11e11p,a d1roKaX{if!ewr;, "a spirit
(?f revelation,"-the spirit whose
influences may remove the veil
which hides invisible realities
from the soul.
18. 7r£,Pwn{Tp,lvovr;· -roiir; &<f:,0o.Ap,o0,. The accusative is owing to
the influence of 8~11• For the
sense, compare 1 Cor. ii. 9-12.
~ l,hl, TIJ• K/\,j{Tew, a&rov, " the
hope held out in his calling,"
the whole promise set before believers in Christ.
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ri)s KATJpovoµ,{a<; a&rov lv TOL<;
&.y{m~. What is "God's inherit-

ance " here 1 It might mean
either the inheritance of which
he himself takes possession, or
that which he gives. The latter
sense is the more. obvious one,
and agrees better with the expressions concerning inheritance
so frequent in St. Paul's writings.
But the words b, Tot<; &.y{ot,;;
almost demand the former sense.
God (in Christ) has an inheritance in the body of the sain~s.
Those whose eyes are opened
may see how rich is the glory
of the redeemed community,
how bright is that perfect
creation of which Christ is the
inheritor.
19. Toti<; 1rtrn£6ov-ras, "towards
us believers," -not to be construed with KaTd Ti}v btpyEtav.
20. ~v Wl7PYTJKEV, " with which
he has wrought," qv being in the
accusative to agree with T~v &Jp)'Etav. Ka0{a-a,;; is coupled with
lyelpa,;;. Observe particularly the
identification of that energy of
God which wrought in the raising
and exalting of Christ with the
energy that works continuously
on the body of which he was
raised to be the Head. (Compare

f

/

,

,

.....

'

" the power that works in us,"
iii. 20.) Christ is not apart from
the Church in the Divine idea,
any more than the Church is
apart from Christ.
21. We need not define or distinguish what is meant by these
terms. They are accumulated so
as to be all-embracing and exhaustive. Compare the quotations from Philo and the A.vesta
in the Essay.
oV µOvov -iii T':' aiWvi TollTce dA,'A,(J,'
Kai ~ Ti µ,D,J\.ov-ri.
The right interpretation of these terms forms
one of the principal difficulties of
the New Testament. The same
expressions occur in Matt. xii. 32,
" Whosoever shall speak against
the Holy Ghost, it shall not be
forgiven him, either in this age
or in that which is to come." In
Matt. xiii. 39,40, Jesus refers to
"the end or conclusion (a-vvTtAcia) of the age." The discourse
of Matt. xxiv. and xxv. is introduced by the question, "What
shall be the sign of thy coming
and of the end or conclusion of
the age ? " In Heh. vi. 5, we
have the remarkable expre!lsion,
" have tasted the good word of
God and the powers of the coming
age." Apparently the word olKov-

I. 22, 23.]
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fL'-VYf, world, is used as equivalent

rightly understand the intention
to alti>v in Heb. ii. 5, "It is not of their language, and also that
to angels that he has subjected we adequately estimate the magthe world to come, of which we nitude, from a Christian point of
speak." In 1 Cor. x. 11, the age view, of the revolution which
which is closing becomes plural, took place at the epoch of the
" the ends of the ages," ~fLwV d, destruction of Jerusalem.
ot\, Ta TDl.'YJ TWV a1Jvwv Kll'T~VTYJK£V.
22. 7r<J.VTa -inrfra[ev • •. avTOV.
In Eph. ii. 7, the f utur·e age Quoted from Psa. viii. 6. See
becomes plural, lv Tot, aiwcnv Tot, also Heb. ii. 8, and I Cor. xv. 27.
l1repxop,l.vot'>, And in Eph. iii. We see not yet all things put
21, we have the redoubled phrase, under Christ's feet, because the
"unto all the generations of the appointed order is not yet victorious over disobedience. But
age of ages."
Thus much may be said with in the mind of God all things are
confidence as to the meaning of even now ·put under the feet of
this New Testament language. Christ.
23. T6 1rA~pwp,a TOV Ta 1ravTa o1v
The Apostles believed, after the
teaching of their Lord, that in 1raaw 7rAYJpovp,l.vov. There is a
their day a great alwv or Age was learned note on the meanings of
drawing to a close; and that in 1rAYJpovv and 1rA~pwp,a in the New
a short time, by a crisis in the · Testament, in Bishop Lightfoot's
Divine administration of the Colossians and Philemon, pp. 257world, described as a Coming of 273. The bishop points out that
the Son of Man, a new Age or 1rAYJpovv oftener means "to comsuccession of ages would be in- plete" than " to fill"; and that
augurated. Were they mistaken i ,rA~pwfLa cannot properly have au
It is usual to say that they were; active sense. But, as "comple-naturally and even advantage- ment" has similarly come to
ously mistaken: But before using mean in certain cases " that
so strong a word as ' mistaken,' which completes," so 1rA~pwp,a,
we should be sure both that we "fnlness orcompleteness," though
D
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not in active form, may in some
uses from the nature of the case
have a virtually active sense. Why
is the Church the completeness
or perfection of Christ 1 Because
without it Christ cannot have
his appointed fulness or perfection. T<'> 7rA~pwp.a occurs twice
again in this Epistle (iii. 19 and
iv. 13), when there is no question of any active sense, and
twice in Oolossians (i. 19, ii. 9),
when it is used for the Infinite
Fulness of the Divine Nature.
IU.11poilo-0ai, elsewhere in the
New Testament, is always passive ; and it may be followed by
an accusative of that which fills,
as in Phil. i. 11, 7rE7rA7Jpwp.tvoi
Kap7r6V 3tKatocrvV7J,, and in Col. i.
9, tva 7rA7Jpw0'/TE Ti}v ~1r{yvwrnv Tou
(}eJ..~p.aTo, awou. It is possible
to render here, " of him who is
being filled with all things," who
is drawing all things into himself. · But this sense seems a
rather forced one; and the analogy of 7rA7Jpovu0ai tiJv vavv, "to
man one's ship," suggests that
the middle form may imply that
Christ fills what belongs to him.
In iv. 10, the .Apostle says that
Christ ascended above all the
heavens, tva 1rA71p0<r[J Ttt mfvrn.
The idea of. God as filling all

'TrVEJµaTOf TOV

vvv

EVEp-

things is a very familiar one,
and illustrations of it from Philo
are given below, p. 144. But b
racnv is difficult to connect with
the phrase Tov Ttt 1ravrn 7rA7Jpovµ}.vou. In Col. iii. 11, To. 11'0,VTa
Ka2 b 7raaw Xp,,1TT6,, and in 1 Cor.
xii. 6, o airr(J<; Oe6,; o bepywv T~
7rltVT<t
& 11"0,<J'tV, '1rU<TtV refers
almost ·certainly to men. Perhaps we may understand St.
Paul as blending the two thoughts
that Christ is present or working
in all things, and that he is
making all things complete. He
loves to heap phrase on phrase
in attempting to set forth the
Divine universality.
II. 1. The quickening of the
EJ?hesian Christians was a~ example of that power of life which
wrought in raising Christ from
the dead. 'Yµii, was evidently
to be governed by some word
meaning " he has raised to life."
Suv£tw07ro{71uev does occur further
on, after the construction has
been broken.
2. Ka-ra 7"6V alwva. We can
hardly do better than render al0v
as in our E. V., "the course."
Moral or historical features are
implied in the term ai0v,
KaTa T6V ti.pxoVTa TI]> l[ovu{a,;

II. 3-5.]
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AOl'lrOi"-o if 0E(JS' 7rAOVO'LOS' <Ev EV EA~H, B,d T~V
'lrOAA~V dyd.1r17v aurov ~v ~ycfmwfv ~µas, Kal ~VTaS'
ToV iilpoc;, ToV 7n1£Vµ,aToc; ~ .. rijc;
d7rn0e[a,;;.

Compare vi. 12,

Tov,;; Koup,oKp<fropa,;;
TOVTOV,

7rp6,;;

Ta

TOv

7rpdr;

uK6Tovr;

'lrVw,uaTtKa

T~<;

These
remarkable terms appear to be
carefully chosen. They aim at
describing a. certain mysterious
power, diffused in the air, ruling
in,- and by means of, spiritual
darkness brooding over the earth.
There is no reason to doubt that
St. Paul would have used the
names larnviis and 8ui/30A.o,;;,
Enemy and Divider, to denote
the same power. But in choosing
such words as the above, and in
using the singular and the plural
alternately (Tctv tl.pxovra, -rovr; Koup.oKpJ-ropa,;;), it is probable that
the Apostle was seeking to portray a less defined and more
subtle agency than a personal
name is apt to suggest. .A.s to
the genitive -ro:v 'trVeVp.a-ror;, it is
possible to take -rov 7"'E1ip.a-ro,;; as
in apposition to either ltovu{ar; or
,Upor; and governed by 11.pxov-ra,
but it is simpler and more natural
to believe that the Apostle would
have written -rd 7rVrup.a in the accusative but for the "attraction"
'lrOV'Y}p[ar; EV TOl', movpav[oir;.

of the preceding genitives, and
that the "ruler" is, rather than
governs, "the spirit." Compare
the language of the .A.vesta concerning .A.ngro-mainyus and the
Daevas, quoted below, pp. 154159.
3. -rwv Biavoiwv, the thoughts,
or the mind.
ijp,EV TtKVa <p1i<F£t 6py;is, " W8re
children, by nature, of wrath."
It is a tempting interpretation,
on account of its great suitableness to the context, to take !lpy)l
in its original sense, of " passion " or animal impulse, and
-rlKVa Jpy;i,;; as " children of un •
governed impulse."
But St.
Paul's habitual use of 6py~, and
the closely parallel passage in
this Epistle (v. 6), "On account
-of these things comes the wrath
(opri) of God on the sons of disobedience," compel us to take
this phrase in the commonly received sense,-that of " children
of Divine wrath," persons who
through submission to the flesh,
which is enmity against God, lie
under God's anger.
5, 6. If it is asked when these
Divine acts were dene, the answer

D2
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must be, that they were done
when Christ himself was raised
and exalted and that they wArA
then done because of the necessary and indissoluble connexion
between the Head and his mAmhers1-the Divine power which
wrought in him descending also
(i. 19-23) upon them. (Compare Col. ii. 12, 13; iii. 1-5.)
But the livinz fellowship in a
new and Iieavenly existence between Christ and men, which
was then originally and ideally
organized, is practically and
gradually carried out throuih
the faith of Christ's members in
him, and in proportion to their
faith. This takes place fr ro'i:,
aiwcnv TOLS" £7repxoµhot<;; (ver. 7).

5, 8. xo.ptTl

E<TTE

unrwcrµ,/.vot.

St. Paul assumes that his readers
had already been raised to that
fellowship with Christ risen and
exalted~ to be in which is to be

"saved." This salvation was due
tu God's grace, and wrought out
by faith.
Kal rovro. Additional emphasis
is laid upon the Divine origin of
salvation. St. Paul was afraid
that even salvation by grace
through faith might be referred
to some primary source in human
nature ; so he adds, "And that
nut of, or from, yourselves,-the
gift is God's,-not of works,"
that is, not primarily from any
human devices.
10. ;_.,,.t lpyoi, &ya0ov,,
Although not ;_~ lpywv, yet i.-,,.t
tpyoi,,-an unusual but significant use of i.-,,.[ followed by a
dative. It implies a certain basis
or condition. We are created in ·
Christ Jesus upon a certain hypothesis, as it were, or plan, of
good works to be done by us,
Does this act of creation belong
to the commencement of our

II. 12, 13.]
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natural existence, or to that of
our Christian life !-Not exactly
to either, but to the Divine mind
or purpose, in the :fiat of which
each kind of existence originates.
Compare iv. 24; Col. iii. 10.
11. For the subject of this
paragraph, see the Introduction,
p. 24.
12. In reminding the Gentiles
of what they had formerly been,
the Apostle intends to contrast
their condition, point by point,
with that of the Jews.
Each
negative statement as to the
Gentiles implies a corresponding
privilege which had belonged to
the Jews. Thus the Jews had
had their national existence associated with that of a Messiah;
they had been constituted into a
Commonwealth founded upon _
covenants of promise ; they had
had a distinct hope held out before them ; a God had revealed
himself to them in their world.
In all these respects the Gentiles
had been formerly at a disadvantage compared with the· Jews.
They had been xwp?s Xpurrov,not, unvisited by the Light which
enlightens every man, but without a Christ, unassociated with

the Messiah of whom the Jewish
prophets bore witness. Whatever advantages of unity and
life the Jews had possessed in
their Divinely-organized Commonwealth and in the covenanted
Promise on which they depended,
were wantiug to the Gentiles.
lA:1d8a p,~ lxovn~ Kai a0wt lv T<i!
K6up,'f, '' not having a Hope (as
the Jews had), and without a
God (revealed like Jehovah) in
the world." The world had indeed been full of gods (gods
many and lords many, in heaven
and in earth) to the Gentile. But
the Apostle could not take these
into account by the side of J ehovah the God of his fathers ;
and, such as they were, they had
almost disappeared in that age.
" The intelligible forms of ancient
poets,
The fair humanities of old religion,
The Power, the Beauty, and thP,
:Majesty,
That had their haunts in dale, or
piny mountain,
Or forest by slow stream, or pebbly
spring,
Or chasms, and watery depths ; all
these had vanished."

The world was not the w·orld of a
Living God to the Gentile races.
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13. vvvl U. But now this is us ; " TO Ka0' ~µ,wv X€tp6ypacf,ov
all changed. The separation has Tot~ 36yp,a<nv S ~v inrmf.vnov ~p,'iv.
given place to union in the same The Jewish Law was only an example of the general principle of
privileges infinitely enhanced.
iv T'f atp,an TOV Xpunov. The Law, of which it is the nature,
blood, the flesh, the sacrifice, the according to St. Paul, to enjoin·
person, of Christ, are become the with absolute authority aU that
means of uniting together the is right, without giving to the
divided parts of humanity, be- weak and perverse will any power
cause in him humanity as a to do it. The effect of Law
whole is reconciled and united therefore, as embodied in 86yp,arn
. to God.
or decrees, was to condemn, and
14. TO p,ar6rnixov TOV cf,payp,ov, so to drive away from God.
"the dividing-wall or fence of Both Jews and Gentiles were
the enclosure," within which the subject to this influence of Law,
Jews were kept apart from the and being thereby separJ.ted from
Gentiles.
God were also necessarily kept
14, 15. T1JV lx0pav. In accord- from peace amongst themselves;
ance with the general thought whilst the Jewish Law was
of this passage, "the enmity" further a symbol and agent of
like the "peace" is twofold, be- separation between Jews and
tween man and God, and between Gentiles. For the Law, as seen
Jews and Gentiles. And the en- in decrees only, Jesus Christ
mity is represented by the Law, substituted himself, dying a sacri" the law of commandments in fice to God for men, and thus
decrees." Similatly in Col. ii. 14, established a bond of love and
"the handwriting in decrees" is life between the Father and the
said to have been "adverse to hearts of men.
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17. {A.0~v etrrrrYd..t<TaTo. The pared places in it for all believers
coming and the proclaiming of (St. John xiv. 2, 3).
glad tidings might be taken as
20. ,1,rl, -rri 8ep,1iA.{IJ? Twv d.,rocr-r6referring in general to the whole Awv Kal. ,rpocf,17Twv. The apostles
advent of the Son of God in the ·and prophets are the foundation
flesh. But the Apostles were ac- of the Church, as being the first
customed to speak of their Lord stones laid upon the common
as having "come" on the Day of foundation of all, and as drawing
Pentecost and as preaching glad by their testimony other believers
tidings and peace by the mouth who were laid as stones upon
of his ambassadors. "Unto you them, St. Peter was the first
first God, having raised up his stone, (Ilfrpoc;, K17cf,os,) through
Son Jesus, sent him to bless you " his first confession of Jesus as
(Acts iii. 26). "I will not leave the Son of the Living God.
you comfort]ess ; I will come to Compare 1 Pet. ii. 4:, 5; Rev.
you. Yet a little while, and the xxi. 14:. The prophets are not
world seeth me no more; but ye those of the Old Covenant:- but
the teachers associated with the
see me" (St, John xiv. 18, 19).
19. WhattheGentilesarenow, Apostles of Christ, as in iii. 5 ;
in contrast with what they were iv. 11 ; 1 Cor. xii. 28.
&.Kpoywvmfov. See Isa. xxviii.
(verse 12).
oli<efoi Toil 0eoil, "members of 16; Ps. cx';i-ii. 22; Matt. xxi.
God's household." Compare -rou., 42.
21. ,riicra olKo3op:q. In 'the
oiKe{ovc; nj., 1dcrm,ic;, Gal. vi. 10.
God's house is large enough fol' Revised Version this is rendered
many inmates ; Christ has pre- " each several building." No
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\
I
vµas-, on Kara a1ro1ea1\V'ftv Eyvwpt<r 7J µot ro µva-r7Jdoubt the omission of the article
would require us to understand
by 'lra(Ta olKo8oµ,~, not "all the
building," but "eve1·y building,"
if we could be satisfied by that
sense. But what can the several
buildings be 7 Distinct Churches,
it might be said; but what is
there to suggest the thought of
distinct Churches 1 The image,
which is a familiar one, is always
of a single building. It is inconvenient to think of Christ
j esus as the corner-stone of many
separate buildings. In Acts ii.
36, we have ?rus oIKo, 'l<Tpa~,\,
where "every house of Israel"
is only offered by the Revisers
as an alternative in the margin.
III. 1. 'fo6rov x&pw. The reference is to the whole preceding
statement of the Christian calling
and condition, which serves as a
reason for the vows and exhortations which are now to be
poured forth. The sentence is
interrupted after verse I, and resumed at verse 14.

a

inrep

Bl<Tµ,io, 'TOV Xpt!T'Tov ·r'l7'70V
vµ,wv 'TWV l0vwv. St. Paul che-

rished his imprisonment as a
mark of honourable service under
his Master. His whole life was
"on behalf of the Gentiles ; "

but the imprisonment was expressly due to his faithfulness in
maintaining their right to all the
privileges of the Gospel. Compare Acts xxi. xxii. especially
xxii. 21, 22.
2. T~v olKovoµ,{av TIJS' x&piros,
"the dispensation of the grace."
olKovofk[a is a system of management. The meaning of the phrase
here is nearly this: "If you have
heard of the grace, which, under
God's providence, has been given
me towards you." xapi,, a grace
or favour, is habitually used by
St. Paul to denote his Apostolic
vocation. See verses 7, 8; Gal.
ii. 9 ; Philip. i. 7 ; Rom. i. 4 ;
xii. 3; xv. 15 ; 1 Cor. iii. 10;
xv. 10.
olKovoµ,{a is used by
itself in Col. i. 25, Ka'Ta ~v oiKovoµ,{av _'TOV 0rnv

Eis

v,,,a').
3. To

T~V

8o0{"i(TaV µ,oi

µ,v~pwv.
The secret
revealed to him is that stated in
verse 6.
Ka0w-. 7rpofypaif;a lv ci,\{Y'l'· It
is generally supposed that the
writing here mentioned is to be ·
found in the first chapter of this
Epistle (especially in i. 9-14);
but 1rpofypaif;a is not a natural
way of referring to anything just
said, nor is there any mention
above of knowledge communi-

III. 4-10.]
4
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tva yvwpur 0u 1/Vll
cated by revelation ; nor is it
easy to unr.lerstand why St. Paul
should regard with special satisfaction, or draw special attention
to, such a passage as i. 9-14.
May not the reference be to a
previous letter 1 The hypothesis
of such a letter having been
written not long before would
help to explain the absence of
personal and other special details
in this letter.
4. 7rp&, J, "by reference to
which," namely, what I wrote.
6. That the Gentiles should be
associated with the Jews in all
their privileges and expectations.
9. cpw,{uai ,{, ~ olKovoµ{a ,ov
fLVU77Jpfov. The enlightening is
the -same as that spoken of in

2 Cor. iv. 4, 6. eds ,6 µ~ avy&uai
T()V cpwnuµ6v TOV EvaytEA{ov 77/>
86b1, TOV XptUTOV. 7rp6, cpwnuµov
777• yvo)uew, TI]'> 86f'I'> TOV Olov £V
7rpouo)mp 'I110-ov Xpiu,ov. It seems
doubtful whether olKovoµ{a here
is to be taken as in this chapter,
verse 2, or as in i. 10. In the
former case, " the dispensation
of the mystery" would mean the
distribution of it, the giving it
out to men. Compare olKovoµov<;
µwrqp{wv Ornv, 1 Cor. iv. 1. In
the latter, " the dispensation of
the mystery " would be the system of Divine economy introduced by the unfolding of God's
hidden purpose. Perhaps this
latter sense suits the context
best.
10. Tat~ &.pxa'i~ Kal Tat<; lfov-
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TraTepa,

E'Iri

YTJS

or Tot<; l:1roupavfo,.,, the fre- be observed. The Vulgate, whilst
quent expression in these two retaining these words, exhibited
Epistles for the powers of the in- the connexion of the next clause
visible world. Here no distinction with Tew 7raTipa by rendering
of good or bad is implied ; but an 7ra<ra 1ro:rpuf. omni.s paternitas.
intellectual personalityisascribed
15. Tra-rpuJ. is evidently used
to them.
with reference to the preceding
11. bro{T/<rw, "formed or pur- 7rarfJp. There are many TraTpia[
posed." This seems decidedly on earth (if it is not easy to think
better than "fulfilled."
of families or clans "in heaven");
12. T~v 7rapp'f"/<r[av Kal 7rporr- and it is much easier to render
aywriv, Compare ii. 18 ; Heb. Tracra TraTptiJ. here " every family,"
x. 19.
than to say "every building" in
13. Compare the
striking ii. 21. But if we take Tra<; oiKO<;
words in Col. i. 24. "Tribula- for " all the house," and Tracra
tions '' were necessary for the oiKoaoµ,~ for " all the building,"
·-~building up of the Church. By we cannot regard it as impossible
this use they were made sacred, to render Tracra 7rarpt&. " all the
and might be a source of rejoic- family." "I bow my knees to
ing to him who suffered them the Father, to Him whose Name
and to them for whom they were is the bond of all the family to
which you and I, Jews and Genendured.
14. The· sentence, interrupted tiles, alike belong."· The idea
after verse I, is now taken up that all TraTpia[, all families or
and proceeds. The omission of clans owning a common father,
the words TOV Kup{ou 71µ,wv 'IT/rrov really repose on the Fatherhood
Xpi<FTov after Tov TraTipa, on unof God, of which the earthly
doubted MS. authority, should father is a representative, is a
alai<;

III. 16-20.]
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beautiful one ; but it seems a
little forced to introduce it here.
The Name of the Father, according to Scriptural conceptions, is
real and vital; it is the living
bond or ba8is both of the _One
Family and of every fan:rily.
16. £!<; TOV fo·w a1 6pw1rov. Is
this merely "in the inner man,"
in the inward spiritual nature 1
or is it " unto the inner man," so
as to mature the true man, the
1mage of God, the Christ in each
man V 1n the latter case the
" inner man" corresponds with
the "new man" of iv. 24. Cf.
Col. i. 11. 8vvap,o£p,€VO( d,; 1racrav
1

{nroµ,ovqv.

18. eticrxVCT1JTE, " may have
strength to ... " Spiritual life
and stability, a root and foundation of love, are necessary to
enable the weak heart of a man
to enter into the infinity of the
Divine Love.
T{ To 1rA.fTo'>, K.T,A., " the
breadth, and length, and depth,

TOV 0EOv.
I

7ravra

-

'lrOL'T}<Tat

t

V1rE,OEK1rE-

and height,"-of what 1 If any
definite word is understood, it
must be Love, the Love of Christ.
But it is possible that St. Paul
did not intend anything definite
to be understood, but referred
generally to the Divine nature
and purposes. "That you may
know what is the breadth, and
length, and height, and depth,"
-of the Immeasurable.
19. "The love of Christ," i.e.
Christ's love, which transcends
knowledge, which no human
knowledge can compass. A genitive after v1rEp/3a.AA.€w, though
rare, is not without precedent.
Ei<; 1rav TO ,r,\~pwµa TOV 0£ov,
"unto (or up to) all God's fnlness;" that ye may be completed
to that ideal perfection which
belongs to God's own fulness or
perfectness.
20, KaTd. Ti)V 8vvaJJ,LV Ti)V £VEp'/OVJ1,&rjV w ~µ'iv.
It is to be
noticed how repeatedly St. Paul
connects the most supreme opera-
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tions of God's power with his
operations in us. The power of
God is one,-an essentially vital,
restorative, and fatherly power.
That which wrought in raising
Christ up from the dead is the
same which works in quickening
the humblest soul.
21. The terms used here to
express an. indefinite duration
may be thus explained. Time
was conceived of as a succession
of ages, alwvE,. An age of ages
was a greater cycle comprising
many lesser cycles. " Unto all
the generations of the age of
ages."

IV. l. See the Introduction,
p. 24.
2. &.vex6µevoi &..\,\'IJA.wv, " enduring at one another's hands,"
Compare "Ew, 71"6TE &.vl.(oµai vµwv;
St. Matt. xvii. 17.

Elr

1<.vpwr,

\
1rar71p

µ[a

,
7TaVT(J)V'

3. rqpii:v, "to keep by giving
heed to .•. " & r<ii crvv3l(Fµ"! nj,
dp'IJV1/•· & is "within." Peace
is regarded as a bond holding all
in harmony together where the
unity of the Spirit is heeded. In
Col. iii. 14, love is called " the
bond of perfectness " in a similar
sense.
4. ,..Ev crwµa. " There is one
body, ..."
Ka0w, ml iKAfJ017TE fr p,tlj. l.\1r[8i.
The calling was made by means
of the holding forth of a hope.
This hope was one and the same
for all who received the Gospel.
It was the hope of filial adoption
or sonship. This being the nature
of the calling, it was in harmony
with it {Ka0ws Kat i.KA'IJ0rrre) that
there should be one body and
one spirit for those who were
called.
6. The first 7l"o.vrwv refers to

IV. 7, 8.J
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KaTa

Bto /\.EyEt
I

atxµa1\W<Ttav,

those who are exhorted to unity:
" you all have one God and
Father." In the second clause
the reference is more general,
probably to all things, as well
as all persons.
7. Unity is not incompatible
with variety. Each member of
the one body has his particular
duties and gifts.
~ xapu,. Hardly "grace," in
the sense of spiritual influepce;
but rather "his special grace or
privilege." We have seen that
St. Paul habitually regarded his
own life-work as his xapi, (iii.
7). He might apply the same
language to others. " Each one
amongst 4s has had his grace
given him," has been favoured
· with his own appointment, has
had his office bestowed upon him.
Compare Rom, xii. 6, :xovr€<;
xap[<rJJ,UTa KUTU T~V xaplV T71V
oo0€'icrav ~JJ,LV Oiacpopa.
8. oio >..ly€i, scil. ~ ypacp17. "It

says," i.e. the Scripture. What
follows is a free quotation of an
originally obscure passage, Psalm
lxviii. 18. If we say that St.
Paul simply adduced words which
struck upon his memory from the
sacred books, for the sake of ex pressing more pointedly what he
wanted to teach, and did not

€11 'ffaaw.
\

TO

JJ,ETpOV

'Ava/3as

'''l.'
Kal tuWKf.11

flit

I

\

s.,f

Eis

uoµ,ara

(}f
T'T}~

v,j,o~
~

TOl~

necessarily concern himself about
the sense of the passage in the
original nor about exact accuracy
in quotation, we must bear in
mind also that St. Paul was not
reallyresting anyconclusion upon
the dogmatic authority of the passage he quotes. Here, for example,
it would be absurd to suppose
that he is proving the fact of the
Divine distribution of offices and
gifts by an appeal to the Hebrew
Scriptures.
It is singular, however, that
he should have altered the passage he quotes so much as he
appears to have done. The Psalm
speaks of the going up of the ark
of Jehovah to the summit of Zion.
The second clause of the verse
quoted is thus given by the Septuagint, which is said to agree
with the Hebrew original: l>..a/3€,
86JJ,aTa b,, &v0ptiY11'Ql<;,(or lv&.v0pw7r<f!,)
-which is interpreted to mean,
"thou hast received gifts in men,"
that is, " thou hast received men
as gifts." This is very different
from "thou hast given gifts to
men ; " and we do not know
whether to attribute the variation
to a mistake of memory, to extreme freedom in using resemblances of sound rather than of
meaning, or to a feeling that in
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o avaf3as
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71"/\..Tjpr./Ja-r, T(l mlvra.
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Tl' HTTlV
Et' µ77' OTt

, I ecrnv
"
y77r;; o,e KaTa /3'a.r; avror;

1raVTWV

KUL

the change made he is developing
the meaning of the original words.
This passage reminds us of what
St. Peter said (Acts ii. 33),
" Being therefore exalted by the
right hand of God and having
received from the Father the
promise of the Holy Ghost, he
has shed forth this which you see
and hear." It is just possible
that St. Paul's thoughts ran thus:
" When he ascended up on high
he took a multitude of captives,
and received gifts in men, and
then gave the gifts (namely,
human offices) which he had received," and that he omitted, as
not necessary for his purpose,
the middle part of the sentence.
But neither this, nor any other
explanation which has been
suggested, can be said to be
satisfactory.
9. T<i 8~ 'Avl/371. " But when we
say that he ascended, what is implied but that he also descended
first to the lower parts of the
earth 1 " There is little to enable
us to decide whether by "the
lower parts of the earth " we are
to understand parts below t.he
surface of the earth, or simply
the parts of this earth, which
are low down in relation to the
heaven above,

UVTOS'

TWV

ovpavwv,

iswKEII

TOVr;

Tva

µ~v

Why should St. Paul insist
here upon the identification of
him who went up with him who
came down 1-In order, it would
seem, to _bring to his readers'
minds the recollection of the historical Jesus who had died and
been raised again.
10. iva 7rA7Jpti>u71 r<i 7ra.vra.
" That he might fill all things "
with his authority and activity ;
that he might subdue all things
to himself.
11. Kat a?m3, WwKev. " And he
it is who has given." Then follow
examples of various xJ.pm,, given
to members of the one body. We
are not to suppose that each of
the functions here named had a
formal office answering to it in
the Christian Church. Compare
I Cor. xii. 28. The title &.7r60'ToAo,
itself was not always confined to
the Twelve and St. Paul. See
2 Cor. viii 23 ; Phil. ii. 25.
7rpo<j,frra,;;. Expounders, declaring the will of God with authority.
See especially I Cor. xiv. The
recognised 7rpo<j,frrat were accustomed also to deliver predictions,
Acts xii. 27, 28; xxi. 10, ll.
diayyEAtUTas, persons employed
in proclaiming the glad tidings.
Philip, one of the Seven, is called
(Acts xxi. 8) an evangelist, as if

IV. 12, 13.J
,
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- eEov, flS', avupa
,, s~

TOV

this title described a distinct
office ; but, on the other hand,
Timothy is charged (2 Tim. iv. 5)
to "do the work of an evangelist."
-;roiphas Kai lli3auKd.\ovs. The
term Bhepherd implies the functions of ruling, almost more than
·that of supplying spiritual food.
Here, the same persons are represented as doing the work both of
shepherds and teachers.
12. 1rp6<; TOV Karapnup,ov TWV
ay{wv, " for the ordering of the
saints, unto the work of ministering, unto the building of the body
of Christ." The clause El,; lpyov
oiaKov{a,;, without being strictly
governed by Karapnup,ov (with
the meaning "to qualify· the
saints for the work of ministering ") may be rather dependent
on, than in apposition with the
preceding clause. To bring the
members of the Church into their
true spiritual order is the purpose
of the functions just described,
and the result of this adjustment
is practical activity in ministering, and a building up of the body
of Christ.
TOI' KaT. TWV ay{wv might mean

,...

•Tf:J\.ELOV,

•

,

EIS µErpov

....

,

T}I\.LKtas

the perfecting of individual cha..
racter, but it seems most suitable to the general use of Karapr{(w and to the context to take
rwv ay{wv as the aggregate of believers, and the work upon them
as that of adjusting them in their
mutual relations to one another.
13. "Until we all (arrive at)
attain to the unity of the faith
and of the knowledge of the Son
of God."
o[ -;rctvns. Observe the Hticle.
St. Paul is throughout speaking
of the members of the Church
as forming a body, and not as
individ;1als. "Until the whole
body arrive8 at ... "
r~v 1v6-r-1rn, the unity which
depends on believing in and
knowing the Son of God.
ei, avopa TEA.Etov. "Unto a fullgrown Man." The Man is the
body of believers.
d, phpov ~AiK[as. The image
is carried on. "Unto the measure
of growth of the fulness of
Christ." ~AiK[a is age, or time
of life; and by an easy transition it represents a stage of
growth or maturity. "The fulness of Christ " stands for the
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perfection of Humanity, the stage
when Christ is complete in his
body and all its members.
14. 1r£puf,£p6µevoi •.• b, 1ravovpy{q,, " carried about by every
wind of teaching in the craft of
men in knavery; "-the changes
of teaching having the craft of
men for their element, and that
craft having knavery for its
element.
Kvf3[q, and µ£0o8lav are later
forms of Kv/3£{q, and µ£0o8dav.
7rpo<;

TiJll

jL£0o8tav

TI/>

1rAd.v'J,,

" to the following out of error."
This seems to be the meaning of
the rare word jL£0o8da, which
occurs again in vi. ll. µ£0o8£vw
is " to pursue, to track, to treat
a subject by rule or method;"
and so comes to mean " to pursue
by craft, to outwit: " but this
latter sense hardly suits the
present passage. St. Paul refers
to the effect of such teaching as
he describes, in schemes of false
doctrine,

,

\

I

15. d>..'!0£vovns, not speaking
the truth, merely, but "observing, or being loyal to, truth," in
contrast with the indifference to
truth just described.
iv ayd.7r[J may be said to belong
to both &A'J0doVT£, and avfr]u-wµ£v, but rather to the latter than
the former : " but being loyal to
truth may in love grow up ..."
16. See the translation. The
terms in this description of the
growth of the body are crowded
together, as is not uncommon in
St. Paul, and in the end the sentence states that "the body ...•
effects the growth of the body."
But the sense of the passage is
plain enough. The aim of the
Apostle is to express the vital
action of every part in its place,
and at the same time the dependence of all the parts on the
head.
it oo, from whom, depending
on whom.
/M 7rO.U"'J, <icf,71,;- rrj, i.1riXOP'YJ'Y{a,;

IV. 17-21.]
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There are curious variations in
the parallel passage in Col. ii. 19,
Ilia TWV a.cf,wv Kat uvv3luµwv imxop17yo-6µ€Vov. The body is represented as receiving a constant
supply or nourishment through
all its joinings. 17 e1rixop17Yta,
therefore, "the supply," is the
whole amount of material supplied.
" A juncture of the
supply" is a connexion through
which the nourishment is supThe rendering, "that
plied.
which every joint supplieth,"
preserved in the Revised Version, might be misleading. The
a.cf,al of the body of Christ are
the relations of the members one
to another.
Kar' blpy£iav, as well as b µfrP'f!, goes with frt>r; tK&<rrov µlpovr;.
18. TI7<; twijr; TOV 0iov. St. Paul
has spoken before in this Epistle,
a,s elsewhere, of that quickening
power with which God raises and
renews the soul. Compare, in the
way of contrast, i. 18-ii. 5; the
enlightenment and knowledge

there ,spoken of with the darkness and ignorance here ; the
life, shared with Christ, with the
estrangement from that life.
With this description of the
state of the Gentile world, compare that in Romans i. 21 to the
end. The elements of the description, and many of the terms, are
the same in both passages. The
emptiness, the darkness, the ignorance, the callousness, the ungoverned sensuality, which characterised the Gentile mind, are
in both places set forth,
20. ovx oih-w~, " not so," not
that you should be or remain in
such a state.
iµ&.8£T£ Tt>v XpiuT~JV.
Ch1·ist
himself was the object of learning
and study to the believers; his
nature, his character, his work
and power, the purpose of God
Compare
manifested in him.
Hebrews iii. I. KaTavo~tTaT£ ,-(Jv
o:1r6<rr0Aov KUL apxi£pia ~- oµoAoy{ar; ~µwv 'Iriuovv.
21. £l )'£ a&Tov ~KOV<Tan, « if
E
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you have heard him," his voice
calling you.
l.v aune, certainly not "by him"
but "in him," either with the
usual sense of b, KVP{'!? or b,
Xpurrc,, when this expression is
used to denote the whole state
or conditions of being of the
Christian, - or with the more
special meaning, that Christ is
the subject or element of knowledge. This la.tter meaning appears the most suitable to the
passage, especially when we take
into consideration the words immediately following.
Ka0J,c; £UTIV &>..~Ona b, Tqi 'I'l'JCTOV,
" as truth is, or as there is truth,
in Jesus." Truth is the matter
of the teaching. " If you have
learnt that truth which is to be
found in Jesus." AfyEL avne b
'l17crovc;, 'EyJ Eij-1,, -q b3os Ka/. -q
a>..~0t:ia. (St. John xiv. 6.)
22. d:1ro0lCT0ai, "namely, that
you should put off . . . " This
was the purport of what they
had been taught.
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1']1\tof

\
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I'\

/Lfl\1}•
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I

/L1J E'lT'tOVET(i)

Tov rp0t:ip6p.EVov.
Observe the
tense. " Which is being corrupted, or brought to destruction." KaTa TO.<; l'IT'", "according
to,". under the influence of . . .
Ta<; £71'L0vj-1,{as rqs ci.miT"'7<;, the lusts
which are the instruments or
servants of deceit.
24. The " new man " is the
ideal existing in God's mind.
As such, it is already " created."
KocTa 0t:6v is not quite "in the
likeness of God." It means "in
accordance with God's will and
nature." "The righteousness and
holiness of truth " answer to
"the lusts of deceit." Truth is
represented as a power presiding
over righteousness and holiness.
26. l,pylt£CT0£ Kat I-'~ dJ-1,apTtf.vET£.
Quoted from Ps. iv. 5 (or 4) as it
is in the Septuagint Anger or
resentment is not necessarily evil,
but it ought not to be cherished,
so as to become enmity. "If
you are made angry by anything,
let not your irritation last over
the day."

IV. !7-V. 2.]
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~7. ,-<ji 81.a/36>..ie, !J.i&/30>..o-;; =
&s 8ia{3filn, the evil spirit which
sets man against man and man
against God. Luther's Version
has "dem Lii.sterer," '' to the
slanderer," probably meaning the
human slanderer. In translating
8iaf3o>..os by "the d~vil," the
moral significance of the term
ought never to be lost sight of.
In the present case St. Paul
implies that the cherishing of
anger would be giving room for
the spirit of misunderstanding
and enmity to come in.
29. ua1rp6s, literally " decayed
Or rotten 11 7rp0S oiKo8op.~v Tijs
XPdas, "for edification suggested
by the need, or the occasion."
lva 8ip x&pw. After &jl, x&pii;
can hardly be taken in the geneml sense of Grace. " That it

may give a gr~ce," or impart a
benefit.
_30. Corrupting
communications are an especial outrage
upon the Spirit which makes the
Church holy.
iv <e turf>payluB-r,r~. See the note
on i. 13, and compare again 2
Cor. i. 22, "who has also sealed
us and given us the earnest of
the Spirit in our hearts."
32. St. Paul urges the Gospel
doctrine, that God's forgiveness,
if truly received, must work in
us forgivene1<s towards our
brother.
V. 1. w,; TtKI/U, It is the nature of a child to imitate his
father.
2. 1rapl8wK£v, "gave himself
up," not exactly in the sense of
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"presenting," but rather of "surrendering." The idea of presentation to God is contained in the
following words -;rpor:nfaopav Kal
0wfav Tei> 0e~. Of these terms
it may be said that, although
they are frequently used as
synonymous, 0vcrta is a more
special term than -;rpor:rrfaopd. and
denote~. a sacrifice slain and
burnt on the altar. It was an
ancient and wide-spread piece of
symbolism, to regard the smoke
of the burning victim as sweet
to the nostrils of the divinity
to whom it was offered (Gen. viii.
· 21, &c.). Here the self-surrender
of the Son of God is represented
as most pleasipg to the Father,
in accordance with whose will
it was made. In Philip. iv. 18,
the Apostle calls the gift sent
him from Philippi, 6r:rµ~v evwUas,
0vr:rfav 8eKT~v, eM.per:rTov Tei> 0e<jl.
5. TOVTO yap i'.r:rn '}'lV6JUKOVT<',.

'
ywE<F

0E

£7T't TO~S' VlOVS'
,
• uvvµEroxot
avrwv.

BEov

It is not easy to explain why
this peculiar form of expression
should have been m;ed here.
"This yo11 are aware of, knowing
it," or "This you know and are
aware of.'' The reading of the
received text, I.UTt, would not be
easier.
-;rArnveKT'l)S, /ls l.r:rnv el8w>...o>...r:frpYJS, So in Col. iii. 5. The
covetous man is a Mammonworshipper. Compare Job xxxi.
24, "If I have made gold my
hope, or have said to the fine gold,
Thou art my confidence . . . ; "
I Tim. vi. 17.
6. Kevo'i, >...6yms, - as if God
were not caring for men's sins,
or as if these sins were necessary
elements in human life. God is
really angry on account of them;
and the calamities of the world,
both ordinary an_d extraordinary,
are his judgments to pnni"sh men
for them. Compare ii. 2, 3.

V. 8-10.]
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8-14. This should be studied
as a great passage concerning
Light, in its spiritual sense. It
is vigorously conceived and expressed, like one of the thoughts
which has been most thoroughly
matured in St. Paul's mind.
" You were once darkness,"not merely darkened, as above, or
in darkness. Similarly he says,
in 2 Cor. v. 21, that God has
made Christ sin, that we might
be made righteousness. St. Paul
means to express more by such
language than the ordinary mode
of speaking could have conveyed.
Yet it is not a superlative degree
of moral darkness or enlightenment which he seeks to describe.
As it is so often necessary to
remind ourselves, St. Paul is not
thinking of the stage to wli.ich
the individual character had
fallen or risen, but of the condition
to which the individual character
was subject and obedient. That
condition was, in the old case,
Darkness ; in the new case,
Light.
And in his present
affirmations, St. Paul is expressing his sense of the law by which
the condition;-the Light or the
Darkness,-appropriates and assimilates the souls subject to it.
Souls subject to the darkness
become a part of the darkness :

!I-

,

r.

U0KLµa-:,0VTES

nI

souls subject to the Light become
a part of the Light.
There is therefore here a special significance in the phrase
"children of light." You are
adopted into Light ; your new
nature is the nature of Light ;
therefore walk as beings born
anew in that nature. And tlie
exhortation to " walk as children
of light" is manifestly more in
place after the expression of such
an idea as that of the dominating
and absorbing power of light,
than if St. Paul had said, "You
are all extremely enlightened
persons." It would not, have
been inconsistent for him to say,
" You are light in the Lord: why
will you still love darkner,;s and
walk in it j "
9. "The frnit qf the light.''
The substitution of " the Spirit "
for "light" is one of the most
lamentable errors in our Received
Version. It grievously spoils
this noble passage.
I 0. The " proof " intended is
that of trial and experience.
The idea here expressed was a
favourite one with St. Paul.
Compare Rom. xii. 2, " that you
may prove what is the will of
God ; " Phil. i. 10 ; 1 Thess. v.
21, 22. The children of light
ai."e not supplied with a complete
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literal directory of conduct, either
in the Scriptures or in any other
form. They must act in obedience
to principle and according to
their light, and so they will find
out, by means of mistakes as
well as of success, what God's
will is.
11. The works of light are
fruit: the works of darkness are
barren. Compare Rom. vi. 21,
22, " What fruit had you then
... i but now you have your
fruit unto holiness."
µ.lliov i)~ Kat V1.ftxe-rE, " But
rather even (Ka{) convict them."
Be not content with not having
fellowship with them : so bring
your light to bear upon them
as to expose and convict them.
Reproof, spoken reproof, might
come in as a, part of this work
of convicting: but the whole
effect of a life of light upon
deeds of darkness seems to be
in the Apostle's mind. The idea
agrees exactly with that of St.
John iii. 20, 21, "Every one that
iloeth evil hateth the light, and
cometh not to the light, lest his
deeds should be reproved
(l11.eyx0fi): but he that doeth
truth cometh to the light, that
his deeds may be made mani-

Kat
TOV~

fest, that they are wrought in
God."
13. It is a grammatical error
in the Received Version to translate l1'.eyx6µ.eva as if it were Ta
l1'.eyx6p.EVa. But it makes little
difference in the sense.

'V1rO

To'V

cpwT6s probably goes with cpav£poin-ai,and the common derivation
of cpw, and cpavep6s (cf,a•) is evidently brought into view. "But
all deeds, when convicted, are
made manifest by light ; for all
that is made manifest is light."
It cannot be doubted that cpavepovp.evov is passive. As regards
the sense of this verse, we must
remember the first words of the
passage, " You are now Ught in
the Lord." It is physically true
that whatever is brought out
into a blaze of light becomes
itself by reflection a source of
light. And, in the sphere of
moral or spiritual action, there
is a remarkable affinity between
the openness of broad daylight
and purity or innocence. Dark
deeds are done in secret (Kpvcpyt):
drag them into the light, and
they cannot stand it. Thus a
debased soul brought into open
daylight, and not rushing from
it, is naturally purified ; that

<pwTor

,

,
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Which was darkness, whilst in
the dark, becomes light in the
daylight. There is something of
this feeling expressed in two
sayings of Luther's: "I have
often need, in my tribulations,
to talk even with a child, in
order to expel such thoughts as
t]:te devil possesses me with."
"When I am assailed with heavy
tribulations, I rush out among
my pigs, rather than remain
alone by myself." Sha'TTIR, is one
of the influences by which the
light conquers a soul from darkness.
14. It is implied in this mode
of printing the quotation that it
was a portion of a hymn,-one
of the hymns referred to in verse
19. 'A.lyei, "it says," may perhaps mean "the hymn says" ;
but there is no reason why it
should not have the more usual
sense, "the Scripture says," for
the lines resemble Isaiah Ix. 1, 2,
and St. Paul is in the habit of
quoting with freedom.
His
thought is that of the change
from darkness to light,-a change

produced by the opening of the
eyes to the light shining in the
face of Jesus Christ, he upon
whom that light shines being
thereby illuminated, and himself
turned into light.
15. " Look therefore accurately, or carefully, how you
walk."
16. ltayopat6p.evoi rov Katp6v,
"buying up opportunity, or the
right moment," like a merchant
seeking some valuable but scarce
product. In Daniel ii. 8, o!Ba
8-n Kaipov flp.er,,; l[ayopa{e-re is
rendered in our Authorized
Version " I know that ye would
gain the time." But perhaps it
might be better rendered, " I
know that ye are taking advantage of your opportunity."
Amongst other points of prudeuce for those who would "walk
warily in dangerous times" must
be the observing of the fit seas01i
for each act. The following
passage from Plato's Republic
illustrates this idea: "Again, it
is quite clear, I imagine, that if
a person lets the right moment
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for any work go by, (M.v 7{,; Two,;
1rap11 lpyov Katp6v,) it never returns. It is quite clear. For
the thing to be done does not
choose, I imagine, to tarry the
leisure of the doer" (p. 370).
But there is a sentence in Ecclesiasticus so similar to this of
St. Paul's, that one could almost
suppose that the echo of it was
in his mind : lvvT~p1jlTOV Katpov
KO.t q,vAa{at o:1r6 1rov17pov (Ecclus.
iv. 20).
18. 1rA17povu0£ lv 7rVEVfJ,,<1.Tt, The
contrast is between the" fulness"
produced by wine, and another
kind of fulness (also agreeable)
produced by spiritual emotion.
" Be filled-not with the intoxication of wine, but~in .spirit."
" Let the fulness you seek be
spiritual folness." We are naturally reminded of the remarks
made on the Day of Pentecost
(Acts ii. 13-16). It is clear
that the Apostle was encouraging
a state of mind marked by more
than ordinary excitement. l\feet-

ing together and music and
singing were to be the chief
stimulants and indulgences of
this excitement.
20, 21. What remarkable safeguards to such spiritual excitement are here subjoined ! Thanksgiving, intelligent and
orderly, to the Father in the
name of Christ; and mutual
submission in the fear of Christ.
No spiritual excitement, however
highly wrought, could be injurious, that flowed between
these banks.
kEp 1r&:vTwv. The preposition
v1rlp might at first sight suggest
that the thanks are to be given
" on behalf of " all persons, especially as we find l1r{ used elsewhere to denote that for which
thanks are given. But we have
in 1 Oor. x. 30, T{ f1A.au<f,17µovµai
ii'lrEp oi fyw EvxaptlTTW; and it is
better to keep the simpler meaning "for all things."
The
;;piritual joy which was to have
its root in thankfulness was also

V. 22, 23.]
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to be controlled by mutual respect
and submission,experience having
shewn (1 Cor. xiv.) the danger
of rivalry and disorder amongst·
those who were yielding to
spiritual excitement.
22. v1ro-rd.<r<r£a-8( or V7rOTd.<T(T((T•
0w<rav must be understood from
the preceding v1rom<r1To1uvoi
(verse 21). Many MSS. have
one or the other of these words.
w, T<e ,wp{'I!· It is obvious that
the first apparent sense of this
injunction,-that a wife should
obey her husband without reserye as if he were the Lord,cannot be the true one. St. Paul
is not speaking of an individual
case, but of the general law of
married life. This law is based
upon the facts, that the relation
of husband and wife is Divinely
ordained, and that it is an image
of the relation between Christ
and the Church. Now it is only
in its ideal or perfect form that
these statements can be absolutely true of the marriageunion ; and St. Paul is speaking
accordingly of the ideal husband
and the ideal wife. The Chri;;tian wife is to ,discharge her
duty to her husband as seeing
the Lord, so to speak, in the
background ; the Christian husband is to discharge his to his
wife as seeing the Church in the

background. Such a law of
conjugal duty is not made void
by the imperfections attaching
to actual married life. The wife
of a bad husband has her submission often turned into opposition ; she is often absolutely
debarred from looking up to him.
But still her feelings and her
conduct will be affected by the
presence in her mind of the ideal
law of duty, which will struggle
to assert itself so far as it is
allowed. In the corresponding
place in Col. we have the modified
phrase w, &vqKff iv Kvp{l[I (iii. 18).
23. In both the volumes of
Holy Scripture the relation of
husband and wife frequently supplies the terms in which the
union between the Divine Ruler
and the human society is described. In the Old Testament,
Jehovah is the husband, the race
of Israel the wife. The unfaithfulness of the people of
Israel to Jehovah is denounced
as the sin of adultery. In Jer.
iii. " backsliding Israel" and
" her treacherous sister Judah"
are two wives of Jehovah. Israel
had been divorced on account of
her adulteries, and yet Judah
feared not to be false also. Perhaps the most beautiful passage
upon the union between Jehovah
and the people of Israel is the
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prophetical outburst in Isa. liv.
containing the words "For thy
Maker is thine husband; the
Lord of hosts is his name ; and
thy Redeemer, the Holy One of
Israel ; the God of the whole
earth shall he be called" (verse
5). In the New Testament, the
most striking presentations of
this image are in the Apocalypse,
where the Church, or the
Heavenly Jerusalem, is spoken
of as the Lamb's wife (Rev. xix.
7-9; xxi. 2, 3, 9, 10). What
is peculiar to St. Paul here is the
complication caused by the introduction of that other image, of a
head and members, which he has
made so specially his own.
afu-6, CFWTiJP TOU CFwµ.a-ro,. The
difficulty felt in understanding
these words, together with the
ID&: which follows, was early
shewn by variations of reading.
This clause appears to indicate a
difference between the relation
of Christ to the Church and that
of the husband to the wife.
"He," it is true, is more than
the head, he is the " Saviour of
the body "-with a play on
CFwrl,p and rFwµ.aTO,.
This the

TCf AOVTPP TOV v8aros

EV

husband has no pretensions to
be : " nevertheless " ( ID&:) let
the headship of the husband be
acknowledged and acted upon.
24. b, ?rav-r{-not in certain
departments of life, but universally or generally.
Compare
Kara 1r&:vra, Col. iii. 20.
25-27. In translating this
passage, we are placed at a
disadvantage by having to choose
between " her '' and · " it " for
the rendering of the feminine
pronoun. Neither is quite satisfactory. If we take "it," it is
desirable to introduce into the
passage some such word as
"bride," to keep up the sense of
the image.
There is a reference in these
verses to the bath which it was
the custom for the bride to take
as one of the ceremonies preceding marriage. The Church
was the Bride of Christ. What
was her bath of purincation 1
The Church in every place
was formed by the preaching of
the Word. The Word was the
message of forgiveness and Ereconciliation through
Christ.
Those who received this message

.,
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and yielded to the call, came out
from the world, were baptized,
and became members of a holy
or
consecrated
community.
Christ, then, gave himself up,
in order that he might proclaim
peace effectually to men and so
might fashion for himself a pure
Church.
It is the Word therefore (To
p~µ,a, as in vi. 17), which is the
great instrument of purification .
.And we are reminded of onr
Lord's words, St. John xv. 3 and
xvii 17 : "You already are clean
by reason of the word which I
have spoken unto you; '' " Sanctify them by thy truth: thy word
is truth." The Word however
had the ordinance of Baptism as
its own instrument for effecting
the Sf!paration of the Church
from the world ; and, although
we might explain this passage
without being compelled to introduce the baptismal washing,
it is reasonable to suppose that
in mentioning a laver or bath of
water St. Paul had in his eye

that actual external washing by
means of which the Word symbolized and executed its work.
It makes little difference whether
we say that St. Paul was using
the words TO Aovrpov TOV v8aTo,
himself in a figurative sense, or
was naming that outward ceremony which was a visible figure
for the same reality. The Lord's
parting injunction to his.Apostles
included both the word and the
outward washing. "Preach the
Gospel, teach all nations; and
baptize them in the Name of the
Father, the Son, and the Holy
Ghost."
27. a&o, ~avr<ii, Emphasis is
laid upon the fact that Christ is
himself the doer of the whole
work in the creation and cleansing
of the Church.
30. The words EK tj, uapKo,
J
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aVTOV Kai £K TWV OUT£WV aVTov,

'' made from his f:esh and from
his bones," are not found in the
best MSS. The early addition
of these words was no doubt
suggested by Genesis ii. 23.
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VI. 1. lv Kvp{<J,!, Obey your
parents, as an obligation of your
Christian calling.
TOV'TO yap EO"Ttll UKawv.
'By
"righteous" St. Paul probably
means here" in accordance with
natural justice," or with the

\

yevrJTaL
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Kat oi '7T'aTtpES, µ~ ,rap,

Kvpwv.

31. Quoted literally from Gen.
ii. 24, Sept. version.
32, 33. "My chief interest in
this mystery'' (tyw is emphatic)
"is as it relates to Christ and
to the Church. But let all the
married among you apply the
mystery to their own case, so
that the husband may love the
wife and the wife fear the
husband."
'Y/ 3£ yvvi] iva fj,0/3.
Supply,
as in E. V. "Let the wife see
that .
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absolute laws and relations of
human existence.
2. 7rp<iiTTJ, If the word "first"
is understood as implying other
commandments" with promise,"
they must be those which are
not contained in the Decalogue.
The " promise " refers rather to
national than to individual prosperity and continuance.
4. l-'-1'/ 7rapopyf(eTE Ta TtKva, "do
not try your children's tempers,"
especially by alternate indulgence
and sharpness.
£Y 7rai3ef'l- Kai vov0eo-{'l- Kvpfov,
"the discipline and instruction
of the Lord," i.e. such as the
Lord would approve, or such as
befit. those who belong to the
Lord.
5. oi ,l!ov,\oi, "bond-servants,"
slaves, not freemen serving for

VI. 6-12.]
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hire. There is considerable reiteration of the terms expressing servitude in this passage.
The bond-servants were bondservants, and must accept their
condition.
Their consolation
and inward freedom were to
be in the consciousness that
they were serving Christ, when
they loyally and cheerfully
obeyed tµeir masters: and he
was a perfectly just master,
whatever their masters according
to the flesh might be.
9. Ta avTa 'll"Ot£tT£, " do the
same 'things," act in the same
conscientious and Christ-serving
spirit.
7Tpo<rw'ITOATJJ.l-'.f!{a, " respect or
acceptance of the person " '!'oil
7Tpo<r6i'IT01J, that is, of the outside
appearance, show, or profession,

,
KVpup

B
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' 'w

Kat

TW

,

Evvv<ra<T E TTJV '1T'avo1rA1av

8Jva<rBat

µEBo8las TOV 8ta{JbAov,

~I

vµas

(TT~Vat 'lT'pos TIXS

OUK £<TTlV ~µ'iv

~ 'lT'<XATJ

as distinguished from the inward
re:,,lity.
Compare Gal. ii. 6,
"God accepteth not man's person"; 2 Cor. x. 1, 7.
10. This concluding passage,
describing the Christian warfare, is not suggested by anything going before, but is
evidently the free working-out
of a familiar thought.
11. 7Tpoc;-Tac;-Ju0o8{ac;-,againstthe
schemings or tactics of the devil.
We have had this word in iv. 14.
Toil 3ia/36Ao1J. Let it be remembered that "the devil" (b '81a/36Ji..Awv) is the false accuser, the
divider.
In this passage his
peculiar work, as setting men
against God and against one
another, is by no means to be
left out of sight.
12 . .;, mf.ATJ, The struggle is
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not so much that of the individual Christian, seeking his
own salvation ; but that of
Christians united in a body
and "striving together for the
faith of the Gospel" (Phil. i. 27).
The Church is brought into conflict with spiritual enemies, the
powers of darkness, by its task
of spreading and establishing
the kingdom of Light.
1rpos a.!µ,a. Kai ud.pKa..
The
Church was tempted to regard
hostile men as its ultimate
enemies ; but behind these, and
using external human agencies
as their instruments, were invisible powers of evil.
rlpx&s, Uovula.s, i. 21 ; iii. 10;
Col. i. 16; ii. 10, 15. Compare
Rom. viii. 38, OV'l'E ayyeA01 OWE
dpxa.~ o&e ilvv&.µ,eis.
Generally
these terms are urnd in a
neutral sense, not connoting
either goodness or badness.
The vagueness of such terms,
so far as questions of nature
and personality are concerned,
appears to be intentional on
·St. Paul's part.
It is quite
probable that he meant by
" principalities and powers "

.. ,

,...

~

';-

UT1JTE ovv 7rEpt-

distinct beings with a personal
consciousness and will ; but it
is also true that he used by
preference, for the inhabitants
of the invisible world, such
abstract titles as left their personal nature, though not their
power or tendency, shrouded in
some mystery.
'
,
""'
,,
TOVS KDCTP,OKpa.Topa.s TOV CTKOTOV<;
In ii. 2, "according to
the course of this world, according to the ruler of the power of
the air, the spirit now working
in the children of disobedience,"
the singular is used, instead of
the plural as here.
1rpos TCJ. 'lrVEVJJ,O.TtKa, " the spiritualities, the spiritual forces
or activities."
13. b, rfj 'Yff,Ep<[, rfj 'lrOVYJpi,,
"the evil day,'' whenever it
may come.
Ka.npya.fJ'aµ,evoi mi,gltt mean
'' having put down; " but
Pauline usage sufficiently determines it to mean " having accomplished." See Romans vii.
15, 17, &c.
14. CT'J"ij-re. Observe the frequent repetition of the idea of
standing in this passage, u,.;,vat
-ro1i'Tov.
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(verse 11 ), dvnO"TI7vat, uri)vai
(verse 13), and here again in
verse 14. So in Philippians l.c.
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<rrrJKET£,

The images are mostly borrowed from the book of Isaiah.
For "the girdle of truth and
the breastplate of righteousness"
see Isa. xi. 5, Kal lCTTat 81Ka10uvvy
l(wuµ,tvo<; 'l"i/V 6ucpvv a&ov Kal 6.A:,r
()df!, eL>,-r,µ,tvo,; T(t<; 1rAwpds, and
lix. 17' Kal weMuaTO 81Ka10UVV1]V
we; ()JpaKa. It is plain from a
comparison of these passages, (in
the former "righteousness " is
the girdle,) that no substantial
difference is intended between
"righteousness" and "truth."
And if the context in Isaiah be
read, we i;iee that these words are
obviously used in their broad and
simple sense. They denote equity,
integrity, sincerity These then
are to be the great defensive weapons of Christ's soldiers. Without these lheir most vital parts
-the affections, the will, the
conscience-would be exposed to
the assaults of the enemy. To
withstand the spirit of falsehood,
a man must be primarily true
and just.
Compare TO, ii1rAa Tov cpw-r6s
(Rom xiii. 12), and 810. Twv cl1rAruv
ri)c; 81Ka10UVVI), 'TWV 8ef1wv Kal
ap1CTT£pwv (2 Cor. vi. 7).

Two passages illustrative of
moral armour are quoted in
Bleeck's Translation of Spiegel's
Zend Avesta. One is from the
Minokhired, a Parsee book: "One
can escape from hell if one uses
heavenly wisdom as a covering
for the back, heavenly contentment as armour, heavenly truth·
for a shield, heavenly gratitude
for a club, heavenly wisdom as
a bow." The other is from a
Buddhist work, which says of
Sakyamuni : "And converting
SUa (Virtue) into a cloak, and
Jhdnam (Thought) into a breastplate, he covered mankind with
the armour of Dhammo (Law),
and provided them with the most
perfect panoply." (Bleeck, p. 90.)
15. In Isa v. 27, "the latchet
of the shoes " follows after " the
girdle of the loins."
froip,au{f!,,
" preparedness,"
"readiness." But what is the
preparedness of the glad tidings
of peace 1-In Rom. x. 15 we
read, " How shall they preach,
except they be sent 1 as it is written, ' How beautiful are the feet
of them that bring glad tidings
of peace, of them that bring glad
tidings of good things ! ' " The
quotation is from Isa. Iii. 7. The
same expression occurs in Nahum
i. 15, "Behold upon the moun-
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tains the feet of him that bringeth evil. Here the shield of faith
glad tidings and publisheth is for use especially against the
peace." The " feet " then, we fire-bearing darts of the evil one.
infer from these passages, are to Those darts are suspicions and
be "ready" in the work of doubts, which it is the business
spreading " the glad tidings of of the evil spirit to infuse into
peace." St. Paul has said above men's hearts,-suspicions of God
(ii. 17) of Christ, lMti1v EVTJytEA- and of one another. Faith,
la-aTo EtpTJVTJV, A willing zeal in trust in God, is the exact way
this task is to be as shoes to the . to meet these. He who thoroughly
feet of the Christian.
believes and trusts in God will
'-,..J,,...,i" -\....,,.~
16. lv 1racnv, "amongst all, be safe against the destructive
with all." Hort and Westcott effects of the doubts which the
have given the preference to lv devil inspires.
over l1rt, both having good MS.
Td. 1rEmJpwµha. The only" fiery
authority.
Jerome evidently dart " in use amongst the an6iread h, 1rii<Tiv, rendering it " in ents appears to have been a ceromni opera," "in all things." tain heavy missile called in Latin
'E1r[ is supported by Col. iii.
malleolus; " a hammer, the transverse head of which was formed
14.
In the Wisdom of Solomon for holding pitch and tow; which,
v. 17-20, there is a description having been set on fire, was proof a 1rav01l'Ala, which not man, jected slowly, so that it might
but the Lord, is to take to him. not be exting1iished during its
"He shall put on righteousnesi, flight, upon houses and · other
as a breastplate, and true judg- buildings in order to set' them·
ment instead of an helmet. He on fire." (Smith's Dictionary of
shall take holiness for an invin- Antiquities, Malleus.) But percible shield. His severe wrath haps the fire with which St.
shall he sharpen for a sword." Paul's fN>..TJ were armed was raFor man, the shield, instead of ther drawn from imagination
being inherent holiness, is faith than from reality.
or trust. In the language of the
17. T1]V m,piKErpaA.a{av TDV <TWTTJ·
Old Testament, the Lord himself p{ov. From ha. lix. 17, Kat 1rEpiis the shield of those who fear t0£To 1rEptK£<paA.ala11 <TWTTJp{ov l1r~
him, defending them from all T~~ KE<paAry~. But there it is the
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Lord who assumes the helmet of
salvation, as also the breastplate
of righteousness and the garment
of vengeance. So far as is possible, St. Paul transfers to the
Christian the identical arms
which the prophet attributes to
the Lord ;-and, regarded in this
light, the 7rav<nrA{a TOV 0wv may
mean rather more than the armour which God gives. But man
is not God, and man's " helmet
of salvation" must be different
from God's. In l Thess. v. 8,
St. Paul has already given his
own interpretation of this helmet : "and, for a helmet, the
hope of salvation." As illustrating this figure, we may quote
:Ps. iii. 3, "Thou, 0 Lord, art a
shield for me; my glory, and the
lifter up of mine head''; especially
as coupled with the Sept. form
of the preceding verse, IloAAol.
Alyovrn TV i/roxii p,ov OfiK Ea-n
uwrqp{a atn"'e Jv Tqi 0£<p aVToV.

The expression "to lift up the
head " is very common in the
Old Testament.
Ulaa-{/£, "receive, as a gift from
God." T'i]V p,axaipav TOV '1TV£-6Jl-O(ro<;, 6 E(J"TtV. p71µa 0£ov.
For
the image compare Isa. xlix. 2,
w,,,K€ TO CTT6µa JJ,OV .1>,;; p,axatpav
6{£tav, Rev. i. 16, EK wv CTT6µaTo<;
avrov poµcpala 8tCTTOJLO<; <lt€ta £K'lrOprn~p,WYj, xix. 15, £K Tov a-T6µaToc;

a.V'roV EK7rop€JETat PoJLcJ,a{a O[t:'ta
tva iv avrfi 7raTaCT<TIJ Ttl. lOv,,,, and
Heh. iv. 12, Zwv yap & A6yos TOV
0wv Kal EV€pyi/<;, Kat T0j-LWT€pos
wep 'lrllCTaV p,axaipav 'fitCTToµov.
The difficulty is to attach the
same meaning to tlie word or the
sword in these different passages.
Let it be remembered, 1. That
the Word is to be understood as
the living voice of God, instinct
with mind and purpose, and
having all the power of God's
will. 2. That the Voice may
have varying tones, and may
either threaten wrath, or offer
love. 3. That, in the habitual
use of St. Paul, " the word of
God" is almost equivalent to
the Gospel, or God's voice proclaiming reconciliation and inviting men to peace. 4. That
the image of a sharp sword
represents the penetrating effect
of God's word on the conscience,
and its power to a:;;sail and
destroy such spiritual enemies
as darkness, distrust, and all
moral evil.
Christians then, according to
St. Paul's exhortation, are to use
God's voice, his truth or light,
as their weapon of offence. The
mode of using or wielding God's
word which he had chiefly in
view was that of bearing witness
to the trnth, and especially to
F
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the most life-giving of all truths,
the Gospel of Christ.
18-20. The urgent exhortation to prayer in behalf of the
Church and for the diffusion of
the Gospel proves how distinctly
St. Paul had in his mind the
warfare of Christians as that of
a. body fighting the battle of
Christ in the world, rather than
the warfare of the individual
fighting for his own salvation.
20. w~p ot 1rp£<r/3dw EV aAv<r£t,
"the cause of which I advocate
in -a. chain," the chain on his

right wrist. Compare Col. iv.
2-4.
21. TvxiKos, called 'Auiav&s in
.A.cts xx. 4. He was a trusted
helper and agent of St. Paul,
and was to carry both this letter
and that to the Colossians. See
Col. iv. 7-9.
ilufKovos, "a minister," i.e. one
who mH!l.istered to St. Paul.
Compare lCTTlV yap µo, €'0XP1JCTTOS
ddliaKov{a.v (2 Tim. iv. 11).
24.
arp0a.p<rt'l- .A. difficult
expression. "In a spirit which
corruption cannot touch," "incorruptibly."

:v

TO THE EPHESIANS.
an apostle of Christ Jesus by the will of God,
to the saints that are at Ephesus and the faithful in
Christ Jesus. Grace to you and peace from God our
Father and the Lord Jesus Christ.
PAUL,

1.

2

Blessed be God and the Father of our Lord Jesus 3
Christ, yvho "ii.as blessed us with all spiritual blessing
in heavenly things in Christ, according as he chose us \
in him before the foundation of the world, that we
should be holy and blameless before him in love,
having fore-ordained us to filial adoption through 5
Jesus Christ unto himself, according to the good
pleasµre of bis will, to the praise of the glory of his 6
grace, with which he has favoured u~ in the beloved
one, in ,whom we have redemption through his blood, 7
the remission of our trespasses, according to the riches
of his grace,-in which he has abounded towards us s
in al~ wisdom and prudence, making known to us the 9
mystery of bis will, according to his good pleasure
which he purposed in him unto the dispensation of 10
the fulness of the times, to bring all things under one
head in Christ, things in the heavens and things on
earth, even in· him, in whom also we have had an in- 11
heritance given us, having been fore-ordained according
F 2
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to the purpose of him who works all things according
to the counsel of his will, so that we should be to the
praise of his glory, we who have first hoped in Christ ;
in whom you also, having heard the word of truth, the
gospel of your salvation, in whom (I say) having believed you were sealed with the Holy Spirit of promise,
which is the earnest of our inheritance unto the redemption of the possession, to the praise of his glory.

On this account I also, having heard of the faith
among you in the Lord Jesus and towards all the
16 saints, do not cease to give thanks for you, making
17 mention of you in my prayers, that the God of our
Lord Jesus Christ, the Father of glory, may give you
the spirit of wisdom and revelation in the knowledge
18 of hini, the eyes of your heart being enlightened, so
that you may know what is the hope of his calling,.
and what the riches of the glory of· his inheritance in
1 9 the saints, and what the exceeding greatness of his
power towards us who believe, according to the working
20 of the might of his strength, with which he wrought
· in Christ when he raised him from the dead and seated
21 him at his right hand in the heavenly world, far &_bove
all rule and authority and power and lordship and
every name that is named, not only in this age but
22 also in that which is to come, and put all things under
his feet, and gave him to be head over all things to
23 the Church, which is his body, the fulness of him who
n. 1 fills all things in all. And you, being dead in tres2 passes and sins, in which you once walked according
to the course of this world, according to the ruler of
the power of the air, the spirit which now works in the
15
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sons of disobedience, amongst whom we also all once II.
lived in the lusts of our flesh, doing the desires of the
flesh and of the thoughts, and were by nature children
of wrath like the rest,-but God, being rich in mercy, 4
on account of his great love with which he loved us,
even when we were dead in trespasses made us alive s
with Christ (by grace have you been saved) and with 6
him raised us and seated us in the heavenly world in
Christ Jesus, that he might shew forth in the ages to 7
come the exceeding riches of his grace in goodness
towards us in Christ Jesus. For by grace you have s
been saved through faith, and this not of yourselves,
the gift is God's,-not of works that no one may 9
boast: for we are his workmanship, created in Christ ro
Jesus for good works, which God before prepared that
we 'should walk in them.
\,.
Wherefore remember, that at one time you Gentiles u
in the flesh, called the uncircumcision by what is called
the circumcision in the flesh, made by hands,-that 12
you were at that time apart from Christ, aliens from
the commonwealth of Israel and strangers to the covenants of the promise, not having a hope, and without
God in. the world : but now in Christ Jesus you who 13
were once afar off have been made nigh in the blood
of Christ. For he is our peace, who made both one ,4
and_ broke down the dividing-wall of the fence, having 15
done away the enmity in his flesh, the law of commandments in decrees, that he might create the two in
himself into one new man, making peace, and might 16
reconcile both in one body to God by means of the
cross, having slain on it the enmity. And he came 1 7
with glad tidings of peace to you who were far
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off and peace to them who were near, inasmuch as by
him we both have our access in one Spirit to the
Father. So then you are no longer strangers and
foreigners, but fellow-citizens with the saints, and of
God's household, being built up upon the foundation
of the apostles and prophets, Christ Jesus being himself the corner-stone, in .· whom all the building fitly
framed together is growing into a holy temple in the
Lord, in whom you also are being built up together
into a dwelling-place of God in the Spirit.

On this account I Paul, the prisoner of Jesus Christ
2 in behalf of you Gentiles,-if you have heard of the
dispensation of the grace of God which was given me
3 towards you ; how that by revelation was made known
to me the mystery, (as I wrote before in brief words,
4 from which as you read them you may understand my
s knowledge in the mystery of Christ,) which in other
generations was not made known to the sons of. men,
as it has now been revealed to his holy apostles and
· 6 prophets in the Spirit, that the Gentiles should be jointheirs and of the same body and sharers in the promise
7 in Christ Jesus through the Gospel, of which I was
made a minister according to the gift of the grace of
God which was given to me according to the -:vorking
s of his power. To me who am less than the -least of all
the saints was this grace given, to bear to the Gentiles
the glad tidings of the unsearchable riches of Christ,
9 and to enlighten men as to the dispensation of the
mystery which from the ages had been kept hidden
in
God the creator of all things, in order that now
10
to the principalities and powers in the heavenly
1
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world might be .made known through the Church the m. 10
manifold wisdom of God, according to the purpose of II
the ages, which he formed in Christ Jesus our Lord,
iI?- whom we have our freedom of speech and access 12
in confidence through faith in him. Wherefore I pray 1 3
you not to despond in my afflictions in your behalf,
which are your glory.
-On this account I bend my knees unto the Father, 14
from whom all the family in heaven and on earth •s
is named, that he may grant to you according to 16
the riches of his glory to be strengthened with
power by his Spirit unto the inner man, that Christ 1 7
may dwell by means of faith in your hearts, so 18
that being rooted and grounded in love you may
have strength to comprehend with all the saints what
is the breadth and length and height and depth, and 1 9
to know that love of Christ which transcends knowledge, that you may be filled up to all God's fulness.
Now to him who is able to do superabundantly in 20
excess of anything that we ask or think according to
the power that works in us, to him be glory in the 21
Church and in Christ Jesus unto all the generations
of the age of the ages, Amen.
I exhort you therefore, I the prisoner in the Lord, to IV.
walk worthily of the ~alling with which you have
been called, with all humility and meekness, with long- 2
suffering, bearing from one another in love, endeavour- 3
ing to keep the unity of the Spirit in the bond of peace.
There is one body and one Spirit, even as you were 4
called in one hope of your calling ; one Lord, one faith, 5
one baptism, one God and Father of all, who is over 6

1 -
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all and through all and in all. But to each of us
severally has. his own grace been given according to
s the measure of the gift of Christ. Wherefore it says,
"Having gone up on high he made captive captivity,
But that he went 'ltp,
9 and gave gifts uuto men."
what is it but that he also ca11ie down to the lower
10 parts
of the earth ? He who came down is the
same who also went up far above all the heavens, that
11 he might fill all things.
And he has given some to
be apostles, and some prophets, and some evangelists,
12 and some shepherds and teachers, for the ordering of
the saints, unto the work of ministering, unto the
1 3 building of the body of Christ; until we all attain to
the unity of the faith and of the knowledge of the Son
of God, unto the full-grown Man, unto the measure of
1 4 growth of the fulness of Christ ; that we should no
longer be childish, tossed and carried about by every
wind of teaching in the craft of men in knavery, to the
15 following out of error; but cleaving to the truth may in
love grow up unto him in all things, who is the head,
16 namely Christ ; from whom all the body, fitly framed
together and compacted by means of every joint of
the supply, according to the working in its measure
of each several part effects the growth of the body
to the building up of itself in love.
17
This I say therefore and urge upon you in the
Lord, that you no longer walk as the Gentiles also
18 walk in vanity of their understanding, being darkened
in their mind, estranged from the life of God, through
the ignorance that is in them, through the hardening of
19 their heart, who being past feeling have given themselves up to wantonness, unto the working of all unclean-
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ness with greediness. But you have not so learned rv. 20
Christ : if indeed you have heard him and have been 21
taught in him as there is truth in Jesus, that you 22
should put off as concerns your former manner of life
the old man going to ruin according to the lusts of
deceit, and be renewed in the spirit of your mind, 23, 2 4
and put on the new man created according to God
in righteousness and holiness of truth.
Wherefore putting off falsehood speak the truth 25
every one with his neighbour, inasmuch as we are
members of one another. " Be angry and sin not ; " 26
let not the sun go down upon your anger, and give 2 7
not room to the devil. Let the stealer steal no more, 28
but rather let him labour, working with his hands at
that which is good, that he may have somewhat to
impart to him that is in need. Let no unwholesome 29
speech proceed out of your mouth, but whatever is
good for edification according to the need, that it may
confer a benefit on those who hear it. And grieve not 30
the holy Spirit of God, with which you were sealed unto
the day of redemption. Let all bitterness and wrath 31
and anger and clamour and evil speaking be put away
from among you, with all malice. Shew yourselves 32
kind to one another, tender-hearted, forgiving one
another even as God in Christ has forgiven you.
Be therefore imitators of God, as beloved children, v. 1
and walk in love, as Christ also loved you and gave him- 2
self up for you an offering and a sacrifice to God for a
smell of sweet savour. But fornication and all unclean - 3
ness, or covetousness, let it not be so much as named
amongst you, as becomes a holy community, or lewd- 4
ness or foolish talking or jesting, which are not seemly,
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v. 5 but rather thanksgiving. For .this you have learnt
and know, that every fornicator or unclean person, or
covetous man, who is an idolater, has no inheritance
6 in the kingdom of Christ and God.
Let no one deceive
you with vain words: for on account of these things
comes the wrath of God upon the sons of disobedience.
· 7, s Be not therefore partakers with them. For you were
once darkness, but now you are light in the Lord,9 walk as children of light, (for the fruit of the light is
10 in all goodness and righteousness and truth,) proving
11 what is acceptable to the Lord ; and have no partnership with the barren works of darkness, but rather
12 convict them.
For the things done in secret by them
13 it is a shame even to speak of.
But all things when
convicted are made manifest by the light ; for all that
1 4 is made manifest is light.
Wherefore it says," Awake,
0 sleeper, and rise from the dead, and the Christ
shall shed light upon thee."
,5
16

17
18

19

20

21

22
2

3

Look then carefully how you walk, not as fools but
as wise men, buying up the opportunity, because the
days are evil. On this account be not unwise, but
understanding what the will of the Lord is. And be
not drunk with wine, in which is excess, but be
filled with the Spirit, speaking to yourselves in
psalms and hymns and spiritual songs, singing and
making music in your hearts to the Lord, giving thanks
always for all things in· the name of our Lord Jesus
Christ to God and the Father, submitting yourselves
one to another in the fear of Christ.
Let wives submit to their own husbands as to the
Lord, because the husband is the head of the wife as
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Christ is the head of the Church,-he being the v. 23
Saviour of the Body. Nevertheless, as the Church is 24
subject to Christ, so let wives be to their husbands in
everything. Husbands, love your wives, as Christ also 25
loved the Church and gave himself up for it, that he 26
might sanctify it through a purification in the laver of
water by the word, that he might himself present the 27
Church to himself a glorious bride, not having spot or
wrinkle or any such thing, but that it should be holy
and without blemish. In like manner husbands also 28
ought to love their own wives as their own bodies.
He that loves his wife loves himself. For no one ever 2 9
yet hated his own flesh, but nourishes and cherishes it,
even as Christ does 'the Chv-rch, inasmuch as we are 30
members of his body. For this reason shall a man 31
leave father and mother and be joined to his wife, and
the two shall make one flesh. This mystery is a great 32
one, but I, in what I am saying, refer to Christ and
the Church. Only do you individually each man love 33
his wife even as himself, and let the wife see that she
fear her husband.
Children, obey your parents in the Lord; for this is VI. r
right. " Honour thy father and thy mother," which is 2
the first commandment with a promise, that it may be 3
well with thee and thou mayest be long-lived upon the
earth. And, ye fathers, provoke not· your children, 4
but bring them up in the discipline and instruction
of the Lord.
Bond-servants, obey your masters according to the 5
flesh with fea.r and trembling, in singleness of your
heart, as obeying Christ, not with eye-service, as men- 6
pleasers, but as bond-servants of Christ, doing the will
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of God from the heart; rendering service with goods will as to the Lord and not to men, knowing that
whatever good a man do, that he shall receive from
9 the Lord, whether he be bondsman or free.
And ye
masters, do the same things to them, sparing threats,
knowing that both they and you have a Master in
heaven, and there is no accepting of the person
with him.
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For the rest, be strong in the Lord, and in the power
of his might. Put on the complete armour of God,
that you may be able to stand against the devices of
the devil ; inasmuch as our wrestling is not against
flesh and blood, but against principalities, against
powers, against the world-rulers of this darkness,
against the spiritual forces of evil in the heavenly
sphere. Therefore take to yourselves the complete
armour of God, that you may be able to withstand in
the evil day, and having accomplished all to stand.
Stand therefore, having girded your loins with truth,
and having put on the breastplate of righteousness;
and having shod your feet with the readiness of
the glad tidings of peace ; taking with all else the
shield of faith, with which you shall be able to
quench all the fire-tipt darts of the evil one : and
receive the helmet of salvation; and the sword of the
Spirit, which is the word of God ; praying with all
prayer and entreaty at all times in the Spirit, and
watching unto this with all perseverance and entreaty
for all the saints, and for me, that utterance may be
given me, by the opening ofmy mouth, with confidence
to make known the mystery of the Gospel, in behalf
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of which I am an ambassador in a chain, that I may
be bold in proclaiming it, as I ought to speak.
But that you also may know about me, how I
am faring, Tychicus the beloved brother and faithful
minister in the Lord will inform you of everything,
,
whom I have sent unto you for this very purpose, that
you may know about us, and that he may comfort
your hearts.
Peace be to the brethren, and love with faith, from
God the Father and the Lord Jesus Christ. Grace
be with all those who love our Lord Jesus Christ
incorruptibly.

VI.
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INTRODUCTION TO THE EPISTLE TO THE
COLOSSIANS.
IF we read the Epistle to the Colossians immediately
after the Epistle to the Ephesians, a difference of style
undoubtedly makes itself felt. I do not think, indeed,
that the feeling of any reader will .be that he is returning
to a Pauline style from a style unlike St. Paul's. On the
contrary, if we had to judge by style only, the Epistle to
the Ephesians is rather more similar to those writings of
St. Paul which are universally acknowledged as genuine
than the Epistle to the Colossians. The change is from
comparative freedom and fluency to a stiffer and more
broken style. From some cause about which we can only
make guesses, the Epistle to the Colossians is distinguished
not only by a want of freedom in its composition, but also
by an apparent want of finish. It reads in some places as
if we had not a sound text. Two or three sentences can
hardly be made to give a reasonable sense. The MSS.
shew a greater than usual variety of readings, arising either
out of some original uncertainty of the text, or out of the
difficulty of understanding what the author meant. I refer
especially to the latter half of the first chapter, and to the
second chapter from the 8th verse to the end.
The two Epistles profess to have been written for the
same messenger to carry (Eph. vi. 21 ; Col. iv. 7), and they
agree so closely both in ideas and in particular expressions
that, if one is not an imitation of the other, they are
manifestly twin productions. It is difficult to explain
therefore why the thoughts of the writer should have runmore smoothly in the one Epistle than in the other. We
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must be content to say that some unknown circumstance
affecting the composition and dictation of the Epistle to
the Colossians has· caused the style of this Epistle to appear
laboured, rough, and unfinished. Possibly the amanuensis
to wh.om it was dictated was less skilful or less careful than
others who took down the Apostle's words. Whatever it
may have been that had this effect, it certainly did not
weaken the substance of the letter. That is eminently
genuine and strong. The personal allusions here are full
of feeling and force. The theology is more far-reaching,
both as regards the nature and manifestation of God, and
the relations of man to God, than in almost any other
work of the Apostle.
The leading idea of the Epistle is the presentation of
Christ as the Mediator between God and men, who perfectly
reveals God and perfectly embodies humanity, leaving no
gap to be filled up between God and the world, binding
the human race to God in a spiritual fellowship such as;no
gradation of intermediate orders of beings, nor any efforts
of religious discipline, could possibly create.
It is evident that this subject was chosen with express
reference to certain needs or dangers of the Colossian
Church. The Epistle contains warnings against particular
forms of teaching by which the Christians of Colossa:i were
being misled. It was in consequence of information to this
effect that the letter was written. The circumstances which
gave birth to the Epistle may be described as follows.
Epaphras was a member of the Church at Colossre, holding some office, apparently that of the chief pastor and
teacher, in the Christian society (i. 7; iv. 12, 13). He
had come to Rome, and had made a report to St. Paul
of the state of his Church. It is clear that St. Paul, who
had not founded,, and was not personally known to, the
Churches in which Epaphras was interested (ii. 1; iv. 13),
was acknowledged as the general overseer of the Gentile
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Churches, at least in those countries in which he had been
the first to publish the Gospel. Long before this time, the
ca,,re of all the Churches had been mentioned by him as
the daily burden added to his many sufferings in the cause
of Christ (~ J.1rLarnalr µo, ~ ,ca(J' ~µ;pav, ~ µEptµva 7T.aawv
-rwv dtcKA1J<nwv, 2 Cor. xi. 28).
Such reports as this of
Epaphras we must suppose him to have been constantly
receiving ; and a part of his daily work must have consisted in communicating, either by messages or by letters,
with the Churches whose affairs were thus brought before
him. Epaphras was able to give in part a very favourable
account of the Christian body at Colossre. " Our brethren
there," he said, " have received the Gospel with a very
thorough acceptance ; they are earnest in their faith, and
feel themselves strongly bound in love to all their fellowbelievers. Their belief is bearing good practical fruit. But
certain doctrines are being disseminated with much urgency
and plausibility, which, to me and those of us who are
carrying on the teaching of the Apostles of Christ, do not
seem to accord with the spirit of the Gospel which you
proclaimed. We are uneasy about these new doctrines, and
desire that our Churches should receive some instruction
from you concerning them, The teachers who are introducing these novelties begin by speaking of a Knowledge
(Gnosis) which can only be imparted to those who are
specially initiated into its mysteries. They speak of 'the
Fulness' (I'leroma), a kind of ultimate abyss of Divinity,
from which more knowable forms, including that of the
Christ, have emanated. They name 'principalities and
powers,' which fill up the interval between the unapproachable Fulness and the human race. They prescribe rules by
which a man may raise himself higher and higher towards
the mysterious unseen world. Those who seek after this
elevation are required to separate themselves as ID'J.ch as
possible from the common multitude. They must adopt
G
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rigorously the exclusive principle of the Jewish Law, must
make much of Circumcision and all that it involves, must
observe times and seasons, must practise fasting and other
kinds of mortification, and must seek by prayer and worship
the aid of the heavenly mediators." In some such way,
we infer from the Epistle, did the excellent Epaphras
describe the condition of his Church.
These notions occur with more or less of variation in the
Gnostical systems of the second century. But it gives an
artificial air to the subject, to call them by the formal name
of Gnosticism, and then to inquire whether Gnosticism had
yet arisen in the Christian world. The most probable answer
to such an inquiry would be that Gnosticism was not
known in the Church till a later period than the date of
the Epistle to the Colossians. But it would not be a
legitimate inference that the teaching just described could
not have existed at that date in Colossre. And when we
think of the notions themselves, apart from the name of
Gnosticism, it is much less difficult to believe that they
were then in circulation. Positive external evidence on
the question is almost entirely wanting. But we have the
demonstrable fact, that the systems of Gnosticism sprang
from a mixture of the Christian faith with religious doctrines which prevailed before the Christian era. Not only
were schemes of a Pleroma and Emanations in existence
in Asia before the Christian Church was founded, but they
must have been carried down by tradition in the religious
or intellectual world until they were developed into the
full-blown systems of the Gnostics. There is therefore no
presumption against the belief that in the peculiarly fertile
soil of that age the seeds of future Gnostical theories were
already germinating and producing a first growth. For
indeed the decay and mixture of old creeds in the Asiatic
intellect had created a soil of " loose fertility,-a footfall
there Sufficing to upturn to the warm air Half-germinating"
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theosophies. Nor is there anything unreasonable in be~
lieving that the power of Apostolic teaching and of Apostolic
authority, whilst the Churches were still subject to the
direct influence of that power, availed to check these misgrowths, and to postpone their day. The origin of what
by anticipation we may call Gnostical doctrines is discussed
more fully in the Essay at the end of this volume ; here it
may be sufficient to say that a meeting of the Persic or
Zoroastrian religion with Judaism was sufficient to account
for all the dangerous teaching referred to in the Epistle to
the Colossians, and that traces of such a meeting are to be
found in the ,Jewish literature antecedent to the time of
Christ.
St. Paul was profoundly interested by the report of
Epaphras, agreeing as it did with much that he was probably
hearing at the same time from other sources. By the
stimulus thus given to his thoughts, he became aware, may
we not believe 1 of depths in the Gospel of Christ and of
aspects of the Person of Christ which he had not so clearly
apprehended before. As he heard of the Christian zeal and
excellence of the believers at Colossre and Laodicea and
Hierapolis, and meditated on the errors which threatened to
undermine so fair an edifice, and on the truths by which
those errors might most effectually be dispelled, his concern
for the Colossian brethren grew into as strong an affection
·as if he had known them by face, and the letter which took
shape in his mind was warmed byintense personal sympathy.
It is a genuine letter, whilst it is also an exposition of those
Christian ideas which were the proper antidote to such
teaching as· was infesting some of the Churches of Asia
Minor.
The Epistle to the Colossians may be divided, like that
to the Ephesians, into two parts, the former consisting of
"pure" theology, or the declaration of God's nature and
acts ; the latter of " applied" theology, or the drawing out
G2
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of duty from the relations of men to God. This division
is best made at the end of the second chapter. It is in
the latter half that the resemblances between this and the
sister Epistle are most abundant. From the fifth verse of
the third chapter to the ninth of the fourth, there is
scarcely a sentence which does not also occur, either in so
many words or with some variety of expression, in the
Epistle to the Ephesians. In the former half the obvious
coincidences are chiefly in two or three passages relating
to redemption by the death of Christ, in the utterances of
thanksgiving and' praise on the behalf of those who are
addressed, and in the mention of the mystery long hidden
but now revealed, and of the rising of Christians to a new
life in the resurrection of Christ.
The special theology of this Epistle is to be found in the
part between i. 15 and iii. 4 ; out of which however we
may conveniently abstract the passage i. 23 . . • ii. 5, in
which St. Paul speaks of himself. The Son of God who
came in the flesh is declared to be the Image of the
invisible God, and the Head of all creation, but especially
of redeemed humanity. Let those who talk of " the
Fulness" know that the Fulness dwelt in Christ. In itself
the Divine nature is unfathomable, unapproachable ; but
Christ enables us to behold God as the Father. And as
God does not approach us by a gradation of principalities
and powers, but has come near to us at once in the Son ;
so we, in our weak and corrupt humanity, have not to
climb up laboriously by means of observances and selfdiscipline to God, but are made one with Christ, if we will
accept the fellowship ; and have in him through faith and
submission a complete human perfection. "\Ve shall know
God by contemplating Christ : we shall rise to him and
have our true life by consenting to be simply members of
Christ.
The theology which thus dwells on the Son of God as
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the head of creation and the living force by which its
order is maintained, and as the fulness and perfection of
humanity, may justly be represented as specially characteristic of this Epistle ; but at the same time recollections will
occur to every careful student of St. Paul's writings of
places in his other Epistles in which the same doctrine
is plainly, though less fully and prominently, stated or
implied. St. Paul, in the Epistle to the Colossians, is not·
inconsistent with himself, but he approaches more nearly
than elsewhere to the theology which we associate with the
name of St. John. The most decided Scriptural parallel to
the passages just referred to is to be found at the beginning
of St. John's Gospel. From the third verse of St. John i.
to the eighteenth, almost every line contains some illustration of the doctrine of the Epistle to the Colossians. It is
somewhat surprising that St. Paul does not expreRsly apply
the title of the Word (A67os) to the Son of God. Philo
had written his books, and St. Paul, certainly through
Apollos and probably through others, had come into direct
contact with the ideas of the Alexandrian school ; and it
was apparently as open to him, as it was afterwards to
St. John, to adopt a name which had so much congruity
with the views he was expressing. ,vith the exception
however of the use of this name, the doctrine of the first
chapter of St. John is in close agreement with that of
St. Paul in this Epistle. In another .book bearing the
name of St. John there is a sentence of similar import:
"To th.e angel of the Church in Laodicea write, These
things saith the Amen, the faithful and true witness, the
beginning of the Creation of God " (Rev. iii. 14). The
close connexion of the Church at Laodicea with that of
Colossre, and the probability that the Apocalypse was
written a very few years after our Epistle, render the
coincidence the more interesting. To these parallel passages we may add the striking words at the beginning of
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the Epistle to the Hebrews, "the Son . . . by whom he
made the worlds (or ages, To;,s- a,oova.s-) ••• the effulgence
of his glory and the very image of his substance (d:1rat7auµ,a Tij.S' oof17.s- Ka~ xapaKT~P T~.S' V7r0U'TO.U€<JJ.S' au-rov), upholding all things by the word of his power" (Heb. i. 2, 3).
It may be worth while to remind the reader, that
St. Paul looks at the mystery of the universe, not from
the point of view of natural science, but from that of
theology. He is concerned professedly about God and
man, not about the laws of nature. But the phenomena
of the outer world insist upon being recognised and
demand to be accounted for. Man's life is involved inextricably in perplexing relations with outward things.
All systems which attempted to set forth the nature of God
and to explain the life of man had offered some theory of
the connexion of the natural world with God and with
man. The peculiarity of St. Paul's teaching, as addressed
to disciples of the school of Philo or to students of Oriental
theosophy, was not so much that it suggested any new
theory of the universe, but that it firmly comprehended in
the Person of the Son of God all that had been imagined
of creative action in the world, and of the possibilities of
a human ideal. The Father, the Son, the created universe;
the Father, the Son, the human family : and in each series
the terms livingly united by the Spirit. This was the
doctrine which St. Paul opposed to the multiplication of
intermediate beings, and to schemes of spiritual selfexaltation. And, so far as it was possible, St. Paul desired
his doctrine to be rigorously tested by experience. He
bade his disciples li1,•e on the understanding that they were
united to Christ and through Christ to the Father, and
that all things were subject to Christ. No man ever more
thoroughly intended that his highest principles should be
made the ground of common life. He included the whole
range of human activity within the laws of man's relation
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to God in Christ. He claimed all men as Christ's, and all
their actions as to be done for Christ.
The investigations of natural science have started from
a different point, and have had a different aim, from
St. Paul's. Inquiries into the causes or connexiOJ?-S _of
phenomena have been successful in finding out laws, which
it was their business to seek. They have never found God
in phenomena, but it was not to be expected that they
should. But after the laws have been discovered, and
when lower laws have been seen to resolve themselves into
higher and more comprehensive laws, the question arises,
·what are th-ese laws 1 Whence do they come 1 Why do
they exist ?-and to this question the New Testament supplies the answer, that they are utterances of the mind of
the Creator, forms which the Word of God has impressed
upon things. This answer leaves natural science free to
do its own work : far from assailing that work, it puts a ·
high honour upon it. But it professes to give the human
mind light and satisfaction upon points concerning which
natural science has nothing to say.
Similarly with regard to ethics, or the whole theory of
human life. Systems of duty may be built up. by ascertaining through experience what promotes the well-being
of society. Their deductions may be right; their method
the New Testament, at least, does not deny to be sound.
But if we ask further, \Vhat is the object of society and
its well-being 1 What is the relation between man's work
and his ~faker ? St. Paul is ready with a definite answer,
when he teaches that the ideal of manhood is in Christ,
that the Sonship of the Son is the chief law of humanity,
and that God as a Father is seeking the perfection through
love of mankind and of every man.

It is not easy to break up the Epistle into parts further
than has been done above. Its style is marked by continuity
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as well as closeness and vigour, and the two great theological passages in the first and second chapters are wrought
into the texture of a genuine letter. It begins with thanksgivings and prayers on behalf of the Colossians, which lead
on naturally to the work and kingdom of Christ, and so to
his nature and his relation to the Father and to the world and
to men. At the end of the twenty-third verse of the first
chapter St. Paul pauses to speak of his own apostolical task
and of his interest in the spiritual condition of his readers.
He returns in ii. 9, with a tone of warning, to a setting
forth of the nature of Christ and of the meaning and
power of his death and resurrection and ascension. In the
third chapter he appeals to his readers to live as members
of a Head who was in Heaven, and proceeds to give
warnings and practical exhortations in detail. The latter
part of the fourth chapter, from verse seven to the end,
contains various personal allusions.

Il P O :I
I.

K O A A :I }: A E I l;.

IlavAOS' !X7TOCTTOA.OS' XptCT·rov 'l17CT0V 8ut fJE'A~µaTor
2 0Eov Kat. Ttµo0wr Oa8EA<pJs- ·ro'is- EV KoAoo-o-a'is-· aylotsKal 7rlO"TD£S' a8EA<po'is- EV XptCTT(f, x/i.ptS' vµ'iv Kal
,, ' ' ( ) ....
',,..
ElPTJV1J a?To wv 7rarpos- 17µwv.
3
EvxaptCTTOVµEv T<p fJE<p 1rarp2 TOV Kvplov ~µrov
'I17uov XptCTTOV 7T/i,VTOTE 7TEpl vµrov 7rpoo-wxoµEvot,
4 U.KQUO"aVTES' T~V 7r{o-rtv vµrov EV Xpto-T<p 'I17uov Kal
5 TTJV aya1r17v 17v EXETE ELS' ?TavTaS' rovs- aywvs- vta
T~V e'A1rl8a ~v a7rOKEtµEV1JV vµ'iv EV TOLS' oupavo'is,
~v 7rpOTJKOUUaTE EV T<p 11..oycp T~S' a11..170Elas- TOV EvayyEJ

'

,

,

~

,.,

'

1. Ttp,&0rns li &8e>..cf,os. Timothy
is similarly associated with St.
Paul in both the Epistles to the
Thessalonians, in the Second to
the Corinthians, and in those to
Philemon and the Philippians.
If he did not accompany the
.Apostle in the voyage from Cresarea to Rome, he must have
joined him soon after his arrival.
Of all his converts and friends
there does not seem to have been
one on whom St. Paul leaned so
much for sympathy and assist.ance as on his " own son " Timothy. His habit of associating
-others with himself in the writing

,

'

t

,

~

\

of his letters is a noticeable and
characteristic one.
3, 4. Compare Eph. i. 15, 16.
5. 8it1. Tt]v £A'11'{8a. The faith
and the love are represented as
stirred up by the hope, or the
thing hoped for. The Gospel
came with an offer of blessing ;
and the hope awakened by this
offer was the very beginning of
the Christian life. Compare -rjj
£A'11'l3i l.u6J017p,o,, Rom. viii. 24_;
and, for "the hope laid up in the
heavens," Eph. i. 11-14, 18.
Tei, Aoy't' 717,;; a>..., "the word of
truth," as in Eph. i. 13; the word
of truth proclaimed by the Gospel.
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'J\lov TOV 1rapovTOS eis vµas, KaB~s KaL EV 1ravTL rip
,
.,
' Kap1ro</Jopovµevov
,
'c ,
Ko<rµcp
HTrtv
Kat' av,;avoµevov
KaB'
ws
Kat EV vµ'iv, a</>' ~s ;,µepas ~KOV<TarE KaL E7TEYVWTE
' xaptv
'
' at\T}
..... 0 EU{
'
' eµa
' '0 €TE a7TO
' '
7 TTJV
TOV~ 0WV- EV
Ka 0WS
'E1ra<j>pa rov aya7rTJTOU crvviJov'A.ov r,µrov, OS E<TTlV
8 'lrt<TriJs
v1ri:p r,µrov iJuxKOVOS rov XPL<TTOV, 0 Kal
~-,.t
•~
\
•,,
'
I
A'
9 UTJAW<ras 17µcv T1JV vµwv aya1r17v ev 1rvevµan.
l..:l.ta
""
' ,..
'rJ..' 'c'
rovro
Kat' 17µELs,
a-r
TJS 7Jµepas rJKOvcraµev, ov 1ravot\
1
\,-I
d
µe 0a v1rep vµrov 1rpocrevxoµevot Kat atrovµevot tva
'lrA.1Jpro0~n T~V E1rlyvw<Ttv rov 0e"11.~µaros avrov EV
rn 1Tacru
'
uo<f>lr- Kat' <TVVE<TH 1rvevµanKrJ, 1rept1rar17uat
, I
,
I
,,a tros TOV Kvpwv eis 1rauav apE<rKtav EV 1ravn'
I
epycp ayaBip Kap1ro<popovVTES Kat' av't avoµevot
1''[)
f

,

'

'

,

,

itr.

f

·r

6. TOV 7rap6vToi, w; vµ.ai,. The
two notions of coming to you,
and being present, are combined.
"Which (the Gospel) has come
amongst you."
Ka(J6Jr; Ka2 £V 1rdVT1. Tei> KO<rµ<e ...
lv vµ.w.
This sentence, with
1<a0wi, repeated in it, is an example
of the awkwardly constructed
sentences which characterize this
Epistle, and in which various
readings betray the uncertainty
of the early transcribers.
7. a1ro 'Emuppo.. Epaphras was
evidently one of the chief teachers,
if he was not the founder, of the
Church at Colossre. He was now
with St. Paul at Rome, and is
called by him his " fellowprisoner " (Philemon 23), but
probably this refers only to a
volnntary companionship in St.
Paul's imprisonment.

il1r~p 17µ.wv. 'Y}JJ,WJJ is preferred
on textual grounds to i>p,wv,
which would seem the more
natural reading.
Epaphras is
claimed ;i,s representing and acting for St. Paul.
9. lva '11"A'Yjpw0rju Thv bdyvwrnv,

"that you may be made full as
to the knowledge of his will,"that you may gain a complete
knowledge.
I 0. '11"£pt7raT'YJuat, " so that you
may walk."
aperrK£La is generally "complaisance" in an unfavourable
sense. Here it might mean a
general pleasingness, favour with
men as well as with God. But
the similar passage in I Thess.
iv. 1, 1!"W<; 8£t ilµ.as '11"£pt1TaTEtll Kai
&pt<FK£LJJ 0£cp, and the warning
against being av0pw7rapE<FKOl in
this Epistle, iii. 22, together with

I. 11-13.]
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E'Trt:·yvrouH rov EOv, ev 1ra<ry vvvaµet uvvaµovµevot
Kar(J. r6 kp&.ros- r~S' oofris- avrov eis 'lrU<TaV v1roµov~v
Kal µaKpo0vµlav µera xapas-, evxapt<rrouvres- rep 1rarpi
rep tKavwuavTt vµa S' EIS T~V µeploa TOV KA~pov rrov
aylrov f.V rep <f>ror{, ts- EptJ<Taro ~µar; EK T~', :tov<rlar,
the frequent use of &.pl:uKELa in
Philo for the pleasing of God,
make it probable that it refers
to God on1y. "Walk worthily
of the Lord and so as to please
God in all things." On the other
hand the pleasing of men is commended in Rom. xv. 2.
12. "Giving thanks to the
Father who has effectually called
us to our portion of the inheritance of the saints in light."
There is some doubt about the
right text in this clause. KaAl:uavn is in some MSS. substituted
for iKavwuavn, in others added
(with Ka{) before it, in others
omitted. We can easily suppose
that the Apostle, having written
KaAl:uavn, felt that a stronger
word was needed to express his
meaning, "-who has called us,·
and enabled us,'' with an emphasis on the second word. This
would account for the irregular
phrase lKavwuavn Ei, 'f'i/V JJ,Epff,a.
Or, on the other hand, if iKavwua,m only was written, it was
verynatural thatKa.Aluavnshould
be given as a gloss, and so come
into the text. The Apostle is
not speaking of the preparation
of Christians on earth for a fntnre

inheritance. " The inheritance
of the saints in light " is represented as already entered upon,
being contrasted with that "power
or dominion of darhness," from
which the believers in Christ had
been delivered. '' The portion,"
~ p,Ep{,, is the share of each in the
general inheritance. -rov KA~pov
may be in apposition to p,Ep{&.,
" the saints' allotted portion ; "
compare OVK (U"TLV <TDL P,Ept, ov8(
KA'ljpo, in Acts viii. 21 : but rwv
&.y[wv follows KA~pov better if we
take it to mean the general lot
or inheritance of the saints. Men
could not have taken possession
of this in their own strength.
Their " sufficiency " was of God.
For this use of tKavwuai, compare
2 Cor. iii. 6, s. Kat tKU.VW<TEV ~µa,
8taK6vov, Katv'lj, 8ia0~K7J•·
The
construction of-the two passages
would be identical if we substituted Jl,ET6xov, for £1, 'f'i/V Jl,Epl8a,
" who has enabled us as partakers,'' or made us competent
to be partakers. Observe that
it is "tlie Father" who has given
this sufficiency. The inheritance
is in fact that of sonship to God,
with all its privileges.
13. There are two opposing
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:' the viaible image of the invisible
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exoµev TTJV a7rOAVTp@<Ttv,
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. ,
aµapnrov, OS' HTTlV ElKWV

dominions, the one that of the
powers of darkness, the other
that of the kingdom of light and
peace in which the Son of God
reigns over his brethren. The
Christians, in obeying the call of
the Gospel, had been brought out
of the one into the other. Compare Eph. v. 5, 8, "has no inheritance in the kingdom of
Christ and of God ; " ... " you
were once darkness, but now yon
are light in the Lord ; " and Eph.
vi. 12. Passages from the Zend
.A vesta relating to the opposition
of A.ngro-mainyus (Ahriman) to
.Ah ura-Mazda (Orm uzd) are given
in the Essay onforeign Elements
in the Theology qf these Epistles.
14. Identical with Eph. i. 7,
except that there 8ta rov aZµa.ros
a&ov is added after a:rroAwpwutv,
and 1rapa7rTwp.arwv occupies the
place of aµ.apnwv. Here we must
connect the rl1roA,Jrpwuts with
the deliverance just mentioned.
Those. who were now free subjects
and citizens of Christ's kingdom had found their deliverance
from the dominion of darkness
in receiving that forgiveness of
sins which was embodied, so
to speak, in Christ and His
blood:
.

15.

•

µETE<TT1J<TEV
,

~

TOV

eEOV
~

God." The word elKti>v here seems
to refer to the bodily person of
Christ. In Heh. i. 3, on the other
hand, the terms a1ravyauµ.a T17s
8r5f1J<; Kat xapaKT~p T17<; V7rOUTILUEW<;
av-rov may probably be understood
without reference to the Incarnation, as expressing the relation of the Son to the Father
in the mystery of the Divine
nature.
1rpwT6TOKO<; 7rd.UIJ, Kr{uew;;. The
only exact translation of these
words is "firstborn of all creation ; " and from this title it
might without doubt be logically
inferred that the Son was a part
of creation. But this phrase
belongs to a class of expressions
in which the strictest grammatical sense is by no means always
what is m~ant. We do not infer
from the phi-ase " fairest of her
daughters, Eve," that Eve was
one of her own daughters. And
1rpwroTDKDS 1r&.u'}S K-rluew<; might

be written by one who meant
to convey that the Son. was begotten before any part of crea,tion.
It would scarcely be maintained
that St. Paul would have applied
the term Knu0d, to the Son. It
is a fair and natural way of explaining the words to say, that
the Son, with reference to "all
creation," occupied the place of
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"first-born." He is prior to, and
at the head of, all existence. The
next sentence is sufficient to correct any false impression that
St. Paul was speaking of the Son
as a created being.
16. lv a-ime i.KT{<J071 'Td. ,r<i'.V'Ta,
It is confessedly difficult to explain the meaning of statements
like this, and it may seem wise
to pass them by as expressing
mysteries which we cannot pretend to fathom. Any attempt
to describe by a definition that
relation to God, or the Lord, or
Christ, which St. Paul so often
affirms in the phrase "in liim,"
must necessarily be a failure.
We must be content to deny ourselves a precise answer to the
question, what St. Paul meant
when be said, "All things were
created in the Son of God," or
when be said "In God we live
and move and are."
But we
ought to go with the mind of the
Apostle when he uses such language ·as far as any reflections
we can make will enable us to
go.
And with that view we
should probably be right in
pursuing such considerations as
these:
(1.) The Son of God is a living

power sustaining and embracing
all things. The life, the coherence,
the movement, of the universe,
are due to bis presence.
(2.) The order of the universe :is
a reflection of the mind of God.
"All things" not only depend on
the Son of God, but they also
manifest him. The invisible law
of the universe, the K6<Jµo, VOl'JT6,,
is a thought of God. The relations and processes of the whole
creation will be better understood
by regarding them in the light
of the Divine nature, and of that
nature in its Filial aspect.
These doctrines are not amongst
the discoveries of modern physical
science. It does not belong to
science either to affirm or to
contradict them. But it might
be possible to trace analogies and
reciprocal_ illustrations between
this theology of creation and the
principles which science holds to
be most certain.
£iT£ 0p6vot, K.r.A., an amplification of the more frequent apxa,
Kai ifova-lat. But no distinction
is to be looked for between these
terms. St. Paul seems to wish
to leave open the question of the
real existence of such entities as
formed the mythology of Oriental
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systems. His object is to affirm
that all existences whatsoever,
let them be what they might,
were necessarily created by and
in and for the Son of God. Compare Eph. i. 21.
-rtt 1raVTa O,' aVToV Kai. E:l~ o.:VT6v
£KTt<TTat.
Compare Rom. xi. 36,
l~ aVroV Kal Bi' aVroV Kal Ei~ aVrOv
-ro. 1raVTa,-said, without restriction to the Son, of God or the
Lord.
17. rO. 1rU.vra Ev aUT~ <nJVlCTT7JK&.
As in the English Version, " all
things in him conS'ist, or are held
together." Compare Ecclus. xliii.
26, o1v ,\6y'{-' avrov uvyK£trat
1r&.VTa.

18. That relation of Christ to
humanity which is implied in his

being the Head of the Church is
always closely associated in St.
Paul's mind with the action or
relation of the Son of God as the
fountain and support of creation.
Compare Eph. i. 23.
i. l<TTw &.p)(>7• It would seem
that in this place the Son of God
is called &.p)(>7 in his character as
the Head of the Church rather
than in his character as the
Creative
ord.
He is the
Origin from which the Church,

,v

E<TTlV

' £ <TVVE<TT1JKEV,
avrw
I

,

,1

avros
I

7rpWTOTOKOS
\

,

,

~

the redeemed
derivation.

Body, has

its

1rpwr6r0Ko, fK TWV VEKpwv. Here
also it is the Head of the Church,
the risen Saviour, who is 1rpwr6r0Ko<,; in this second sense. Above,
the Son, the image of the Father,
is the Firstborn of all creation.
Now he is the Firstborn, by his
resurrection from the dead, of
the new creation of redeemed and
reconciled spirits. o 1rpwror0Ko,
rwv v£Kpwv occurs in Rev. i. 5.
,
,
...
' '
iva YEV'f/Tat £11 7ra<Tw avro, 'lrpw"
~

" That he might gain the
first place for himself in all
things." Christ descended in
order that he might rise to the
highest place, and so might
manifestly originate a new
order.
19. There are two constructions for this sentence, according
as To 7r,\~pwµa is taken for an
accusative or a nominative. "ln
the former case, the rendering of
the English Version is the right
one, "it pleased (God or the
Father]," or more exactly, '' God
was pleased, that in him all the
Fulness should dwell."
The
objection to this construction is
that the omission of the name of

T£vwv.

20

TOV
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1. 20, 21.]

avrov

,

,...

ovpavOL!,,
\

Kai

,

'

8i

" God " as the subject is 'not a
natural one. In the latter case
1ra.v To 1rA~pwp.a is a name for the
Divine Being. "For in him all
the Fulness was pleased to dwell,
and by him to reconcile all things
to himself." In an ordinary
passage of St. Paul we should
not willingly admit such an expression. But when we consider
how largely the Apostle has been
using the language of " theosophy" in the preceding sentences,
there seems to be no incongruity,
as there is certainly much force,
in using a term which expresses
the infinity of the Divine nature
in place of any personal name of
God.
The more lengthened
phrase in ii. 9, 1ra.v To 1rA~pwp.a
7"11• e~6T71To,, does not tell directly
in favour of either construction ;
but it shows us still further how
much St. Paul's mind was dwelling on these '' mystical " ideas
of God's nature, and so helps to
make the unusual form of expression more probable.
20. £ip71vo1rot~a-a,;. In either
case, it is God who has made
peace through the blood of the
cross of Christ. Compare Eph.

"
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exvpovr

VVVt

efre nl E7rt
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r,

vµa!.
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......

rov aiµaro!.
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f
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U1T"OKaT17Al\atev

"Y1Jf
,,

OVTar
'

€V

;v

TOlf
T<f

ii. 16, 17, and see the note on
that passage.
81' avTov, "through him," emphatic. The blood of the cross
meant him who shed his blood,
Christ dying as a self-oblation.
Observe in this verse how the
Apostle insists on the universality of the reconciliation, and on
Christ being tlte one medium
of it.
21. Kai vp.a.s. A direct and
particular application is given to
the universal statement, just as
in Eph. ii. 1.
d1rTJAAoTpiwp.lvovs. Comp. Eph.
iv. 18, 19.
ev Tois lpyois Toi, 1r6V7Jpo'i,;. The
estrangement and enmity had
its seat and manifestation and
nourishment in evil acts.
&.1roKa~AAa[m . "He (that is,
God, as before,) has reconciled you
in the body of Christ's flesh."
The sentence does not run very
smoothly,and transcribers appear
to have stumbled at the U added
for emphasis to V1Jv{. Lachmann
gives preference to the almost
impossible reading d'l1"0KaT71ll&YTJT£,
There are other various
readings, of which 01roKa-ra.AAa.-
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yl.vr.s (also impossible) holds the

next place.
The arrangement adopted by
Messrs. Hort and Westcott seems
to suggest that the construction
was altogether interrupted at
·vvvl, and resumed after 0ava.Tov
as if it had been regular. But
it is easier to take iU as above,
and to render it " yet.''
The doctrine is still the same,
-that in the living person of
Christ, who gave himself up to
man's death and was raised again
by the Father, men, as men, are
reconciled to God.
22. 1rapauT7J<Tai, It is God,
again, who presents his reconciled
children before himself. Compare
Eph. i. 4.
23.
"/E'. bnµ,w£u, "if you
abide in the faith,"-not rejecting that filial condition to which
God has called you.
EV 1raun KT{U£t. we can hardly
suppose this to have been an unmeaning exaggeration. It is to

"z

I

be remembered, (I) that the wide
diffusion of the Gospel was a
point of great importance to St.
Paul, as expressing so fitly that
opening of a'od's favour to all
men universally in which he
gloried ; and (2) that the Gospel
had been published over a very
remarkably wide area for that
age. St. Paul's own work in this
preaching had been wonderful in
its geographical extension, as
well as in other characteristics.
Nevertheless the expression cannot be made out to be a strictly
accurate one, nor is it necessary
that it should be. St. Paul was
speaking from the point of view
of theology, not of statistics.
Compare verses 5, 6, of this
chapter.
24. vvv X?lpw. MS. authority
is in favour of the omission
of Zs before vvv, but this may
partly be accounted for by the
similar ending of oia.Kovos. The
omission makes the beginning
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EKKJ\.7/<Tta,

of the sentence somewhat ab- complement to the total sum of
the afflictions of Christ and his
rupt.
The feeling here expressed of members.
joy and pride in his sufferings
The &.vr{ in &.vrnva-rrA7Jpw probawas habitual to St. Paul. ·whilst bly implies a kind of response on
he held it to be a g1meral Chris- the part of the members, echoing
tian privilege to" glory in tribu- the action of the Head.
lations," he regarded his own
25. Kara TTJV olKovop,{av. In
peculiar afflictions as a seal of his Eph. iii. 7, the same place is filled
Apostleship. But the language by the words KUTd. TTJII 8wpeav rijs
of this verse is the most remark- xaptTO<; TOV 0eou rij, 8o0efrrr;, p.ot.
able that he anywhere uses in And in the second verse· of the
same chapter the equivalent
speaking of his sufferings.
Kal &.vrnva-rrA:qpw, K.r.A.. There is phrase is T~J/ oiKovop,{av rijc; xapLsomething startling in the words, . TO<; TOV 0eou rij, 8o0e£<T7J, p.ot. On
" the shortcomings of the afflic- the word oiKovop,fu see the note
tions of Christ," and in St. Paul's on: Eph. i. 10. It is here used
pretensions to supply in his -per- in the second of the senses there
son what had been left wanting given, and represents an appointby Christ. But we must bring ment or commission given by the
to the reading of this passage St. Lord to his servant Paul. It
Paul's idea of the Head and the answers to 8wp,a in Eph. iii. 7,members. Without the Body the word most commonly used
Christ was not complete (Eph. i. to denote this commission being
23). The Church. was to be built xapi,. This is also the sense of
up by means of sufferings,-the oiKovoµ{a in Eph. iii. 2.
suffel'ings of Christ first, and the
7rA7Jpoo.a-at T6V A.oyov TOV 0w,J.
sufferings of his members in their It· would seem as if St. Paul.
turn and plac3; and each member, when a word became strongly
in bearing what was laid upon impressed on his mind, had a
him, was supplying that which pleasure in using it in various
was left vacant, so to say, for him senses. IIA.wo;v and -rrA.~pwp,a are
to supply. St. Paul, who knew among the special words of these
his part in the building up of the "Epistles. Here, t-o " fill " or
Church to be a great one, might " fulfil" the word of God, must
honestly speak of his sufferings mean to proclaim it to the full ;
as contributing an important to fill the appointed measure in
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TOV 7'.oyov TOV
Eov, TO µvurr;ptov 70 a7rOKEKpvµµEVOJ/
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...
~, '<h. a1ro T©V Ul©J/WV KUL a1ro TWJ/ YEVEWV,-vvv OE f.'t'UVE-

27 pw017 TOlS' aylois- avrov, OiS' ~0tA.r;o-EV

O BEDS'

yvropla-a~

rt TO 7rAOVTOS' T~S' 8ofr;s- TOV µvur17plov TOJToV EV TOtS'
~
l-''C
TTJS'
ooc;rJS'"

"'0
'
Xpt<TTOS'
' EV
' vµtv,
' ~ TJ' El\7rlS'
,. ,_ '
E VEULV, 0" EUTlJI
28

ov

~µEtS' KaTayyEAAoµEv vovBETovvTES' 1r<fvra /J,v0pw1rov
I
>10
>
I
rf.'
"1
Kut otoa<TKOVTES' 1ravTa av pw1rov EJJ 1rauv uo't'tCf, wa
\!.'!.''

I
1rapa<TT7JCTWµEV

,
"'0pWITOJI
1ravra
av

the bearing or making known of
God's word.
26. Compare Eph. iii. 9.
l:cpavepw0'Y/, written as if g o,,reKp1iq,0'Y} had gone before, instead of
its equivalent, T6 0.7!'"0KEKpvµµevov.

27. T{ To ,rA.ovTos 'MJS 86i'YJs Tov
µVU7'7}pfov -roi5Tov iv -ro'i:s Wvw-iv.
It is instructive to compare this
with the parallel phrase in Eph.
i. 18, T{s l, ,rA.oin-o, 'MJS 86&,, TrJS'
KA'Y}povoµ[a, avrnv iv -ro'is a:y{ot,.
'l.'here is just the same kind of
recurrence and variation of words
which we observe as characteristic
of St. Paul not only in different
compositions, but in the same
letter. The variation of gender
in the use of 1rA.oilTo, may be
regarded as purely casual. The
different expressions in either
sentence are in obvious harmony
with the line of thought in each
passage respectively. b, Tots Wveaw, "among the Gentiles," should
be referred to the whole subject," the wealth of the glory of this
mystery:; " it implies that the
Gentile world was the element,

I
'
T~A.ElOV
EV

Xptunp"
.

in and through which this glory
was realized.
& l:a-nv Xpta-T6, w fµZv. The
mystery, once hidden but now
manifested, is "Christ in you."
In the next verse, St. Paul speaks
of presenting every man •rtA.nov
b, Xpun-;. Christ in you,-you
in Christ. We are reminded of
our Lord's own saying (St. John
xv. 4) µe{vaTE iv lµo{, Kay<i.l iv
vµiv. Such a spiritual relation to
Christ is implied as may be expressed by either phrase, Christ
dwells in us, or, We dwell in
Christ ; or best by both these
phrases.
" We are one with
Christ and Christ with us." This
close fellowship with Christ is
the revealed mystery of God's
eternal purpose, and it constitutes
the hope of glory yet to be manifested.
28. The repetition of mfna
dv0pw1rov in this verse is what
chiefly attracts attention. We
may trace it to that thought of
universality and completeness
which has become a passion in

I. 29-II. 2.]
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vµas ELOEV<X.l ~AlKov aye.ova £XW 7rEpt vµrov Kat
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A 0.0VlKlff
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' KO.l' O<TOl
er
,
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'
,
,
rwv f.V
ovx EopaKav TO 7rpO<TW7rOV
' <TapKt,, ,,wa 1rapaK"-1J
... 0~
l:',f
'
µov EV
W<Ttv at' Kapvtat
avrwv,

EV

uvvaµEL.

ydp

<TVV/3t/3acr0EVTfS

EV aya1rv K<X.L El5' 1rav ?l"AOVTOS'

wA17po<pop[as- T~5' <TVVE<TEws-,
the Apostle's mind. The mystery of Christ was for the whole
universe, for mankind universally; but each individual person
needed to receive the mystery,
to be instructed, to be informed,
to be brought to a conditfon of
personal perfection. Or the repetition may be a protest against
the exclusiveness of the false
teachers : not the fe1v ~nly,
but every man. T£Anos was a
technical word for one fully
instructed in the "mysteries"
of heathen religion ; and it
may therefore be used here in
connexion with the p,wri]pwv of
which St. Paul has been speaking.
29. And the effort to do his
part in this work called for all
the energetic labour which St.
Paul, or the power of God in
him, could put forth.

II. 1. fA{KoV &:ywva lxw, Referring to &:ywvit6p,evos in the
preceding verse. Compare iv. 13,
and 1 Thess. ii. 2. The fact of
not being known by face to the
believers at Colossre and Laodicea

Eis

Jwlyvw<Tw

rov

T1JS'
µv<T-

adds a kind of hungry yearning
to the Apostle's desire for their
spiritual welfare. l<'rem iv. 16
it appears that there was familiar
intercourse between the Churches
here mentioned.
:!. <rvp,f3,f3a<r0ivTE,.
In construction, this word agrees with
the supposed subject of the preceding clause ;-it is expressed as
if "that theymight be comforted"
had gone before. For the idea,
compare Eph. iv. 13-16. Advance in knowledge is made dependent upon growth in Christian
life,-that is, in the love and
fellowship which bind the members of a true Body together.
Tov 0wv. There is a great confusion in the MSS. as to the reading here. The words 0wv, 1raTp6s,
ani:l Xpi<rTov, are variously connected or omitted. The readings
of the best MSS. are as follows :
'l'OV 0eov Xpi<rTov, B ; TOV 0wv 7raT·
p6s Xpurrov, the Sinaitic ; TOV
0eov 7raTpdi; TOV Xpi<TTov, A. c.
These readings do not differ in
sense from one another, if Xpi<rToii be taken as in apposition to
Tou p,v<rT'l'/pfov. Th!i mystery is

H2
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Christ, as in i. 27, " unto the
knowledge of the mystery of God
(or, of God the Father), namely,
Christ."
3. The words <ro<f,{a, yvw<ri~,
671<ravpol &:1r6Kpvrf,oi, have a strongly Gnos#cal stamp, like other
terms which follow in this chapter ; and we cannot but conclude
that St. Paul is quoting or borrowing them from theosophical
speculations by which, in his
judgment, the Colossian brethren
were in danger of being misled.
Yet the thought is almost identical with w!iat we find in other
Epistles, as for example in 1 Cor.
i. 24, 30; ii. 2, 7; in the last of
which places we have >-..a>-..ovµw
Owv uo<f,lav fr P,VUT'Y)p{<f n,v a,roKfKpvµµlv71v.

4. St. Paul's earnest protest,
by which he hoped to guard the
Colossians against plausible false

teachers, was this,-tha.t all the
yvw<r1,;- of which they spoke, including whatever was most hidden or mystical, was in Christ,
and was to be learnt through the
study of him.
5. Thisassurance interposed in
the midst of an anxious exhortation, is highly characteristic of
St. Paul, and shows the teacher
not afraid to use his personal
authority, wishing to commend
rather than to censure, and bringing forward the good points in
his readers which he sought to
strengthen against the dangers
besetting them.
7. €7rOlK08oµovµ£VOl. The present tense ought to be noticed," in process of being built up,"as <rvvotKo8oµ£'iu0£ in Eph. ii. 22.

8. Kara T~v 1rapa8ouw -rwv &vOp<mrwv. St. Paul's language seems
to imply that there was no absolute
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novelty in the speculations offered
to the Colossians. They were
probably in the main traditions,
and commended by their supporters as having the authority
of tradition.
Ta <TToixE'i:a Tov Ko<Tµ,ov, also in
verse 20. Compare the "weak and
beggarly rudiments" of Gal. iv. 9.
9. The passage which follows
is one of the most difficult in the
N ewTestament, partly on-account
of the want of finish in the
construction,-the connexion of
clauses being especially imperfect
and uncertain,-and partly on account of the mystical character
of the ideas expressed. It may
safely be inferred that St. Paul
has in his mindJudaistic doctrine
relating to circumcision, festivals,
abstinence, and the like, and also
" gnostical " doctrine ( to use a
later term) concerning the 7r,\~pwµ,a and the heavenly orders.
And most probably both kinds of
doctrine were combined in the
speculations of th€' same teachers.
The Apostle subjects all such
theories to the doctrines of Christ;
-of Christ fully Divine, truly
human, manifested by death and

resurrection, uniting all mankind
directly to God.
KaToiKE'i, "dwells,'' not" dwelt."
10. Ka[ E<TT£ EV a-imj_, 1rnrAr,pwµ,evoi. A parenthetic clause, due
to the impression made on St.
Paul's mind by the word and
thought of fulness." "The fulness of the Godhead is in Christ,
-and your fulness also (in a true
but not quite the same sense) is
in him." The perfection of God
and the perfection of man meet
in Christ. In Christ men have
their complete ideal ; in proportion as they dwell in him they
become perfect.
ap)(YJ<; Kat lt. As in verse 15,
i. 16; Eph. iii. 10.
11. In all probability, as has
been said above, some Judaistic
enforcement of circumcision gave
occasion to what St. Paul says
here.
It is to be borne in mind that,
to St. Paul, the essential reality
of all spiritual relations was that
mystical order, that Divine organization, which subsisted in
Christ. All sacramental symbols
derived their meaning and worth
from the reality which theyrepre-
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sented,-a reality on which they Christ from the dead, and you
were dependent, bnt which was also are raised again." Compare
not dependent UPon them. The Eph. i. 19, 20, and the noteR on
Rtrength of this feeling in St. that passage.
13. The clauses which follow
Paul's mind enabled him to use
sacred ,symbols for the purpose of resemble very closely Eph. ii. 1,
illustration with greater freedom 5, 14, 15, 16.
than is natural to us.
rrvvd;wo1T'o{ryrr€Y vp,ar;. God quickened with him. vp,ar; is irregnlv ,;; Kal 7repiETp,~0rin. It is a
Rpiritual circumcision that is here farly repeated.
described, involved in fellow14. In the parallel passage
ship with Christ. ~ 7rEplTop3; ToiJ .Eph. ii. 15, the written law, the
::,ystern of decrees, is represented
")(Ptrrrnv (though it might be
understood as meaning the cir- primarily as a barrier between
cumcision which Christ rreeived) Jews and Gentiles : here it is
is probably equivalent to "the primarily a barrier between men
Christian circumcision.'' This and God. By its power to conwas outwardly executed in bap- demn it repels men from God.
tism, when the faith of the Christ by the reconciliation disbaptized accepted the death and played in him has effaced all the
new life which were given in separative power of the Law.
that ordinance. The whole body,
,la.A.dif;a<;. We had to supply
aR the seat of the fleshly desires, " God II before a-vvE(wo1To{ria-EV,
was then cast off and repudiated. but in the latter part of the
12. /M. nj<; 7r{rrnwr; • • . The sentence it seems necessary to
rising to life only becomes actual take Christ as the subject.
through faith. "Believe in that
TO K(J.(/ ~p,wv xnpoypa<f,ov TOL<;
putting forth of Divine Will 86yp,cunv. "The bond, or note of
which wrought when God raised hand, that was against us."
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This was contained, or implied,
in the decrees of the law. Man
was a debtor by each commandment. And the law of nature
took, to the Gentiles, the place
of the .Jewish Law.
<K Tov JL<<J'ov, "from 1he midit,"
Le. from intervening between us
and God ..
15. The difficulty ofconnecting
this verse with what goes before,
through the absence of a copula,
is triL:ing compared with the difficulty of translating and understanding the words themselves.
What is the sense of a1rEKDv<J'dJJ,Evo,;; 1
What were the apxat and Uov(]'{ai to be triumphed over in
Christ's work of redemption
through sacrifice i
It is almost better to give up
the word a1rEKDv<J'dp,wo, in despair,
than to render it" having spoiled."
It was not that St. Paul was incapable of bad grammar; but
that there is no conceivable reason
for his using a common word (for
a1roDvE<J'0ai and f.K()VE<J'0o.i are both
common, though a1reK◊VE<J'0ai is
rare) in a totally false sense.
His use of &1rtK8vrns, a very few
lines above, and of a1rEKDv<J'dp,Evo,;;
in iii. 9, makes such a false application of a1TEKDV<J'dp.wo, still
more incredible. To render it
"having spoiled" is not simply

()ptaµ /3'
rn<ras

'\

avrovs

,

Ev

to assume that the middle is
wrongly used for the active voice.
In the active d1reKDv<J'at would be
to strip off clothes, not to strip the
body of clothes. The apxa{ and
f.[ou<J'{m would still be stripped
off, not spoiled.
Then, what are these dpxa{ and
e[ov<J'tal 1 It is said evil powers,
devils. And this interpretation
is supported by Eph. vi. 12.
Bishop Lightfoot says, "The
powers of evil, which had clung
like a Nessus-robe about his
humanity, were torn off and_cast
aside for ever." But just above,
Christ is spoken of as the head
of all principalities and powers.
And it is certainly usual in
these Epistles to find dpxa{ and
Jtov<J'lm used in a neutral or comprehensive sense.
" He stripped off from himself
the, principalities and powers,
and made a show of them."
May some such thought as this
be indicated i-" False teachers
are enveloping and smothering
the person of Christ with a
cloud of ethereal beings. But
I say that Christ, in the glory of
his cross, stripped himself clear
of all that cloud. He rose up
into a higher sphere, and placed
himself distinctly above all powers
of the iuvisible world." So it is
said in Eph. iv. 10 that Christ
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rose" far above all heavens," and
in Eph. i. 21 that God " placed
him far above all apxa{ and etou, "
<nai.

There is an idea of hosti/,ity, it
is true, es:pressed in the words
i8nyµaTUT€'1' and 6piaµ/3evaw;. If
the dpxa[ and ltovaiai be regarded
as in some way connected with
the administration of the Law
(compare what is said of":mgels"
in Gal. iii. I 9, Acts vii. 53, and
Hebrews ii. 2,} a victory over
t!tem might be spoken of in connexion with a victory over the
Law. Or, if they are simply regarded as powers which hid Christ
from men, Christ in clearing himself from them might be said to
vanquish them as rivals.
fr avT<i). Assuming it to be
Christ who has triumphed, we
must take almp as referring to
the cross.
16-23. Thill passage carries
on the warning begun in the 8th
verse. The believers were in
danger of being robbed of their
freedom and life given to them in
ChriBt by being brought under
a complicated system of observances. The Apostle exhorts them
to refuse to be thus degraded.
The language of this paragraph
presents to us asnccession of difficulties, including some uncertain-

ties of text, which strengthen
that impression of crudeness in
the composition which is conveyed by some preceding passages.
It may be supposed, perhaps, that
St. Paul's dictation did not always
take place under equally favourable circumstances.
16. Mv otv
vµa, Kpwfrw.
You are made alive and exalted
with Christ : t!terefore do not submit to be treated as subjects of a
lower dispensation, bound by an
external religion.
lv µ/.pn, " with reference to,"
" in the matter of." µepo<; was
used for "what concerns," as Touµov p,epo,, so far as relates to me.
<ra/3/3,frwv, though plural, may
mean a single Sabbath. Comparn
St. Matthew xxviii. 1, &c.
17. Ceremonial
institutions
were bnt a shadow of the substance signified by them. As
Christ, the substance of the
Jewish institutions, had come,
Ta µDt"AovTa is probably to be
understood of things which had
been " future " when the ceremonies were instituted.
T6 <rwµa. "The body is [the
body] of Christ." <rwµa is used
in a twofold sense. The Person
of Christ is the body or substance
of which these institutions are
shadows.

Ti,
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19 <jJvcrwv1uevor mro rov voor TTJS' crapKor av-rov, Kat ov
Kparwv T~V KE<j}a'J\~11,
ot 1rav T6 uwµa Otd. TWV
a</Jrov Kal <TVVOE<rµwv €1T"LXOP1JYOJµevov KaL a-vµ{3t/3a(Jµevov at5~Et T~V avtrJ<TlV TOV 0rnu.
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' 0'avETE
E l. a'TrE

'

<TVV

X pt<TT(f~ a1ro
' '

-

TWV

'

<TTOlXElWV TOV

Karn{3pa{3w/nn.
This word
cl l6paKEV •p,f3anvwv. This is
means properly to decide against the text now adopted, with the
a person's claim to a prize. It is assent of the Revisers. It is
<lifficnlt to say whether the idea rendered by them " dwelling in
of defrauding is here to take pre- the things which he hath seen,"
cedence of that of condemning. If , of which the meaning is not
~o, the f3paf3,Zov might be fellow- obvious. It is commonly exship with Christ. Compare Phi- plained as referring to alleged
lippians iii. 14, Eis To f3pa{3,fov 'TYJS visiqns; "insisting on things which
avw KA~CTEWS 'TOV 0wv fr XptCT'T'J' he h~s seen," harping on visions.
The received text, supported by
'I17crov.
Oe>..wv ev. There are so many early authorities, reads a µ,~
passages in the SeptLiagint in i.6JpaKEV, which gives an easier
which 0/>..uv ,v means "to take sense, " insisting on things which
pleasure in," that it can hardly he has not seen," on dreams of
be doubtful that St. Paul is his imagination. The state of the
following this usage. " Let no text invites conjectures, and
one rob you of the prize for Bishop Lightfoot sugge8ts iJipq,
which you contend, having a (or alJipq) KEV€p,{3anvwv. ,Jipa or
zeal for. humility. . . "
alwpa is a rare word for ,mspen0p'f/CTKElq, 'TWV ayyt>..wv, " wor- sion. " Treading on a void like
ship paid to angels ; " not, as one hovering in the air." He
some have understood it, "angeli- finds remarkable support for this
cal devotion." Such devotion reading in passages from Philo.
does not appear to · have been In this chapter we are struggling
one of the dangers which St. with insurmountable difficulties.
Paul was contemplating, nor
] 9. Compare Eph. iv. 16, and
would it have been well ex- note. T1)V allb}crw TOV 0wv, " the
pressed by 0p7JCTKE[a. Worship growth which God designs and
of angels is contrasted with hold- grants."
ing the Head.
20, <TToix•m Tov Koui.-ov, As in
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\,
ef>0opav rfj a7rOXPTJ<IEl, KaTa ra EVTaAµY.,ra Kal vwaa' 0'
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,,
KaA£as rwv av pw1rwv; arwa E<TTW Aoyov µev exovra
uoef>£as- £V f0EAo0p1J<TKl'f Kat TU7rElVO</Jpoauvn Kat
aef>EtUq. awµaros, OUK Ell nµy TlVL 7T'fJOS' 7T'A1]_<rµov~v
f
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[II. 21-23.

verse 8, "Christ " and the " elements of the world" are put in
opposition to one another. The
elements of the world are liere, ns
in Galatians iv. 9, chiefly rules of
an external and superficial nature
relating to observances.
22. /1 brnv £ls ,j,0opa.v. The
objects to which the rules Touch
not, &c. refer are those creatures
uf God which are made to be
used and done with. Some hav.e
thought that it is of these rules
themselves that St. Paul says
that they are meant to perish
in the using; which would be an
instructive observation, but seems
less natural than the sense commonly received.
23. Tl1is verse, though not perfectly symmetrical in construction, would have no great difficulty except for the apparently
unsuitable meaning of 7rAryrp,ovfJv.
Those rules of abstinence, says
St. Paul, have a pretension of
wisdom in the voluntary devotion
and humility and unsparing usage
of the body which they prescribe,
but are not in any honour, or of
any value, to the satiating of the
flesh. That would be the natural

\

~~

rendering ; and we should expect
some word meaning " effectual
conquest" rather than "repletion." St. Paul apparently means
to say th,.t the rules of abstinence
which profess to subdue the flesh
are plausible, but not really
effectual. The easiest way out
of the difficulty is to take 7rp6,
as meaning "with reference to"
and as implying here "so as to
restrain or remedy."
Bishop
Lightfoot shews that there are
abnndant examples of 1rp6,;; being
thus used; as we say "good for
a cold," that is, good to cure it.
But we could not say "of value
for the repletion of the flesh "
without risk of misapprehension,
if we meant "of value against
it." In the passages quoted by
the Bishop the meaning is not
liable to be misapprehended; here,
to the great maj01·ity of critics,
that meaning has not seemed the
natural one. But the Revisers,
no doubt after much pondering of
alternatives, have accepted it ;
and we have only a choice of
difficulties.
It has occurred to me that the
amanuensis may have Wl'itten

Ill. 1-5.J
111.
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T~S' crapK6S',
Ei oJv CTVVYJYEp0YJTE rep xpicrrcp,
~ -ra avw (YJTELTE, 0~ 0 xptcrr6s ECTTlV EV OEtt,j. TOV
0wv Kae-:,wvos· ra ll.vw <ppovE'in, µry ra E'.li"l TYJS'
, 0'
'
' "' Y. ' "' ....
,
'
3 y'T}s, a'.li"E avETE yap, Kai rJ 1:,WYJ vµwv KEKpV'.li"Tat crvv
4 T<f XPlCTT<p €V rep 0E<p' orav O XPL<TTOS' <pavEpw08, ~
(wry ~µwv, r6n Kat. vµEtS' CTVV avrcp <pavEpcrJ0rycrEcr0E
l

l.v

o6tv·

...
,
,.,
, ra' E'.li"l TrJS' 'YYJS', 7ropvEwv,
NEKpwcrarf
ovv
ra' µEArJ
' 0apatav,
'
' 0uµiav
'
aKa
'.Ira'0 os-, E7rl
KaK~v, Kat rryv 1rAEOJ

7ri\.17r:rµoi/2v for <7f'lA1Jrr1-wv/2v, the
word r:rapKo<; suggesting 7f'A1Jr:Tp,ov/2v.

Compare KaK<•>r:Tl<; J,pa<;

l:mA17a-µov~v 7f'O!€l Tpv<f,Yj,, Ecclesi-

astic\1s xi. 27. And St. Paul has
the phrase Ta. o7f'lr:rw lmAav0av6flEVO<;, Phil. iii. 13. But I do
not profess to regard " the forgetting of the flesh" as a natural
form of expression.
III. 1. St. Paul assumes that
the believers had risen with
Christ. Compare ii. 12, a-vvrn<:pfvT£S aVTti> Ev T~ {3a1rrlcrµa-ri, €v
~ xa2 <TVv17ytp017TE. This co-rising
with Chi:ist was involved in hi.9
being the Head. When the Hetid
rose, the members also rose. But
the rising was expressed, and
wrought into the life of the
individual, in Baptism.
The passage beginning with
this verse is a very striking exposition of the highest Pauline
doctrine of fellowship with Christ.
We are again reminded of Philippians iii., where we have t,he

\

,,..

/

expressions Ta. J7r{y£w. <f,povovvns·
'YJflWV yap_ Tb 7f'OAfrrn1w EV o-lipavots
v7rapxn, vv. 19, 20. St. Paul
would carry out to the utmost
his principle, that in the desccnqing and ascending of Christ
was laid the true basis· for each
man of his regenerate life. "Consider yourselves to have died,
risen, and ascended to heaven,
with Christ; and live now the
life of those who are properly
living, not on the earth, but with
Christ in heaven."
3, 4,K.fxpw.-Tai. <f,aVEpw0iJ. ".Now,
this heavenly life must be content to be, in its inward consciousness, hidden from the
world, as Christ is hidden from
the world. When the veil is
withdrawn from Christ, it will
also be withdrawn from your
membership with him."
5. T<i f-lEA1J Vflwv. These" members" are explained to be evil
affections and habits. Habits
form parts of a body, with which
the inward life clothes it;;elf.
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av pw1rov
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f

avrov, Kat fl)UV£TaµEJJOt TOIi IIEOII

Compare on JCijTe lv TOvTois,
ver. 7.
Compare verses 5 and 6 with
Eph. v. 5, 6.
6. The received text, which
adds the words "upon the children of disobedience," is supported
by the Sinai MS. ; but they have
no doubt been introduced from
the parallel passage in Ephesians.
7. EV ors Kat vµ,e'is 7rt:plE7rO,T~(J'(UE
1ron on lNn: l:v TovToi,, The
"walking" refers rather to the
outward conduct, the "living"
to inward habits and relations.
Compare Gal. v. 25, d CwJJ-W
-rrvevµan,

7rvevp,a,n

KO.l

UTOlxw-

/HV.

8. Ka1 vµ,e',,,. In verse 7 "you
also " meant "you, like the rest
of the heathen or children of
disobedience." Here it should
mean "you, as others have done."
But, as there has been no recent
reference to Christian converts,
Kal vµ,e'is in this verse may be
only an echo of Kat vµe'is in the
preceding verse.
Td. -rraVTa, "the whole of them,''
- a more summary expression

'

<.TVJJ

~

fl::_

Tats- wpat;,E<Tlll

\ ,

/

TOIi avaKaWOVJJ,EVOV

(without rnvTa) for "all those
habits.''
f3A.aucfrqp,{av, not limited, like
our word " blasphemy," to rAproaches against Gad, but, generally, all abusive language.
9. /LY/ v,e£3£u0£.
Lying was
natural to a condition in which
every man was suppo,md to be
set against his neighbour,
but unnatural to one in which
unity and not division was the
law.
It is interesting to compare
this passage with the parallel
one in Ephesians (iv. 22-25).
The ideas of "the old man " and
" the new man," of "putting
off" and " putting on," are the
same in both passages. But here
the putting off and putting on
are presented as already done;
there, as rather ta be done, because involved in the knowing of
Christ. In Ephesians, the present
participle <f,(htpoµwov, on the one
side, answers to the present participle tivaKawovp,evov on the opposite side in this Epistle. The
old man is being destroyed, the
new man is being renewed. In

III 11, 12]
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EVl
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I
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0wv,
I

X pt<rT05;.
I

I

'E vvv<ra<T
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0E

\
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<
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'
ovv W5;
EKJ\EKTOl

aywt Kat ~ya7r17µEvot, <TTrAayxva oiKTtpµov,
Fh

I

,t.

0'

XPYJ<TTOTrJTa, Ta7T'EtVO-ppo<rvv17v, 7rpavr17ra, µaKpo vµtav,

Ephesians, knowledge is made
the cause or beginning of the
change; here, it is made the end
of it (d, e7r{yvwcn11).
11. o7rov. The antecedent to
o7rov is the dispensation or constitution implied in the preceding
sentence. "In the society of the
new creation there is no distinction between Greek and Jew."
Compare Romans x. 12, ov yrf.p
OtaO"TOATJ 'Iovoatov TE Kal.
o yap aVTO', KDpw,
7ral/TWI/.
aAAa 7f(},I/Ta KUl Ell 7f0.0"lll Xpla-T6s.
f.(J"Tll/

"E>..>..17vos·
,

The corresponding phrase just
quoted, o avro, KDpws 7ravrwv, has
not the Pauline depth of this.
The new society is the Body of
Christ.
In and to his Body
Christ is everything. Distinctions
of race and conditionareabsorbed
in the new relation. In more
ordinary language we might have
said, "We no longer call this man
a Gentile, that man a Jew, this
man barbarian, that man civilized ; all are Christians, and all
our significant characteristics are
Christian."
For "Christian"
St. Paul more forcibly says
"Christ.'' "Everything, in the

new creation, is ChriBt: Christ
is in all." Compare rou µvcrr17p£ov
TODTOV, is f.<TTlll Xp!<rTO', El' vµ'iv, ~
J>._7r;_, rij, 36t11, (i. 27); and 11.x_pis
oo µop<f,w0iJ Xpt<TTOS €V vµ'iv, Gal.

iv. 19.
12. I.OS EKA~KTOl TOV 0wu riywi
Kal. T}ya7r11µb,oi. There can be no
question that riyw1 Kal TJY· are not
in the vocative case. But it may
be doubted whether EKAEKro{ is to
be taken by itself, or characterizes &ywi or both it and TJY0.7f1/"
µivol, In any case TJY0.7r1Jp,&oi
will be " loved " not by St. Paul,
but by God. It is perhaps most
in accordance with Pauline usage
to understand riywL only as dependent upon EKAEKTo[.
The
meaning will thus be, "as those
whom God has chosen to be holy
and has loved ; "- "as God's chosen saints, and beloved of God."
The expressions are then very
similar to those in Romans i. 9,
TO!S €1/ 'Pwµv &ya7f1/TOt', 0wv, KA11To'i, ay£oi,.
cr1r>..ayx_va olKnpµov. The word
cr1r>..cfyx_va in its literal sense hardly means bowels. It was used

to describe such inward parts as
the heart, the lungs, and the
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liver. These parts in sacrificial
victims were distinguished from
the bowels,-the viscera thoracis
from the viscera abdominis. See
Liddell and Scott's Lexicon. The
word " heart " therefore more
nearly corresponds to rr7rA.ayxva
than "bowels." It denotes the
seat of tender natural feeling.
The affections enumerated in this
verse are the mutual duties incumbent on true members of the
Body of Christ, the discharge of
which will preserve the proper
unity of the Body.
13. av£x6,u£VOl &,\,\17Awv. See
note on Eph. iv. 2, in which
verse some of the expressions of
this passage are found. But the
place in Ephesians which most
nearly corresponds to this is iv.
24-32.
oKvpw,;. It is doubtful whether
this, or o x.p1rrT6s, be the right
reading.
14. J7r/ 7rarri 8~ TovTois-. "In
addition to." "Add to all these
love."
(j EIJ"TW IJ"Vl/0€U"J1,0,i Trjs- T€A€lOTl]TOS,
"which is the binding together
of perfectness." The less pre-
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' 17

Kat

raw Kapolatr vµwv,

'
.
awµan

' '
Kal\ fvxaptCTTOL

cise reference of 3 (instead of
~) to aya7r>JV ought to be marked.
vVe may take " the putting
on of love" as the antecedent
to 3.
15. Y/ dp1]VI] "TOV Xpirr-rov /Jpa(3 rnfrw. Compare Philip. iv. 7,
Y/ dp17V'I] "TOV 0wv <f,povp17a-n "TVS
1<ap8la, iJ,uwv.
" The peace of
Christ" recalls the saying of our
Lord, "My peace I give you"
(St. .John xiv. 27). Both here
and in the passage quoted from
Philippic1ns St. Paul uses an uncommon expres~ion to describe
the dominion of peace. "Let
the peace of Christ decide differences, settle controversies, in
your hearts." "The peace of
God shall garrison your hearts."
"\Ve may more easily realize this
active power of Christ's peace by
thinking of Christ himself as
shedding abroad his peace in the
heart, and making it prevail over
all dissension. Verses 14, 15,
have great similarity of expression to Eph. iv. 3, 4.
T<e ITTJV0tlJ"J1,'I_) Tij, dpJ]VYJS-, bt rrw,ua
Kal ~v 1t"V£vµa, Ka0w, Kal EKAYJ0'1]"Tf:
CV ,u{q, £A7r[Ot Tijs- KAJ]U"f:W', iJµ,wv.
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III. 16-20.J
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16. oA&yo, TOV Xpunov. " The
word of Christ," the uttered mind
of Christ, nearly equivalent to
"the inspiration of Christ."
It is singular to find "psalms,
hymns, and spiritual songs " represented as the media of instruction and admonition. But
the parailel pm,sage in Ephesians
(v. 19, 20), ,\a.\.ovvTES EUVTOL',
tf!a,\µ,o'i,,, K,,.,,\,, makes it more than
probable that this is what St.
Paul meant. Divine inspiration
will most naturally utter itself,
· we must suppose the Apostle to
say, in adoration and thanksgiving: let these, rather than direct
exhortations, be your modes of
teaching and admonishing one
another.
£V xapm, "with thankfulness."
Compare 1 Cor. x. 30, £1 eyw xapm
f.l,€Ttxw, ,.[ /3.\.aucfaYJµ,ovµ,ai 1J7r€p 0~
-,

\

£'}'W

J

""

wxaplUTW

j

17. With this comprehensive
requirement compare, not only

the parallel passage in Ephesians
(v. 20), hut the more exactly
similar language in 1 St. Peter
iv. 11, ,i'. ni; .\a.\,;:, C:,i; .\.oym 0rnv,
,Z Tl<; 8iaKOV£t, co, i[ luxvo, ~XOPYJYEI, o 0Eo<;, Zva EV 7rU(FlJI 8o[alYJTal o0,o, Sia 'IYJUOV XptUTOV, (in
which the reference is not only
to sacerdotal speaking and ministering, but to all speaking and
serving whatsoever;) and alw
I Cor. x. 31, ,ln oiv iu0{£Te ElTE
I'

'1

,..

I

,.-

7rlV£T£ £!TE Tl 7rOl£lT£, ,ravTa Hi;
8o[av Brnv 7rO!ElT€,
18. c:i. av~K£V £V Kvp{'I}, The

mutual relations of the family
and household belong to a Divine
order, and are to be fulfilled in
accordance with that order.
19. µ,~ 7r!Kpalvw·0e, "do not
indulge ill - temper towards
them."
20. KaTa 7rUVTa. Compare £V
1rav,-{, Eph. v. 24. The obedience
is to be general and comprehensive, not qualified hy such
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exceptions as those by which the
Pharisees "made the commandment of none effect" (St.Matthew
xv. 3-6). Ent the duty of complete obedience may be crossed
by othel' duties if the parents do
not command reasonably.
21. The immediate effect of an
irritating use of parental authority would be to arouse resentment ; but in the end the effect
of such treatment, as St. Paul
well teaches, must be to break
the spirit and produce a servile
temper.
24. T~, KA:rypo11oµfa,, "the inheritance" promised to all God's,
children. " Ye shall receive the
requital of the inheritance,'' i.e.
"the inheritance as a requital."
Tl(l Kvpf".! XpLO"T'f SovAeveTe, " ye
are bond-servants to the Lord
Christ." yap being omitted on
the authority of the better MSS.,
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there is a doubt whether SovAevETe is in the indicative or the
imperative. The next clause, o
yap 6.<llK<7w, K.T.A., would follow
better upon an imperative sense
of 8ov>..ev£u. But on the whole
the sense "ye serve " appears to
agree better with the context.
"Do your service as to the Lord ;
the Lord whom you serve is
Christ. For he that does a
wrong shall receive for the wrong
he has done." In the parallel
passage in Ephesians (vi. 8),doing
good stands in the place of doing
wrong.
25. 7rpOO"W7rOA.'IJJ-1,'flU. See note
on Eph. vi. 9. God will not
favoiir the slave.
IV. 1. Ti}v t0"6T'YJTa, "fairness,"
that treatment which is corn•
manly called "equal," equitable
treatment.
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3. 0vpav TOV Aoyov, " a door of
the word," i.e. of the word in
the sense of the Gospel. Compare i. 25, 26, TOJI Aoyov TOIJ
0wv, TO fl,VO'T~ptov • • • lrpa~(. ptiJfhJ.
5. ,T()JI Kaip6v Eta.yopatoµ(JIOI,
Here, as in Ephesians (v. 16),
this remarkable phrase occurs in
connexion with exhortations to
careful and discreet behaviour.
The Christians, being placed in
circumstances of great difficulty
and delicacy, needed to watch
for the fit times of action, to
"buy up the right moment."
6. It is again interesting to
observe the likeness and the differences between this verse and
its parallel in Ephesians (iv. 29).
Speech "seasoned with salt" is
opposed to Myos o-mrpos. Salt is
the purifying and preserving
principle, and speech thus seasoned answers to that which is
"·good for edification." " To

know how you ought to answer
each several person," is to know
how you may do him the most
good (tva. 84, x&p[v). The word
xo.pis, which has so many shades
of meaning, appears not to be
used in exactly the same sense
in the two passages. In Ephesians, 8ovvai xo.piv appears to be
"to impart a benefit." Here Jv
xo.p1T1 is "with grace," or, as we
might say, "gracious." Kindness, not that of mere good
nature, but that of a thoughtful
and spiritual disposition, is expressed by xapis.
7, 8. So in Eph. vi. 21, 22.
aufKDJIOS-, "a helper," as in that
passage.
(7r(µ,j;a, "I send," OJ.' "I have
sent" - the epistolary aorist.
Tychicus went with the latter.
9. o-iiv 'OVYJa-lµ'I!·
See the
whole letter of St. Paul to
Philemon. It is implied in that
letter by the mention of .A.rchipI
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pus (compare Philemon 2 with
Col. iv. 17), that Philemon, and
therefore Onesimus, belonged to
Coloss:.e.
10. Aristarchus, a Macedonian
of Thessalonica, had be.en a companion of St. Paul for some time.
He is at Ephesus at the time of
the great tumult there (Acts xix.
29), travels with St. Paul from
Greece to Jerusalem(Acts xx. 4),
and is with him on the voyage
from C:.esarea to Italy (.Acts xxvii.
2). He is now sharing St. Paul's
imprisonment at Rome.
MapKOS-, The naming of Mark
(here and in Philemon 24, see
also 2 Tim. iv. 11) as a companion of St. Paul has the peculiar interest of proving that
the breach described in Acts xiii.
13 and xv. 36-40, had not been
a permanent one. John, who
had once departed from Paul
and Barnabas, and Barnabas with
whom Paul had so sharp a con-

tention because he wished afterwards t-o have his kinsman John
with him that a temporary separation was the result, are now
mentioned in terms of friendship;
and "John surnamed Mark" appears to be an object of St. Paul's
special solicitude.
ll. ofro1 µ61101. These alone,
of the circumcision. No other
Jews were working cordially
with St. Paul.
12. It seems probable that the
anxiety of the good Epaphras on
behalf of his friends, and his
report to St. Paul both of the
Christian virtues of the Colossian
Christians and of the dangers to
which they were exposed, had
much to do with the writing of
this Epistle.
1rrn-A'Y}pocpop'Y]µtvoi, "fully assured." The plural, ra (h)..1µa-ra,
is found in Acts xiii. 22 and
Ephesians ii. 3.
£JI 7raVTl 0£A1µa-rt TOV (hov, " in

IV. 13-18.J
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'all God's will." The more regular rendering would be " in every
will of God."
13. 1ro;\i,v 1r6vov. Probably to
be explained by reference to b:ywvit6µevos in the preceding verse :
"much labouring of mind." Compare ii. 1.
14. AovKOS Kal A7Jp.a<;. Both
are named again in Phil. 24. In
2 Tim. iv. 10, 11, Demas is said
to have forsaken St. Paul, Luke
to be still with him.
16. Laodicea, Hierapolis, and
Colossre were within a few miles
of each other. What was this
letter to be received from Laodicea 1 This question is fully
discussed by Bishop Lightfoot,
Colossians and Philemon, pp.
27 4-300. He identifies it with
the Epistle to the Ephesians,
which, as there is reason to believe, was a circular letter ad-
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'

,,,

dressed to several Churches in
Asia Minor. If it is not this, it
is almost certainly one of which
we have no other knowledge.
17. It may fairly be assumed
that the OiaKov{a to which Archippns was to take heed was
the office of superintending thP
Church at Colossre. Compare
Philemon 2.
18. The only part written by
St. Paul, the rest of the Letter
being dictated by him.
It is remarkable to observe
how frequently St, Paul refers to
his imprisonment as giving him
a kind of authority, or a better
right to be heard, amongst his
fellow-believers.
Compare, amongst many other passagef',
Philip. i. 12-14.
Here, the
only appeal made in his own
handwriting is " Remember my
bonds."

I 2

TO THE COLOSSIANS.
an Apostle of Christ Jesus by the will of God,
and Timothy the brother, to the holy and faithful
brethren in Christ at Colossre. Grace be to you and
peace from God our Father.
PAUL

We give thanks to God the Father of our Lord
Jesus Christ always in prayers on your behalf, having
heard of your faith in Christ Jesus and the love
which you have towards all the saints, on account of
the hope laid up for you in the heavens, of which
you heard before in the word of truth of the Gospel,
which has come amongst you, as also in all the world
it is bearing fruit and increasing even as it does
amongst you, from the day .you heard it and came
to know the grace of God in truth, even as you
learnt it from Epaphras our beloved fellow-servant,
who is a faithful minister of Christ on our behalf,
who also made known to us your love in the spirit.
On this account we also, since the day we heard of it,
do not cease to pray for you and to ask that you may
be filled with the knowledge of his will in all spiritual
wisdom and understanding, so that you may walk
worthily of the Lord unto aH pleasing [ of him], in
every good work bearing fruit and increasing in the
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knowledge of God, strengthened with all power according to the might of his glory unto all patience and
long-suffering with joy, giving thanks to the Father
who has enabled us to take our portion of the inheritance of the saints in the light, who has delivered us
from the power of darkness and transferred us into the
kingdom of the Son of his love, in whom we have our
redemption, the remission of our sins,-who is the
image of the invisible God, firstborn of all creation,
inasmuch as in him were created all things in the
heavens and on the earth, things visible and invisible,
whether thrones or dominions or principalities or
powers, all things have been created through him
and unto him, and he is before all, and all things
are held together in him, and he is the head of the
body, the Church,-who is the beginning, the firstbom
from the dead, that he in all things might have
priority, inasmuch as in him all the Fulness was
pleased to dwell, and by him to reconcil.e all things
unto himself, having made peace through the blood of
his cross, by him, whether things on earth or things
in the heavens; and you who were once alienated and
enemies in mind in your wicked works, now he has reconciled in the body of his flesh through his death,
to present you holy and blameless and without reproach before him, if you abide in the faith grounded
and settled and not moved away from the hope of the
Gospel which you heard, which has been preached
in all the creation under heaven, of which I Paul
was made a minister.
Now I rejoice in my sufferings on your behalf,
uud fill up on my part that which was lacking of the
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afflictions of Christ in my flesh on behalf of his
body, which is the Church, of which I was made a
minister according to the dispensation of God given
to me towards you, to fulfil the word of God, the
mystery which from the ages and from the generations
has been hidden, but now has been made manifest to
his saints, to whom God has willed to make known
what is the riches of the glory of this mystery among
the Gentiles, which is Christ in you, the hope of glory,
whom we proclaim instructing every man and teaching
every man in all wisdom, that we may present every
man perfect in Christ ; unto which also I labour
striving according to his energy which works in me
with power.
For I wish you to know what a conflict I have on
your behalf, and for them at Laodicea, and for all
who have not seen my face in the flesh, that they may
be comforted in their hearts, being knit together in
love and unto all the rich,l:ls of the fulness of understanding, unto the knowledge of the mystery of God,
even Christ, in whom are all the treasures of wisdom
and knowledge hidden. This I say, that no one may
mislead you with plausible words. For if in the flesh
I am absent, yet in the spirit I am with you, rejoicing
and beholding your order and the solidity of your
faith in Christ. As therefore you have received
Christ Jesus the Lord, walk in him, rooted and being
built up in him, and becoming established in the
faith as you have been taught, abounding in it with
thanksgiving. Beware lest there shall be any one who
shall make a prey of you through his philosophy and
vain deceit, according to the tradition of men, accord-
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ing to the rudiments of the world, and not according to
9 Christ ; because in him dwells all the fulness of the
ro Godhead bodily, and you are in him fulfilled, who is
11 the head of all principality and power, in whom also
you have been circumcised with a circumcision not
done by hands, in the stripping off of the body of the
12 flesh in the circumcision of Christ, having been buried
with him in your baptism, in which also you were
raised with him through the .faith of the working of
13 God who raised him from the dead.
And you being
dead in your trespasses and the uncircumcision of
your flesh, he has made alive with him, having for14 given us all our trespasses, cancelling the bond
against us in decrees, which was contrary to us, and
has taken it out of the midst, nailing it to the cross ;
1 5 having stripped off principalities and powers he made
a show of them confidently, triumphing over them
in him.
I6
Let no one therefore judge you in eating or in
drinking, or in respect of feast or new moon or
1 1 sabbath, which are the shadow of future things, but
1 8 the body is that of Christ.
Let no one take your
p1ize from you by delighting in humility and the
veneration of angels, insisting upon things which
he has seen, vainly puffed up by the mind of his
1
9 flesh, and not holding fast the Head, from whom
all the body being through the joints and ligaments
supplied and knit together grows with the growth of
2° God.
If you died with Christ from the rudiments
of the world, why, as if you were living in the
21 world, have you rules laid down for you, "Handle
22 not, taste not, touch not," (things which are all

II. 8
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meant to perish in using,) according to the pre- II. 22
scriptions and teachings of men 1-Which rules have 23
indeed a show of wisdom in voluntary religion and
humility and unsparing usage of the body, but are
not of any value with regard to the repletion of the
flesh.
If then . you were raised together with Christ, seek III. 1
the things above, where Christ is sitting at the right
hand of God; mind things above, not things on the 2
earth. For you have died, and your life is hidden 3
with Christ in God: when Christ shall be manifested, 4
who is our life, then shall you also with him be
manifested in glory.
Mortify therefore your members which are upon s
the earth, fornication, uncleanness, passion, evil
desire, and covetousness, which is idolatry, on 6
account of which things the anger of God comes.
In which you also walked once, when you lived 7
in these things. But now, you also, put off all s
these things, anger, wrath, malice, evil speaking,
filthy language out of your mouth ; lie not one to 9
another, having put off the old man with his deeds,
and having put on the new man, which is being 10
renewed unto knowledge after the image of him that
created him, where there is not Greek and Jew, JI
circumcision and uncircumcision, barbarian, Scythian,
bond and free, but Christ is all things and in all.
Put on therefore, as God's chosen saints and loved ones, 12
a heart of pity, kindness, humility, meekness, longsuffering, bearing from one another and forgiving one 13
another, if any have a complaint against any, even as
Christ has forgiven you, so do you ; and in addition 14
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to all these put on love, which is the bond of perfectness. And let the peace of Christ rule in your hearts,
unto which you have also been called in one body;
and be thankful. Let the word of Christ dwell in
you richly in all wisdom, teaching and admonishing
one another with psalms and hymns and spiritual
songs in thankfulness, singing in your hearts to God.
And whatsoever you do in word or in deed, do all in
the name of the Lord Jesus, giving thanks to God
the Father through him.
Wives, be subject to your husbands, as is becoming
in the Lord. Husbands, love your wives, and be not
irritable toward them. Children, obey your parents
in all things : for this is well-pleasing in the Lord.
Fathers, provoke not your children, lest they be discouraged. Bond-servants, obey in all things your
masters according to the flesh, not with eye-service
as men-pleasers, but in singleness of heart fearing
the Lord. Whatsoever you do, work from the heart
as to the Lord and not to men, knowing that from the
Lord you shall receive the recompense of the inheritance ; the Lord whom you serve is Christ. For
he that does a wrong shall receive for the wrong he
has clone, and there is no respect of the person.
Masters, render to your bond-servants justice and
equity, knowing that you also have a Master in
heaven.
Persevere in prayer, watching in it with thanksgiving, praying at the same time for us also, that God
may open to us a door of the word, to speak the
mystery of Christ, for the sake of which I am also
bound, that I may make it manifest as I ought to
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speak. "\Valk in wisdom towards them that are with- rv. s
out, buying up the opportunity. Let your speech be 6
always with grace, seasoned with salt, to know how
you ought to,answer every one.
All about me Tychicus will make known to you, 7
who is a beloved brother and faithful minister and
fellow-servant in the Lord, whom I have sent unto s
you for this very purpose, that you may know about
us and he may comfort your hearts ; with Onesimus, 9
the faithful and beloved brother, who is of you. They
will inform you of everything here.
Aristarchus my fellow-prisoner salutes you, and 10
:Mark the cousin of Barnabas, (concerning whom you
have received injunctions, if he come to you, receive
him,) and Jesus called Justus, who are of the circum- 11
cision, these alone being fellow-workers unto the kingdom of God, who have been a comfort to me. Epaphras 12
your fellow-townsman salutes you, a servant of Christ
Jesus, always striving in your behalf in prayers, that
you may stand perfect and fully assured in all God's
will. For I bear him witness that he has much 13
labour for you and those at Laodicea and those at
Hierapolis. Luke the beloved physician and Demas 1 4
greet you. Greet the brethren at Laodicea, and 15
N ympha and the church in her house. And when 16
this letter has been read amongst you, cause that it
be also read in the Church of the Laodiceans and
that you also read that from Laodicea. And say to 17
Archippus, Look to the ministry which thou hast
received in the Lord, that thou fulfil it.
The salutation of me Paul with my own hand. 1s
Remember my bonds. Grace be with you.

INTRODUCTION TO THE EPISTLE TO
PHILEMON.
THE chief interest of the short Letter to Philemon is in
the light it throws on the social operation of the Gospel.
The word preached by the Apostles, whilst it was unfolding
the various relations which constitute Christian theology,
was also working rapidly towards a social revolution
through its personal and domestic influences. The Epistles
to the Ephesians and the Colossians contain exhortations
addressed both to masters and to slaves. Here in the
Epistle to Philemon we have a living picture of the Gospel
actually at work upon the institution of slavery. The
picture includes the figures of Philemon the master, Oncsimus the slave, and Paul the spiritual father of both. If
we perceive in Ephesians some resemblance to a hyrnn,
we may see in Philemori an idyll of the progress of
Christianity.
The Epistle to Philemon was evidently written at the
same time and sent by the same messenger as the Epistle
to the Colossia.ns. Philemon was a Christian of Colossre,
and the head of a considerable household, which may have
included many slaves. He had received the Gospel either
directly from the mouth of Paul himself, or by such a
channel that he might virtually attribute his conversion to
the Apostle (verse 19). Onesimus was a slave of his who
had deserted him and made his way to Rome. There be
was brought into contact with St. Paul, and became a
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believer in Christ. It seems probable that he was a
person of spirit, not corrupted by the baseness natural to
the servile condition, and that he had rebelled against the
restraints of slavery. Such a person was more likely to
yield to the trying demand now made on him by the
Apostle. His father in Christ bade him go back again and
surrender himself to his master; and Onesimus, whatever
struggles it may have cost him, was prepared to obey.
The Apostle, having gained this submission from the slave,
feels that he may count upon a corresponding advance from
the master. He begs him to receive Onesimus no longer
as a slave, but as a beloved brother, or fellow-Christian.
We do not feel, as readers of the Epistle, any doubt
that Philemon would act according to the Apostle's wish.
Apart from his sense of what he owed to Chrjst and to
St. Paul, he would be greatly moved by such an act as his
slave's voluntary return to him. But St. Paul pleads
earnestly with him, acknowledging that he had been
wronged by the desertion of his slave, and making the
kindness for which he asked altogether an act of favour on
Philemon's part. And he appeals to the claims which he,
the veteran Apostle, the sufferer, the prisoner, had on the
allegiance of Philemon, with that tender personal exactingness which would have been egotism if it had not been
guarded by such pure disinterestedness.
The history of the work of Christianity in suppressing
slavery could not have been begun more nobly than by
this proof that the new relations created by the Gospel
were incompatible with the natural relations of slavery,
and that, if slaves were taught by the Christian doctrine
to submit to the law of the land without murmuring,
masters were taught to acknowledge themselves as bound
by a higher law which would compel them to renounce
the legal rights of owners of their fellow-men.
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'
I
T?JV
'lrl<TTlV

r.\
,,
'
'
TJV
EXElS' HS
rov

1. <l>i>..~µ.ovt, Nothing is known
of Philemon beyond what may
be gathered from this Letter.
See the Introduction.
2. A1rcf,{q.. Apphia was almost
certainly Philemon's wife. Archippus may have been his son.
3. 'Apxl=02 7"'!' <TVJ/CTTpantiYTyJ.
Mentioned in Col. iv. 17: "And
say to Archippus, Take heed
unto the ministry which thou
hast received in the Lord, that
thou fulfil it." The title "fellow-soldier" is given to Epaphroditus in Philip. ii. 25. The
warfare implied is no doubt
active warfare in the cause of
the Gospel.

'
KVptov

'ITJ<TOVV
~

KaL\

rii Kar' oTKoV crov EKKA'Y}cr{q.. As
in Rom. xvi. 5, where the Church
in the house of Aquila and Priscilla is mentioned. The phrase is
purposely indefinite, and would
include all believers who were in
any way attached to the household. Archippus seems to have
been a member of Philemon's
household, whether as a near
relation, or in some other connexion, we have no means of
knowing.
4. The Apostle's thanksgivings
and prayers are blended together
in his phrase as well as in
reality.
5. It is possible that only the
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"love," and not the "faith," is
to be considered as referring to
"all the saints." But in the
now approved reading of Eph.
i. 15 we have T~v [ 1rlCTnv] £ls
1r&VTa~ Toll~ &ytovs. And the
phrase which follows, ~ Koivwv[a
nis 1r1CTTE~s CTov, almost implies
that St. Paul was thinking of
the influence exerted upon the
mutual relations of believers by
their faith.
6. This is the purport of the
Apostle's prayers on behalf of
Philemon. " That the fellowship of thy faith may prove itself
effectual, in the knowing of
every good thing in us, unto
Christ." " The fellowship of
thy faith" will mean the fellowfeeling, the solidarite, the sense
of being partners, created by the
faith of the Christian. Compare
fi oi'iv fl,E lxEts Koivwv6v, verse 17.
That this fellowship may be
active and effectual, is what St.
Paul might be expected to desire. But the phrase ev e1r1yvli)(T£t
1rd.VTos &ya0ov Tov ev ~p,1.v is hardly
what we should expect. St. Paul,
especially in these Epistles, is
continually desiring E1r[yvwrndor
his fellow-believers: but it is
the full knowledge of God and

Kat

I

U7T'Aayxva
A I
uw,

of his will. What is "every
good thing that is in us" 1 There
are expressions which approach
this in Philippians i. 9-11.
"This I pray, that your love
may abound yet more and more
in knowledge and all discernment; so that ye may approve
the things that are excellent,
(or, may prove the things that
differ); that ye may be sincere
and void of offence unto the day
of Christ ; being filled with the
fruits of righteousness, which
are through .Jesus Christ, unto
the glory and praise of God."
" Every good thing in us " may
answer to "the things that are
excellent." It will mean all the
good dispositions and conduct
which properly belong to the
Christian body. St. Paul prays
that Philemon's Christian sympathy or love may work, in the
knowing and approving and realizing of all good.
ToV Ev
~p,w must mean "that is in us,
in the members of the body of
Christ, by the Divine new creation." Compare Romans vii.
18.
7. 'Td. (T'll'Myxva, "the hearts."
Also in 12, 20. See the note on
Colossians iii. 12.
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9. Tpm/3-i577J,, in good Greek,
is "!an:}elderly man." 4' Being
such;a~ one as· Paul, ari old man,
and now also a prisoner of Jesus
Christ." rBut the phrase h't:p ov
TpF.r/3evw £V aAvcm (Eph. vi. 20)
has suggested that TPE<J'/3£1J77J">,
-an:ambassador, is what St. Paul
iµeant, and that Tpeuf3vTTJ• is
either an erroneous reading, or,
more probably:an errobeous but
customary spelling of Tp£u/3ev77J,,
Either sense is a perfectly suitable one. St. Paul at this time
was not far from sixty.
10. 'OV1]ui11:ov• This word,
meaning "profitable" or "useful," was a common slave's
name. Its signification is referred to in the words which
follow, /lXP'IJUTov, E'i!)(P'f/<J'rov.
12. Sv avl-,rep.frJ. (J'Ol aDT6v,
« whom I am sending back to
thee himself." I am not only
writing to you about him, but
I ani sending Onesimus himself.
There are considerable variations

•

of reading_ and punctuation in
this place,
13. The nature of 'the " ministry " implied in the words 8,aKovo, and 8iaKOV£W is often
somewhat doubtful. We may
take it here as· including whatever help could be rendered to
St. Paul, remembering that all
his occupation and interest lay
in preaching the Gospel.
14. T6 aya06v. If St. Paul had
retained Onesinius, presuming on
Philemon's willingness to give
up his claim to his services, the
goodness, or good act, would
have been this sacrifice, rendered
without choice being given him.
As Onesimus was returning to
his master, Philemon's goodness
must take another form, that of
forgiving Onesimus and treating
him as a brother. For it does
not appear that St. Paul wished
Philemon to part with Onesimus.
See the next verse, i'.va a1wvwv
avTov &1rlxv,,
K
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<FE
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15. The running away of Onesimus may have been permitted,
with a view to its being overruled
for good.
l!l. It is possible that St. Paul's
autograph begins here, the previous part of the Epistle having
been dictated ; but it is more
probable that the whole letter
was written by himself.
(Teavrtiv 7rpO<TorpdAw;;. Philemon
had apparently owed his conversion to St. Paul; but this may
have taken plaoo at Ephesus or
elsewhere, and it is not necessary
to assume that St. Paul had been
at Oolossre.
20. ova{µ'Y]V, " let me have
profit or comfort of thee." The

0

a-vvatxµ,;_i\wTJJ; µov

EV

word is probably suggested by
the name 'Onjcnµoc;.
22. It is not safe to infer from
the hope expressed here, that it
was realized. There was no infallibility attaching to St. Paul's
anticipations. He had said to the
Ephesians (Actsxx. 25), "I know
that ye all, among whom I have
gone preaching the kingdom of
God, shall see my face no more."
Yet, if he went to Oolossre, he
was sure to go to Ephesus also.
And in 1 Tim. iv. 13, he says,
"Till I come [to Ephesus], give
attendance to reading, to exhortation, to doctrine."
23. 'E7rarf,pac;. See Col. i. 7;
iv. 12, 13. He must have been
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Xpurrp 'l170-ov, MapKM, 'Aplurapxos, A.17µ,as, AouKa,;,

oi o-vVEpyol µov.
25
'H xapts TOV Kvplov 'I17uov Xpt<TTOl JJ,ETJ. TOV
µaro,; vµwv.

.

a personal friend of Philemon.
24. MtfpKo,. Col. iv. 10; Acts
xv. 37-39. 'Ap{rrrapxo,. Col.
iv. 10; Acts xxvii. 2. t.7JJJ.ci.,,
AovKa<;. Col iv. 14; 2 Tim. iv.
10, ll.
25.<>JJ.t'.Tli TOll 71'V(V~TOS i!p.wv.

'TT'VE'V-

So at the end of the Epistle to the
Galatians ; and of the second to
Timothy, except that crou stands
there instead of ~JJ.wv. Here St
Paul is probably referring to the
household of Philemon. He assumes, as in Gal., that there is
one spirit of many members.

K

2

TO PHILEMON.
PAUL a prisoner of Christ Jesus and Tin;10thy the 1
brother, to Philemon our beloved friend and fellowworker, ~nd to Apphia the sister, and. to Archippus 2
our fellow-soldier, and to the Church in thy house:
Crace be to you and peace fron;i God our Father and 3
the Lord Jesus Christ.
I tha11k my God. always, making mention of thee 4
in my prayers, hearing of thy love and faith which 5
thou hast.towards the Lord Jesus and towards all the;
saints, that the fellowship of thy faith may be made 6
effectual, in the. knowing of every good thing in us,
unto Christ. For I had much joy and consolation in 7
thy love, l;>ecause the hearts of the saints have been
refreshed through thee, brother. Wherefore~ having s
much confidence in Christ to enjoin thee what is
becoming, for love's sake I rather beseech thee, being 9
such a one as Paul, an elder, and now also a prisoner
of Christ J esus,-1 beseech thee concerning my own 10
child, whom I have begotten in my bonds, Oncsimus,
who was once useless to thee, but is now useful to 11
thee and to me, whom I am sending back to thee 12
himself, that is, my own heart. ·whom I wished to 13
retain with me, that in thy behalf he might minister
to me in the bonds of the Gospel : but without thy 14
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mind I would not do anything, that thy goodness
should not be as of necessity, but willingly. For
perhaps on this account he was separated from thee
for a time, that thou mightest receive him for ever,
no longer as a slave, but beyond a slave, a brother
heloved, specially to me, but how much more to thee
both in the flesh and in the Lord. If then thou
boldest me a partner, receive him as myself; and if
he has injured thee or owes thee anything, put it to
my account. I Paul write it with my own hand,
I will repay it ;-that I may not say to thee that
thou owest even thyself to me. Yes, brother, let me
have profit of thee in the Lord ; refresh my heart
in Christ.
Trusting in thy obedience I write to thee, knowing
that thou wilt do even beyond what I say. And at
the same time prepare me a lodging ; for I hope that
through your prayers I shall be given to you. There
salute thee Epaphras my fellow-prisoner in Christ
Jesus, Mark, Aristarchus, Dema.s, Luke, my fellowworkers. The grace of our Lord Jesus Christ be with
your spirit.

DN THE TRACES OF FOREIGN ELEMENTS IN
THE DOCTRINE OF THESE EPISTLES ; AND
ESPECIALLY ON THE GNOSTICAL TERMS
OCCURRING IN THEM.

are certain terms occurring in important passages of
these Epistles, especially in that to the Colossians, which
became prominent afterwards in the phraseology of the
Gnostical systems of the second century. The presence of
such terms in the New Testament has been made one of the
strongest arguments for the later date and spurious composition of some of its books. It has been contended, especially by Baur and the school of Tubingen, that the books
in which the Gnostical terms occur must be contemporaneous with the great Gnostical systems, and therefore cannot be the writings of St. Paul or St. John. It is a very
arbitrary assertion that those terms could not have been
used before the Gnostical theories were developed ; but the
questions raised by the occurrence of these terms are of
· great interest and importance. Was there a Gnostical
element in the teaching of the Apostles 1 Were .the
Apostles protesting against rival systems of religion 1 Did
the leading Gnostics appropriate to their own use language
which properly belonged to the Apostles 1 ·what are we to
say as to the phrases "the Pleroma or Fulness," "principalities and powers," " the prince of the power of the air,"
"the world-rulers of this darkness," "the image of the invisible God," "the first-born of all creation," which belong
to Gnostical systems as much as to these Epistles 1
THERE
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Little as we know of the Church history of the latter
half of the firs~ century, we are not without materials for
giving a general answer to such questions. It is true that
the great and prolific development of matured Gnostical
systems took place in the course of the second century.
It may be admitted as very probable that no sect of
Gnostics existed in Asia Minor at tfe time when we suppose St. Paul to have been writing to the Ephesians and
the Colossians. But the-Gnosis was not an original creed
or philosophy. Some of. its leading sects may well have
arisen quite independently of one another. They took up
elements already existing in the speculative traditions of
the age, and combined them in various forms. Any one
describing Gnosticism must say that it mixed some of the
notions of Orienta1 theosophy with some of the tenets of
the Christian Church. It belongs to its very essence to
be composite. And when any one of the Gnostical systems
is analysed, the largest portion of it will always be referred
to more ancient mystical speculations. The only question
will generally be, to which of the older theosophies it
should be affiliated. The Zend Avesta, Buddhism, Hinduism,
the religions of Egypt and of Phcenicia, the GrrecoJ udaism of Philo, all put in claims which are entitled to
consideration. 1
It is a most important fact for the early history of the
Christian Faith, that in the age of Christ and of the
Aprn,tles there was a general intermingling, especially in.
Egypt, Syria, and Asia Minor, of almost all the speculations of the ancient world. This was brought about partly
by the movements of the Jews, partly by the conquests
of Alexander. The long Captivity of the Jews in Babylon,
and the dispersion which continued after their return, had
made them familiar with the Oriental ways of thinking
1 A very lucid analysis of Gnosticism may be found in the work of M, Matter,
"Histoire du Gnosticisme.'
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concerning the invisible world. The expeditions of Alexander had brought the West and the far East into contact.
Alexandria, under his successors, became the point of confluence of all religions and all philosophies. The extension
of the, Roman empire still further increased the locomotion of old ideas. All the notions which had ever been
systematized in the East may be said to have been
floating loosely together in the intellectual heaven at
the beginning of. the Christian era. Almost anywhere a
thinking and inquiring mind had access to some variety
of Oriental lore.
Another fact which concerns us is, that Jews were more
disposed than men of other nations to assimilate foreign
religion and philosophy. From whatever cause, the most
actively eclectic minds in those ages were Jewish minds.
This is something of a paradox. For undoubtedly the
Jews by their law and worship were in a peculiar degree
separated from other nations. But the depth and the
truth of their own faith appear to have given them an
interest in whatever had laid hold strongly of the convictions of other races. The Jewish intellect was accordingly more fertile than any other in new theosophic
combinations. The nascent Christian Church received
all its influences of foreign thought through Jewish channels.
Simon Magus, the earliest teacher to whorn a
Gnostical school referred itself, being a .Samaritan, is
hardly to be regarded as an exception. It is important,
when we observe the mixture of Jewish with Oriental or
Platonizing ideas implied in the Apostolical writings, to
remember that all the rival teachers in the Church, whatever they taught, began with Judaism, and spoke to the
believers in Christ as inheritors with them of the common
Jewish traditions. 1
1 Bishop Lightfoot, in his Colossians and Philemon, has given a most learned
and exhaustive account of the Essenes and their tenets and practices ; and it
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The principal terms or ideas in these Epistles which
.remind us of the subsequent Gnostical systems, and of
which we are to seek illustrations in writings anterior to
the age of St. Paul, may be stated as follows:1. The Pleroma, or Fulness. This word o~curs as an
equivalent to the infinite Divine Nature, in Col. i. 19,
" all the Fulness was pleased to dwell in him," and in Col.
ii. 9, "In him dwells all the Fulness of the Godhead
bodily." It is used to denote Divine perfection in Eph.
iii. 19, " that ye may be filled unto all the fu]ness of God;"
and in Eph. iv. 13, "until we all attain to the measure of
stature of the fulness of Christ." In Eph. i. 23, the
Church, the Body of Christ, is called "the Fulness of him
who fills all things in all." As this last passage reminds
us, cognate forms of the word " full " are frequent in these
is from Essenism that he regards the doctrine of the Epistle to the Colossians
as receiving its most appropriate illustration. The Essenes were Jews ; they
had appropriated some of the Oriental-specifically the Medo-Persic-theosophy ; their discipline was ascetic. The problem of the relation of the Essenes
to the Gospel of the Kingdom, and to Christ and his forerunner personally,
has always been felt to be a curious and somewhat perplexing one. The
absence of any apparent allusion to them in the New Testament is hardly
what we should have expected. Some critics have called Christ an Essene.
But there is no difficulty in shewing that, whatever resemblances there may be,
the differences between Jesus of Nazareth and the monastic communities
dwelling chiefly on the shores of the Dead Sea are essential. In bis very
interesting Essay on "the Colossian Heresy," Bishop Lightfoot draws out, from
the accounts of Josephus and Philo, the points of agreement between what is
known of the Essenes and the doctrines which St. Paul is opposing. He makes
it clear that there were "some special tendencies of religious thought among
the Jews themselves before and about this time which prepared the way" for
the particular combination found in the Church of Colossre (p. 75). He adds,
however, "When I speak of the Judaism in the Colossian Church as Essene, I
do not assume a precise identity of origin, but only an essential affinity of
type, with the Essenes of the Mother Country . . . All along its frontier,
wherever Judaism became enamoured of and was wedded to Oriental mysticism, the same union would produce substantially tlie same results" (pp. 94,
95). Tlie Bishop further dwells on the atmosphere of Phrygia and the neighbouring districts as peculiarly favourable to the growth of the so-called Gnostical speculations and practices. "Cosmological speculation, mystic theosophy,
religions fanaticism, all have their home here" (p. 97).
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Epistles, and produce phrases which are at least embarrassing to translate, if the meaning of them is not
also somewhat indefinite.
It is evident that terms
expressive of the idea of fulness were welcome to the
writer's mind.
2. The Son, the Image of the invisible God, the Firstborn of all creation, the Head of the Universe, the ideal
Man. It is a matter of surprise that the title of the Logos
or Word does not occur in these Epistles. It would be a
mistake, I imagine, to draw any inference from its absence,
or to regard the non-occurrence of it otherwise than as an
accident.
3. The Prince of the power of the air, and the power or
kingdom of darkness (Eph. ii. 2 ; Col. i. 13).
4. The principalities and powers, good and evil (Eph.
iii. 10, &c.) ; the world-rulers of this darkness.
5. The use of special religious and ascetical practices in
order to rise from the earthly to the heavenly (Col. ii.
16-23).

These ideas, whether as adopted or rejected by St. Paul,
would serve as points of contact between his teaching in
these Epistles, and the various systems of Gnosticism
which sprang up in the next century : but our present
object is to see whether they are not equally to be found
in books or traditions to which St. Paul and his contemporaries had access. The writings of the Neo-Platonists
are therefore beyond our scope; and, although in the
opinion of some critics the distinctive speculations of the
Kabbalah are to be traced back to a date before the coming
of Christ, the books of the Kabbalah are themselves so
much more modern, and its earlier traditions,-supposing
them to exist independently,-are so similar to the doctrines of Philo and of the Zcnd Avesta, that we may
conveniently put the Kabbalah also aside.
The lore which may really have influenced the mind of
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St. Paul is to be found in the Apocrypha, in Philo, and iri
the Zend A vesta. .
.
.
.
Two books of the Apocrypha, "Ecc1esiasticus " and the
" Wisdom of Solomon," are remarkable for their doctrine
concerning Wisdom. In the canonical book of Proverbs
Wisdoni is ··represented, as speaking to men, and there is
much pmise of knowledge and understanding; but the language used there is not to he identified with that of the
two Apocryphal books. In these Wisdom is not merely
·personified, but treated as a second Divine person. Wliat
elsewhere wo~ld · be the Divine Word is here the Divine
Wisdom. Eeclesiasticus is the older book of the two, and
is considered to be more exclusively Jewish.. The Wisdom
of Solomon bears marks ·of a later origin,-·its date how~
ever .belng still anterior to the age of Philo,-and of being
a~ect~d by Grecian thought.· The following passages are
from Ecclesiasticus xxiv.: "I [WisdomJ came out of the
mo:uth of the Most High,· ahd covered the earth as a cloud
(v. 3)." "He created me from the beginning before the
world, and I shall never fan'. In the holy tabernacle I
s~rved before him: and so was I established in Sion. Likewise ·in the beloved city he gave me rest, and in Jerusalem
was my power. And I took root in an honourable people;
even in t~e portion of the Lord's inheritance" (vv. 9-12).
" I am the mother of fair love, and fear, and knowledge,
and holy hope: I therefore, being eternal, am given to all
my ch.ildre_n which are named of him" (v. 18). The style
of the " Wisdom of Solomon'' is more rhetorical and
ornate, and its language is hardly to be taken· as plain
prose; but it exhibits an evidently increased tend.ency to
regard Wisdom as a distinct Divine emanation. "Wisdom
was with thee : which knoweth thy works, and was present
when thou madest the world, and knew what was acceptable in thy sight; and right in thy commandments" (ix. 9).
"For \Visdom, which is the worker of all things, taught
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me : for in her is an understanding spirit, holy,
·only',
manifold, subtil; lively, clear, undefiled, plain, not subject
to hurt, loving the thing that is good, quick, which cannot
be letted, ready to do good, kind to man, steadfast, sure,
free from care, having all power, overseeing all things, and
going through all understanding pure and most subtil
spirits. ·For Wisdom is more moving than any motion :
she passeth and goeth through all things by reason of her
pureness. For she is the breath of the power of God, and
,a pure influence flowing from the glory of the Almighty :
therefore can no defiled thing fall into her. For she is the
brightness of the everlasting light, the unspotted mirror of
the power of God, and the image of his goodness. And
being but one, she can do all things : and remaining in
herself, she maketh all things new : and in all ages entering
into holy souls, she maketh men friends of God, and prophets" (vii. 22-27). The "Word" is personified· in_ a
fine passage describing God's judgment iii the destruction
of the firstborn in Egypt. "For while. all things were in
quiet silence, and that night was·in the midst of. her swift
course, thine Almighty word leaped down from heaven out
of thy royal throne, as a fierce man of war into the midst
of a land of destruction, and brought thine unfeigned
commandment as a sharp sword, and standing up filled all
things with death ; and it touched the heaven, but it stood
upon the earth" (xviii. 14-16);
With the Apocrypha we may connect such indications
of the tendencies of Jewish thought as inay be found in
the Septuagint Version and in the paraphrases called the
Targums.
The Septuagint shews traces of .a repugnance to use expressions which speak of God as being in any way visible.
The Hebrew text says. that when Moses and Aaron, Nadab
and Abihu, and seventy of the eldeTs of Israel, went up,
"they saw the God of Israel"- (Ex. xxiv._ 10) ; but the
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,Greek Version has "they saw the place where the God of
Israel stood : " and in the next verse, for "they saw God,"
"they were seen in the place of God" is substituted. In
Numbers xii. 8, for '' the similitude of the Lord shall he
behold," the Septuagint has "he saw the glory of the
Lord." In Isaiah xxxviii. 11, for "I shall not see the
Lord, even the Lord, in the land of the living," we have
in the Greek " I shall no longer see the salvation of God
in the land of the living." The word "powers," 13uvaµ,rn,,
which is a significant word both in Philo and in St. Paul,
is the rendering, of the LXX. for Sabaoth or tsebaoth in
the phrase "the Lord of hosts." Tsebaoth means the army
or fighting men of .the children of Israel. But the Greek
translators preferred to think of God as the Lord of the
armies ef heaven. In Gen. i. 27, we have another variation.
The Hebrew has "male and female created he them." The
Greek, "male and female created he him n (cf.puev ,ea, 8~">..u
J1rot.,,uw av'T&v), implying the creation of the ideal Man
with a twofold nature.
The Targums are a kind of paraphrase in Chaldee or
Aramaic of the Hebrew text of the Old Testament. After
the Captivity the Hebrew had become an unfamiliar dialect
to the Jews, and it was necessary to translate the Scriptures when they were read on the Sabbath days into the
popular language. This was done orally by persons called
interpreters, and for many generations it was strictly forbidden to write down and embody in a book the traditional
explanatory version. About the end of the second century
after Christ the Targum is said to have been first committed
to writing; but what was then written had been handed
down from earlier times. The Targum on the Pentateuch,
called the Targum of Onkelos, embodies the earliest traditional version of the Hebrew text. In this Targum is
observed "an aversion to anthropopathies and anthropomorphisms; fo fact to any term which could in the eyes
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of the multitude lower the idea of the Highest Being....
a repugnance to bring the Di vine Being into too close
contact, as it were, with man. It erects a kind of reverential barrier, a sort of invisible medium of awful reverence,
between the Creator and the creature." To this Targum
belongs especially the use of the term "Memra," the Word
or Logos, and also of " Shekinah," the holy presence or
glory of God. Thus, for " The voice of the Lord God was
heard n (Gen. iii. 8), the Targum has " The voice of the
Word." For "He will dwell in the tents of Shem,"" the Shekinah will dwell." For " the Lord went up
from Abraham,"-" the glory of God went up." For
'' God came to Abimelech,''-" the Word from God came."
[See Mr. Deutsch's Article on Targums in the Dictionary
of the Bible. l
Philo. That peculiar form of Judaism, of which the
Book of Wisdom is an early representative, found its home
in Alexandria. A great number of Jews settled in Egypt,
and there became thoroughly imbued with Greek philosophy and literature, without abandoning their ancient
faith. Continuing to accept their sacred books as of Divine
authority, they studied them through a Greek medium.
A habit grew up of treating the Biblical narrative as allegory, and of attaching a more or less arbitrary spiritual
significance tq its names and incidents and phrases. The
school of Grecian Judaism was fortunate enough to find a
first-rate literary representative in Philo. Not an original
philosopher himself, he had a very quick and fertile mind,
and was eminently ingenious in maturing and expounding
the method of interpretation which prevailed in his time at
Alexandria. 'He was born about 20 B.C., and went on an
embassy to the Emperor Caius Caligula in A.D 40. His
works consist chiefly of a series of commentaries on the
books of Moses, his language being that of the Platonic
school of his day. Philo becomes a most interesting study
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.when considered. as a contemporary of our Lord and of the
Apostles. What we have for our present purpose to. obflerve is that Philo evidently did not stand alone, but repre.:.
sented the Judaism of Egypt; that St. Paul must have
had many opportunities of reading the works of Philo, and
that the Alexandrian mode of interpreting Scripture could
not possibly have escaped his knowledge. One of the
Apostle's most powerful coadjutors at Ephesus and in
Achaia was Apollos, "born at Alexandria, an eloquent man
and mighty in the Scriptures" (Acts xviii. 24-28). It
can hardly be an error therefore to assume in St. Paul ari
acquaintance with any doctrines which are to be found in
Philo.
The passages which I proceed to quote are chiefly
intended to illustrate the views then prevailing amongst
an important section of the Jews as to the development
of the Divine nature in Creation and in the government
of the world. For those who desire to know more of
Philo, his writings are not at all difficult to read and are
easily accessible.
.
.
Upon the saying "the Lord came down to see the city
and the tower," (Gen. xi. 5,) Philo observes that motion can
only be predicated of God figuratively or in the way of accommodation. "But all things are filled by God, who embraces
and is not embraced, to· whom alone it belongs to
be both everywhere and nowhere :-nowh~re, becau;e he
has himself begotten both room and space together with
material objects, and it is not legitimate to speak of that
which made it as being embraced in anything that hns
been made ; and everywhere, because having extended his
powers through earth and water and· air and heaven he
has left no part of the world desert, but having drawn
together all things through all he has bound them tight
with invisible chains, that they should never be loosed.''
(De confusionelinguarum, i. 426.) Similarly he says {i. 88),
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" God has filled all things and has gone through all, and
has left nothing empty or desert of himself."
Concerning the word of God, the language of Philo may
be conveniently learnt from the various titles given under
the heading Verbum Divinum in the index of the edition
of Mangey. "The di vine \Vord, the ideal locus or place
of the world, the idea of ideas, the image of God, the
exemplar of light, God's elder, eldest, first born, Son, maker
of the world, ruler of things, most ancient of all things,
eternal, pillar and bond, seal of things, divider (Toµ,ds),
mediator, chief pontiff of God, sees through all things,
nourishment of souls, God of imperfect things, waters the
virtues like a stream, fountain of delight, vicegerent of
God, contains and fills all things, second God." The
passage referred to under the word "divider" is one of
the most curious. On the words "he divided them in
the midst," (Gen. xv. 10,) Philo comments as follows:
"Understand that God cuts the natures of bodies and
things which seem most firmly united, by his Word, the
cutter of all things,-which sharpened to the finest edge,
divides without ceasing all perqeptible things ; and when
it has penetrated to the elements which are said to be
indivisible and without parts, this cutter begins, from these,
to divide the things contemplated in thought into unnamed
and uncircumscribed portions, and 'cuts the leaves of gold
· into hairs,' (Exod. xxxix. 3,) as Moses says, length without
breadth, like imaginary lines." Philo then mentions various
divisions, as into light and heavy, rational and irrational,
&c: ; and concludes, " Thus God having sharpened his word
the cutter of all things divides the shapeless and unqualified
substance of things in general, and the four elements of the
world which are separated out of it, and the animals and
plants which are constituted of these." (Quis divinarum
heres, i. 491.)
God sees all things by his own light. " For the Eye of
L
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absolute Being needs ~o other light in order to perceive;
but being itself the archetypal brightness it sends out a
thousand rays, none of them perceptible by sense, but all
by intellect." (De Cherubim, i. 156.)
Moses having asked to be permitted to see God himself,
is told that this is impossible. He acquiesces, but goes on
to plead,-" But I entreat that I may behold at least the
glory that surrounds thee ; and thy glory I deem to be
the powers which form thy body-guard, which not having
yet perceived I earnestly desire to behold. God answered
and said, The powers which thou seekest after are altogether
invisible and to be apprehended by the understanding, as I
am. I do not say that they are already being apprehended
by the understanding, but that, if they could be apprehended, it would not be by sense, but by the purest intelligence. · But being naturally inapprehensible in their essence
they yet exhibit a kind of impress and likeness of their
activity. Just as seals, when applied to wax or any similar
material, stamp off any number of impressions, without
losing any part of themselves, but remaining as they were,
-so you must conceive of the powers which surround me
as communicating qualities to things unqualified and forms
to formless things, and neither changing nor losing any~
thing of their eternal nature. Those among you who name
them 'ideas' [forms] are not far from the mark, since
they give form to all existing things, ordering things
disordered, and imparting limits and definition and shape
to things without boundaries, undefined, and shapeless and
generally altering the worse into the better. Do not hope
therefore that you will ever be able to apprehend either me
or any of my powers in essence. But things attainable, as
I said, I readily and gladly communicate." (De monarch ia,
ii. 219.)
Angels are ministers of the All-ruler. "These are called
by the other philosophers dcemons, but the sacred word is
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wont to call them angels [messengers], using a more appropriate name, because they convey the commands of the
father to his offspring, and the wants of the offspring to
their father; wherefore they are introduced as 'ascending
and descending,' not because God who knows all beforehand needs messengers to inform him, but because it was
expedient for us mortal creatures to nave ' words ' [a name
for angelsJ as intervening mediators, on account of the
dread and amazement with which the All-ruler and the
mighty strength of his sovereignty would strike us. . . .
For, not to say punishments, but even surpassing and
untempcred benefits would be more than we could bear,
if he should himself put them forth to us by himself, without using others as his ministers." (De somniis, i. 642.)
There is a high strain in Philo's doctrine with regard to
the ascent of the soul towards God. " The mind," he says,
"when it purely worships God, is not human, but divine."
(i. 485.) In the following passage he is explaining that
the soul must "go out of itself" if it would inherit Divine
things. The soul is represented as saying that it has " gone
out" not only from the body and from sense or perception,
but also from reason. " I removed from reason also, when
I became aware of its great unreasonableness, although it
lifted up and inflated itself. For it ventured on no trifling
enterprise, to shew me objects by means of shadows, things
by means of words, which was impracticable. Therefore it
poured itself around unstable things, and babbled about
them, being unable to set forth with distinct presentation
the peculiarities of things by the community of names.
But being taught by experience like a foolish child, I le~rnt
that it was better to go out from all these, and to offer up
the powers of each to God, who gives its bodily frame to
the body, and causes the percepti.on to perceive, and enables
the reason to speak." The soul is then addressed: "In the
same way in which thou hast gone out from those other
L 2
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things, withdraw and remove from thyself also. And what
is this ?-Do not deal out thought and reflection and apprehension to thyself, but carry these also and offer them up
to him who enables thee to understand accurately, and to
apprehend without mistake." (Quis rerum divinarum heres,
i. 483.)

Faith, and Grace, are both made much of by Philo.
There is a somewhat rhetorical eulogy of Faith in De
Abrahamo, ii. 39, where it is called " the queen of virtues,"
"the only infallible and certain good, . . . the bettering in
all things of the soul which has cast itself for support upon
the Author of all things, who can do all, and who desires
wbat is best." "The covenant is a symbol of grace, which
God has set between himself who bestows and man who
receives. This is a surpassing benefit, that nothing should
intervene between God and the soul except maiden grace."
(De mutatione nominum, i. 586.)

. The Zoroastrian Rel£gion.
It is a disputed question, whether the elements which
Philo has blended with the doctrine of the Hebrew Scriptures were drawn exclusively from Grecian philosophy, or
in part from Oriental traditions. On the one hand, it is
quite conceivable that the mingling of the Platonic theory
of lSJai with the Jewish faith might have produced all that
we find in Philo. But on the other hand, Philo, living and
studying at Alexandria, can hardly have failed to be influenced by Eastern systems of theosophy; and the very faith
which he inherited from his fathers had certainly been
affected by its contact with one great Eastern religion, and
that the one of which Philo's language most reminds us.
This was the Zoroastrian, the religion of the Persians.
Before the termination of the Jewish Captivity, Babylon
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was conquered by Cyrus the Persian. This took place in
the year 538 B.c. The return of the Jews began in the
year 536 B.c. and was continued during the reign of Darius
the son of Hystaspes, who came to the throne in B.C. 521.
The favourable expressions in the book of Isaiah with regard
to Cyrus (the Lord's shepherd, t4e Lord's anointed) are well
known (xliv. 28, xlv. _l). The religion of the Persians,
which had no worship of idols, was received with sympathy
by the Jews, and exercised an undoubted influence upon
the Jewish mind. Concurrently with other causes, it led to
a greater development of liturgical prayer, and to a more
definite belief in a heavenly hierarchy, including both good
and evil angels.
The religion of Cyrus and Darius is known to have been
the worship of Or-muzd, or Ahura-Mazda. The Inscriptions
recently deciphered at Behistun and Persepolis bear abundant testimony to this fact. The worship of Or-muzd is
called Zoroastrian, because its traditions name Zoroaster, or
Zerduscht, or Zarathustra, as the teacher and legislator from
w horn it is derived. The Zoroastrian religion is peculiarly
interesting because of its great antiquity, and because its
ancient books are only now beginning to be thoroughly
known. The doctrinal resemblances of the Zoroastrian
system to the language of St. Paul and St. John, as well as
to the later Gnostical systems, make it especially important
for the study of the development of Christian doctrine.
The ancient books of this system are contained in the
collection called the Zend Avesta. These are the only books
now existing in the language called the Zend, which has
been found by comparison to be a sister dialect to Sanskrit.
The books have been preserved in the hands of the Parsees
in India, the modern remnant of the Zoroastrians, and were
brought to Europe towards the close of the last century by
M. Anquetil du Perron. The aids for deciphering and interpreting the Zend MSS. have been a Sanskrit version
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(Neriosengh's), a more ancient version into a language called
Pehlevi, and the traditional renderings of the Parsees. M.
Anquetil made an imperfect translation into French by_
means of Parsee assistance in Bombay ; but since his time,
the study of scholars versed in the languages of the same
stock (including that of the Cuneiform Inscriptions) has
done much to fix the meaning of the Zend, and to enable
the learned to discriminate between dialectic varieties in
the Zend books themselves. The use of the words Zend
and Avesta is conventional, Avesta being supposed to mean
"Scriptures," and Zend "oral tradition." The English
reader has an opportunity of studying the whole of the
Avesta in a work published at the cost of a Parsee gentleman-Spiegel's German translation of the Avesta rendered
into English by Mr. Bleeck. Translations of parts of the
A vesta may also be found in a volume of Essays by Haug.
Unfortunately, the renderings of these two scholars exhibit
considerable differences ; but they agree sufficiently to shew
that for general purposes the language is now fairly understood. I shall take the extracts which follow from Mr.
Bleeck's translation, which seems to be done with care in. a
closely literal style.
There are no available data for fixing even approximately
the age of Zoroa~ter or of the books of the A vesta. These
books are almost without a history. The only existing
MSS. of them are said to be comparatively modern. It is
believed that their contents were not committed to writing
till the time of the Sassanian dynasty (third century), having
been handed down through long centuries by oral tradition.
But there is sufficient proof from internal evidence of their
great antiquity. A comparison of the Zend Avesta with
the Vedas shews that the Zoroastrian religion and that of
the earliest Vedas were branches of one stock ; and there
are allusions in the Avesta which point to an original home
of the Aryan race in Bactria, from which one section of the
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race migrated to India, whilst the Iranian section moved
westwards. It is conjectured that the separation of these
two branches of the race· was caused by a religious schism ;
and Mr. Ernest de Bunsen has seen in the story of Cain and
Abel a mythical representation of this conflict. (See his
book on The Hidden Wisdom, c. i.) The principal division
of the Zend Avesta is into the Vendidad, the Yasna
together with the Vispered, and the Khordah Avesta (or
little Avesta). The Vendidad is the Zoroastrian Law-book.
The Vispered and the Yasna form the liturgy for the
priests. The G!th!s, or hymns, in this part, are the most
ancient compositions in the Avesta. The Khordah Avesta
contains various prayers, intended for general use, and
especially a series of Yashts, or invocations, addressed to
the good Genii.
The spedal characteristic of this religion is the worship
of Ahura-Mazda. True believers are called Mazdayasnians,
(the word Yasna meaning sacrifice or worship,) and the law
is called the good Mazdayasnian law. With Ahura-Mazda,
but strictly subordinate to him, are associated a number of
divinities, called Ameshaspentas, or Amshaspands. An evil
power, named Angra-mainyus, (afterwards Ahrimanes,)
works in opposition to Ahura-Mazda and the good creation,
and he is aided by innumerable daevas (devas, divs,)
against which good Mazdayasnians are to wage war. The
chief quality of Ahura-Mazda is purity, symbolized by
light, and the counter-quality is pollution, symbolized by
darkness. The ideas of light and darkness, purity and impurity, are perpetually recurring in the Avestan books ;
and the object of the worshipper is always to keep himself
morally and ceremonially pure. Praise of all pure beings,
and defiance of all impure, are the chief religious agencies
for the elevation of the soul. Words, especially prayers
and invocations, are the potent weapons for driving away
evil. The great formative ideas of this religion are high
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and noble, and they are expressed with a striking simplicity.
Indeed the reiteration of simple formulas conveys an impression of baldness and sterility : for good and for evil,
speculation seems to have stopped short with the Zoroastrians at certain elementary conceptions with regard to
the creation.
In the received accounts of the Zoroastrian religion, the
most conspicuous feature of it is the Dualism represented by
~he names Ormuzd and Ahriman. These two powers are
described as being co-eternal. But this does not appear to
be stated in the Avesta. There Angro-mainyus, the Spirit
of darkness, occupies much the same position as that occupied by the Devil in the Christian theology of most of the
centuries of the Christian era. The good Creator and the
good creation come first: afterwards the evil spirit seeks
pertinaciously to spoil the good creation by introducing
evil. But there is no vestige of any worship of the dark
spirit : he is always to be overcome. There are two passages in the G:ithas in which the two Powers, the good
and the evil, are spoken of as more co-ordinate than they
seem to be in the greater part of the A vesta (Yasna xxx.
3-6, and xliv. or xlv·. 2), but in these very same hymns
Ahura-Mazda is spoken of as primary and dominant. 1
Some allusions to the Infinite Time (zrvane akerane), or
Eternity, appear to have been also systematized too rigidly
into the conception of a Divine Abyss, answering to the
En Soph of the Kabbalah, out of which Ahura-Mazda had
birth. Ahura-Mazda is the Creator, and there seems to be
no speculation as to his origin.
1 Professor Rawlinson speaks of the older part of the Avesta as comparatively free from the Dualism which characterises the later part ; and he
refers to these passages in the Yasna as containing only the germ of the
system subsequently developed. But I think there are no other passages in
the .Avesta so dnalistic as these. (See Robinson's "Ancient Monarchies,' III.

p. 105.)
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The first of the Yasnas, or liturgical invocations, begins
thus:
1. "I invoke 1 : the Creator Ahura-Mazda, the Brilliant,
Majestic, Greatest, Best, Most Beautiful,
· 2. The strongest, most intellectual, of the best body, the
Highest through holiness ;
3. ,vho is very wise, who rejoices afar,
4. Who created us, who formed us, who keeps us, the
Holiest among the heavenly.
5. I invoke: Vohu-mano, Asha-vahista, Kshathra-vairya,
Spenta-armaiti, Haurvat, and Ameretitt."
These are the six Amesha-spentas, who have different
provinces of creation under their care. I take the following
account of them from Spiegel's note on this passage.
1. Vohu-mano (otherwise Bahman), the protector of all
living creatures. [The name is said to mean Good Conscience, or Good Mind.] 2. Asha-vahista (Ardi-behist),
the genius of fire. [The name = high piety, or best
truth.] 3'. Khshathra-vairya (Shahrevar) is the lord or
protector of metals. The care of the poor is also entrusted
to him. 4. Spenta-armaiti is a female genius, the goddess
of the earth. In the older writings she is especially the
goddess of wisdom ; in the later, she bestows a good way
of life, fluency of speech, &c. 5 and 6. Haurvat and
Ameretitt are almost always named together. The former
is the lord of the waters, the latter of the trees.
In the later mythology, Ahura-Mazda is not reckoned
amongst the Amesha-spentas, and the number seven is
completed by Sraosha or Serosh. His duty was to watch
over the world, and especially to protect it in the nighttime. The night is an especial development of the power
of Angro-mainyus, and the Daevas work their deeds in
darkness. Hence morning and evening prayers were
1 I have substituted this simpler expression or "I invite and announce tu'
into which Bleeck has translated Spiegel's German rendering.
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offered to Sraosha. The cock also was sacred to
him.
The following passage, relating to the Amesha-spentas,
is from the Khordah-Avesta. "The strong Kingly Majesty
praise we,
Which belongs to the Amesha-spentas, the shining,
having efficacious eyes, great, helpful, strong, Ahurian,
who are imperishable and pure.
Which are all seven of like mind, like speech, all seven
doing alike, like is their mind, like their word, like is their
action, like their Father and Ruler, namely, the Creator
Ahura-Mazda.
~

They it is who further the world at will so that it does
not grow old and die, does not become corrupt and stinking,
but ever-living, ever-profiting, a kingdom as one wishes it,
that the dead may arise, and immortality for the living
may come, which gives according to ·wish furtherance for
· the world.
The worlds which teach purity will be immortal, the
Drukhs [the genius of Pollution] will disappear at the
time. So soon as it comes to the pure to slay him and his
hundred-fold seed, then is it (ripe) for dying and fleeing
away." (Zamyad-Yasht, 14-20.)
Illustrations of the nature of Angro-mainyus, and of the
power of words, or invocations, to overcome all evil spirits,
may be found in the 19th Fargard, or Section, of the
Vendidad.
" I. From the north region, from the north regions,
rushed forth Angro-mainyus, he who is full of death, the
Daeva of the Daevas.
2. Thus spake this evil-witting Angro-mainyus, who is
full of death :
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. 3. 'Drukhs ! [Pollution,] run up, slay the pure Zarathustra.'
4. The Drukhs ran round him, the perishable, the
deceiver of mortals.
5. Zarathustra recited the prayer Ahuna-vairya. 1 • • •
6. The Drukhs ran away from him grieved. . . .
7. The Drukhs answered him (Angro-mainyus): Tormentor, Angro~mainyus !
8. I do not see death in him, in the holy Zarathustra.
9. Full of brightness is the pure Zarathustra.
16. Zarathustra informed Angro-mainyus : 'Evil~witting
Angro-mainyus l
17. I will smite the creation which was created by the
Daevas, I will smite the Nasus [genii of PollutionJ which
the Daevas have created,
18. I will smite thee . . . , until Saoshyans [more commonly SosioschJ is born, the victorious, out of the water
Kansaoya,
19. From the East region, from the Eastern regions.
[Sosiosch is the Messiah of the Zoroastrian traditions.
The name means '' He that will profit or help." Compare
Jesus, J e-hoshua, Help of Jehovah. " It is the name,"
says Prof. Spiegel in his Commentary on the Vendidad,
p. 421 (Leipsic, 1865,) "of the future Deliverer, who is to
appear at the time of the Resurrection and establish the
complete dominion of Ahura-Mazda on the Earth." As the
No1'th is the quarter of the spirits of darkness, so whatever
comes from Ahura-Mazda comes from the East. J
20. Him answered Angro-mainyus who has created the
wicked creatures,
1 .A short formula of prayer, somewhat obscure, to be found at the beginning
of the Khordah .Avesta. The name appears under the form Honover or Honwar. Great efficacy was ascribed to this Word. Manthra-spenta is the more
general name for the Holy Word.
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21. Do not slay my creatures, 0 pure Zarathustra !
22. Thou art the son of Pourashaspa, and hast life from

a (mortal) mother!
23. Curse the good Mazdayasnian law, . . .
24. Him answered the holy Zarathustra:
25. I will not curse the good Mazdayasnian law;
26. Not if bones, soul, and vital power, were to separate
themselves asunder.
27. Him answered Angro-mainyus who has created the
evil creatures :
28. By whose word wilt thou smite, by whose word
wilt thou annihilate, by what well-made arms (smite) my
creatures, Angro-mainyus' 1
29. Him answered the holy Zarathustra :
30. Mortar, cup, Haoma 1 [liturgical symbols, used in invocations,] and the words which Ahura-Mazda has spoken;
3 I. These are my best weapons ;
32. By this word will I smite, by this word will I
annihilate, by these well-formed weapons (smite), 0 evil
Angro-mainyus;
1 The Hom, or Soma juice, frequently mentioned in the Vedas.
It is the
juice of a plant called Asclepias acida, and in the Hindoo religion was drunk
ferniented. But there is no hint of intoxication by the drinking of the Hom
juice in the Zoroastrian books; and it seems to me to be in accordance with the
rest of this religion to regard this ceremony as a simple recognition of one of the
benefits of creation, that, namely, conferred in the juice of wholesome plants.
In a passage to be presently quoted, fire, water, cattle, trees, are enumerated
together with the earth, the pure man, the stars, &c., as amongst the good
things of .Ahura's creation. All these are represented :in the Zoroastrian
worship. Fire is well known as a principal symbol of that worship. Watei·
is represented by holy water, called Zaothra. Perhaps the Draonas, which
were little round cakes, on which pieces of cooked flesh were placed, and which
after certain prayers were eaten by the priests, may have had something to <lo
with earth. In the praises and :invocations, we read continually of the mythical Bull, or Cow, which represented cattle in general; and the use of cow's
urine in purifications is (to this day) one of the chief features of the Mazdayasnian ritual. T1·ees are remembered in the consecration of the Baresma or
Barsom, a bundle of twigs. Similarly, the consecration and drinking of the
Hom may be an act of thanksgiving for the juices of all plants.
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33. Which Spenta-mainyus [the Good SpiritJ created ;
he created in the infinite time; 1
34. Which the Amesha-spentas created, the good Rulers,
the wise."
The 11 th Fargard gives rules as to the use of various
prayers, especially the frequent repetition of the Ahunavairya, by which the evil spirit was to be driven away.
The following passage enumerates the principal representatives of the pure creation. " I combat thee, 0 evil Angromainyus, (away) from the dwelling, from the fire, from the
water, from the earth, from the cattle, from the trees, from
the pure man, from the pure woman, from the stars, from
the moon, from the sun, from the lights without beginning,
, from all the good things which Ahura has made which have
a pure origin." (Vendidad, Fargard xi. 32.)
The name Daeva or Dev a is that which in the IndoAryan family of languages signified a divine being. From
the same root come Zeus and deus.
But in the Zend
Avesta, it always stands for an evil spirit. The Daevas are
innumerable ; they haunt darkness and corruption ; their
home is in the pit of darkness. They flock together in
the places, called Dakhmas, where dead bodies are
exposed:" For that is the joy of the Daevas,
All to which stench cleaves.
For in these Dakhmas there are together dissolution,
sickness, fever, uncleanness, cold fever, shivering, and
old remains of hair." (Vendidad, Fargard vii. 143-.
145.)

Human beings who admit defilement are liable to be
possessed by Drujas, (dremons,) in this life, and will go to
the abode of the Daevas in the next.
1 This is the zrvane-akerane, Time without bounds, mentioned above.
It
occurs again in this Fargard : " 55. I praise the heaven, the self-created, the
never-ending time, the air which works above."
·
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" They are not pure in life, and after death they take no
share in Paradise.
They fill the place which is appointed for the wicked,
The dark, which comes from darkness,
Darkness.
This place ye make, ye who are wicked, through
your own deeds and your own law, the worst of places."
(Fargard v. 173-177, vii. 54-57.)
Next to prayer, the cultivation of the ground was the
best means of promoting purity.
87. '' He who cultivates this earth, 0 holy Zarathustra,
with the left arm and the right, with the right arm and
the left;
88. Then this earth speaks to him: Man, thou who
cultivatest me with the left arm and the right, with the
·
right arm and the left,
89. Always will I come hither and bear.
90. All food will I bear, together with the fruits of the
field.
91. He who does not cultivate this earth, 0 holy Zara~
thustra, with the left arm and the right, with the right
arm and the left,
92. Then this earth speaks to him : Man, thou who dost
not cultivate me with the left arm and right, with the right
arm and left,
93. Always thou standest there, going to the doors of
·
others to beg for food :
94. Always they bring food to thee, thou who beggest
lazily out of doors:
95. They bring to you out of their superfluity of good
things.
96. Creator of the corporeal world, Pure One!
97. What is the increase of the Mazdayasnian law 1
98. Then answered Ahura-Mazda : When one diligently
cultivates corn, 0 holy Zarathustra.
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99. He who cultivates the fruits of the field cultivates
purity..
100. · He promotes the Mazdayasnian law.

*

*

l 05. When there are crops then the Daevas hiss,
106. When there are shoots then the Daevas cough,
107. When there are stalks then the Daevas weep,
1 0 8. When there are thick ears of corn then the Daevas
fly.
\
109. There are the Daevas most smitten in the dwellingplaces where the ears of corn are found.
110. To hell they go, melting like glowing ice.
11 I. After that let this Manthra [wordl be recited :
112. No one, if he eats nothing, has any strength ;
113. He is not able to be of pure conduct,
114. Not able to be employed in cultivation:
115. Since with food lives the whole corporeal world,
and without food it dies." (Vendidad, Fargard iii.)
I will only add to these extracts a prayer, or rather lau,d,
which is one of the favourite Mazdayasnian formulre.
1. '' I praise the well-thought, well-spoken, well-performed, thoughts, words, and works.
2. I lay hold on all good thoughts, words, and works.
3. I abandon all evil thoughts, words, and works.
4. I bring to you, 0 Amesha-spentas,
5. Praise and adoration,
6. With thoughts, words, and works, with heavenly mind,
the vital strength of my own body." (Yasna xii.)

We have no evidence that St. Paul ever came in oontact
with worshippers of Ahura-Mazda. But we know that
there was a considerable population of Jews settled in
Babylonia, and spreading into Persia and Media, and that
these for many generations · had had opportunities of
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becoming acquainted with the Zoroastrian traditions : we
know also that the systems of Gnosticism in the second
and third centuries bore .so strong a resemblance to the
Persic mythology that it is impossible not to believe in
some kind of connexion between them. The Epistle to
the Colossians shews distinctly that speculations were prevalent amongst the Jews of Asia Minor, professing to be
a higher rvroau or knowledge to be attained by the more
learned and more religious, which remind us of the Gnos- ..
tical and the Zoroastrian systems. "Without, therefore,
laying down any definite propositions as to the filiation
of ideas which it is impossible tb circumscribe within the
limits of any one race or religion, we may imagine St.
Paul to be confronted with the doctrines of Philo and of
the Avesta, and we may conceive with certainty how he
would deal with them. When he hears of various attempts
to solve the mystery of creation ; when he learns how men
have travelled back from the definite to an Indefinite out
of which the actual creation has grown; when he is told
of a primal Fulness, of a development of the divine nature
in the process of creation, of a formative Word or words,
of powers emanating from the supreme Divinity and ruling
over different departments of the universe, of evil powers
loving darkness and disorder which thwart the good purposes of the Creator and his instruments, of manifestations
in which the good Creator reveals himself or some part of
himself in order that he may drive out evil and establish
the reign of harmony and happiness,_ of modes of approach
to the heavenly powers by which men may rise above the
general condition of sinful mortals :-St. Paul brings all
such speculations to the test of his own theology, the
theology of his Conversion. So far as they agree with the
doctrine of the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit, he
will gladly accept any expansion of view which they may
suggest, he will use their phraseology. But they will not
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tempt him to give up his faith in Christ. He sees in Christ
the true representation of the Eternal Fulness, the organ of
creation, the head of all the powers which may be engaged
in the evolution of nature, the prince of the kingdom of
light, the one mediator between God and men, the one
deliverer of the universe from all that troubles i-t. The
way for men to come to God is to accept fellowship with
Christ and to exefcise the trust in God as a Father to
which this fellowship with the Son entitles them. In being
called to believe in Christ, they are called out of darkness
into light, finding in him both peace with God and the
true law of their life. They are bound to fight with Christ
against all the powers of darkness ; and in his triumph
over these powers when he rose from the grave, they have
the pledge of a final and complete victory.

THE END
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